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Stockholm 2004 Workshop “Joint Degrees – Further Development”
General Conclusions from the Workshop
1. In most Bologna countries higher education degrees are regulated in national legislation. In
some countries, higher education programmes have to be nationally approved. Many higher
education institutions in the Bologna countries cooperate to deliver joint study programmes but
few countries have a legal framework that explicitly allows the award of joint degrees. In some
cases, double degrees are awarded.
The workshop participants agree that:
2. Joint study programmes and joint degree awards are important instruments to achieve the
Bologna objectives. The process of developing and offering joint study programmes, at the
initiative of higher education institutions and in the interest of students, is the core activity; the
long-term vision, however, is to build sustainable collaborations between higher education
institutions and to award joint degrees.
3. Joint study programmes and joint degree awards enhance quality, efficiency, mutual
recognition, employability and linguistic and cultural diversity. The Diploma Supplement and the
use of ECTS are important instruments which can help to demonstrate the cooperation between
institutions and the added value of the joint study programme and/or award.
4. Lifelong learning and the possibilities for all types of students to participate should be taken
into account when developing joint study programmes and joint degrees. Quality assurance
procedures in accordance with national systems should be provided for within joint study
programmes.

Recommendations to the Bologna Follow-Up Group
5. The Bologna Follow-Up Group should map the experience of higher education institutions and
students regarding:
a, the concepts and formats of joint study programmes and joint degrees valid for the emerging
European Higher Education Area,
b, arrangements and agreements for cooperation between the partner institutions, and
c, agreements between the partner institutions and the student safeguarding the rights of the
student.
If possible conclusions and recommendations should be reported to the Bergen ministerial
meeting.
6. Each country should report on the progress made in removing legal obstacles as agreed in the
Berlin communiqué to the Bergen ministerial meeting in 2005.

Recommendations to the Bergen Ministerial Meeting
7. The possibility of awarding joint degrees with national and foreign higher education institutions
should be clearly referred to in national legislation. Every country should report on the progress of
their work in time for the ministerial meeting in 2007.
8. The format of the Diploma Supplement should be adapted to facilitate the description of joint
degrees. The Diploma Supplement should include a cross-reference when double degrees are
issued.
9. Ministers should encourage the development of incentives for higher education institutions to
participate in joint study programmes leading to joint degrees. Higher education institutions
should give proper recognition to students and staff who participate in joint degree programmes.

BOLOGNA FOLLOW-UP SEMINAR
JOINT DEGREES – FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
Ministry of Education and Science, Sweden
Stockholm, May 06 – 07, 2004

Report by the Rapporteur
Prof. Pavel Zgaga, University of Ljubljana

Final version
Stockholm / Ljubljana, May 2004
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(1) General data. The seminar on “Joint Degrees – Further Development” was
organized by the Ministry of Education and Science of Sweden and took place in
Stockholm, 06-07 May 2004; almost exactly two years after the first Bologna Followup seminar on the development of Joint Degrees and in the same city. The seminar –
the first in the line of fourteen 2004-2005 Bologna Follow-up Seminars – focused
along the Bologna action line 6: Promotion of the European Dimension in Higher
Education, with a special focus on Joint Master Degrees.
The seminar was organized in two morning plenary sessions and in afternoon
workshops. Seven presentations and case studies were given and discussed during the
plenary session of the first day while in the afternoon, participants divided into four
smaller working groups and took active part in discussions. Altogether, there were 51
participants from 20 “Bologna” countries as well representatives from European
Commission, Council of Europe, EUA and ESIB at the seminar.
(2) The point of departure. The point of departure were the conclusions from the
previous Stockholm seminar (May 2002) on joint degrees and the Mantova seminar
(April 2003) on integrated curricula as well as surveys and publications which have
appeared in the last two years, mostly as a result of the Bologna process.1 A short
overview of previous discussions and developments on this issue was given at the
opening of the seminar by Ms. Kerstin Eliasson, State Secretary, and Ms Karin
Röding, Director General for Higher Education, from the Swedish Ministry of
Education and Science.
Joint Degrees were a rather obscure theme few years ago. The Bologna Declaration in is sixth objective - briefly mentioned “integrated programmes of study, training and
research” only. The Prague Communiqué went further and under a special paragraph
on promotion of the European dimension in higher education “called upon the higher
education sector to increase the development of modules, courses and curricula at all
levels” and to offer them “in partnership by institutions from different countries and
leading to a recognized joint degree”. Again two years later, ministers noted in the
Berlin Communiqué that many new initiatives had been taken “to promote the
development of integrated study programmes and joint degrees at first, second and
third level” and agreed “to engage at the national level to remove legal obstacles to
the establishment and recognition of such degrees and to actively support the
development and adequate quality assurance of integrated curricula leading to joint
degrees”. This has become one of most important issues to be discussed until Bergen
conference; and the Stockholm Follow-up Seminar (2004) took it seriously.
1
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Parallel to the political development - reflected also in the main Bologna documents a progress has been made also in understanding and promoting Joint Degrees. Before
2002, very little research on actual joint programmes and masters degrees in Europe
has been made. After Prague, follow-up seminars in Stockholm in 2002 and in
Mantova in 2003 produced important conclusions and recommendations; they also
initiated systemic surveys and presentation of good practices. Last but not least, the
Lisbon Recognition Convention has been also reflected in this progress. The EUA’s
Survey on Master Degrees and Joint Degrees in Europe (September 2002), followed
by the ENIC and NARIC Draft Recommendation on the Recognition of Joint Degrees
(May 2003) and the results of the 5th EUA Conference “Joint Degrees: Institutions
working together in Europe” (October 2003) are probably most important steps on
this way.
(3) Today, we are at a stage when learning from pilot projects experience and
from some national environment is already possible. Final results of the EUA’s
pilot project (Joint Masters Project, March 2003-January 2004, presented by Ms. Kate
Geddie from EUA) that has examined 11 established joint masters programmes,
supported by the EC Socrates programme, confirm their importance for interuniversity and European cooperation but also show in more clear light than before
the key unresolved issues: definitions and structures need to be “tuned”, funding
seems to be a particularly important question (Joint Degrees exist among
incompatible national funding frameworks and differing socio-economic contexts),
legal recognition obstacles continue to exist, external quality assurance mechanisms
are still designed to satisfy only one national system, etc.
On the other hand, two national case studies from Italy and Flanders (presented by
Ms. Germana Verri from Italian Ministry for Education, University and Research, and
Mr. Erwin Malfroy from the Ministry of the Flemish Community, Dept. of Education;
Ms. Maria Stichi Damiani as the author of a third presentation was unfortunately
absent) encourage and show that changes in national legislation combined with
deliberate political and financial incentives aimed at autonomous higher education
institutions bring productive results. This has been done in a particularly interesting
way with the Italian internationalization programme; it is based on previously adopted
legislative provision which made Join Degrees legally possible. Recent changes in
Flemish legislation as well as international agreement between Flanders and
Netherlands and the newly established “transnationale Universiteit Limburg” prove
again that important steps could be done in this area.
(4) The next step to eliminating obstacles to the development of Joint Degrees
and their recognition. All discussions and surveys up to the present show that the
main obstacle to the development of Joint Degrees is still the question of their
recognition. It is far from being “a mere formal issue”; it should be noted again that
the issue of recognition was the trigger – or at least one of them – which caused, in
last instance, the very process of establishing a common European Higher Education
Area.
Parties of the Lisbon Recognition Convention of 1997 agreed to recognize each
others’ national qualifications; however, it is difficult to say that Joint Degrees are
covered in the Convention as “national qualifications”. Therefore, the proposed
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Council of Europe and Unesco Recommendation on the Recognition of Joint Degrees
which is expected to be approved in June 2004 and amended to the Lisbon
Recognition Convention will be another important push forward. The work on the
Recommendation and the proposed solutions (presented by Prof. Andrejs
Rauhvargers, the President of the Lisbon Recognition Convention Committee) were
strongly supported in the discussion; however, the discussion also stressed that this
document will not replace the need of amending national legislation in order to make
Joint Degrees possible or, better to say, “recognized”. On the contrary, this is
obviously one of main tasks to be fulfilled on the way towards Bergen.
(5) The development of transnational degrees needs transnational support as
well as transnational objectives. The Lisbon Recognition Convention made clear
that mutual recognition of various national qualifications is possible only with a help
of transnational means - international law. If we wish to enjoy mutually the
advantages and richness of our particular national environments, e.g. in higher
education and research, we have to establish structures of trans-national support and
agree on trans-national objectives. It is clear that Joint Degrees are the vulnerable
point in national higher education systems which could not be reached if this principle
is not taken into account seriously. It is also clear that the inner “anatomy” of Join
Degrees needs further consideration and careful definitions to eliminate potential
ambiguity and to make Joint Degrees really important in the European Higher
Education Area.
From this point, the contribution of the European Commission (presented by Mr.
David Coyne from EC – DG Education and Culture) are as appreciated as inevitable.
The ERASMUS support to the development and delivery of Joint Degrees in
combination with the support to “tuning exercises” in various thematic networks, to
quality as a transnational issue, etc. have positive effects in national developments of
higher education. The new incentive which can foster and speed up these processes
very much - at the national and institutional level - is now presented through
ERASMUS MUNDUS.
(6) Joint Degrees are made for students. The development of Joint Degrees is an
important mechanism of opening national higher education systems and adapting
them to the internationalization, promoting quality assessment in a broader
environment, developing European citizenship etc. However, Joint Degrees are not
(only) tools of system modernization; they are made for students and students express
high expectations in this regard (as presented by Mr. Predrag Lazetić from ESIB).
Certainly, Joint Degrees could bring many new chances to future graduates: gaining
from different academic and research environments, learning different cultural
paradigms, languages, developing professional and research ties in an international
context, getting broader work experience and better chances on a global labour
market. However, student organizations also call for attention not to forget the social
dimension of the emerging Join Degrees: there is a potential danger to remain elitist
and not open to majority of students; they shouldn’t be developed only in a limited set
of study fields; their recognition should be automatic and prior to enrolment of
candidates. In particular, problems caused by different study financing systems should
find proper solutions.
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(7) Discussions in workshops proved that at this stage Integrated Curricula and
Joint Degrees need a broader reflection in order to make further steps. Only now
when the first concrete steps have been made it became really clear how important it
is to use precise definitions. Many problems seem to be simply a result of inaccurate
(everyday) language. Mobility of students and staff is extremely precious, it even
promotes “joint activities” – but as such it shouldn’t be mixed with genuine joint
programmes or degrees. Similarly, the two terms Double Degrees and Joint Degrees
sometimes make problems even to those who are familiar with higher education.
There is a clear need for a “joint action” in the terminology.
Joint Degrees also shouldn’t be mixed with joint study programmes; better to say,
discussions should not focus only on the issue of degrees. The real process of
establishing Joint Degrees starts from curriculum design: this is the point where
institutions can distinguish best between academic advantages and/or potentialities
(e.g. specialization through co-operation) of their co-operation from a mere popular
wish “to develop a Joint Degrees also with us”.
Many dilemmas are connected to these issues. Often, they provoke discussions on the
foundations of Joint Degrees.
(8) Why Joint Degrees – views from an institutional angle. Joint Degrees should be
regarded as a systemic possibility on the national scale and as an option for
institutions and students. Developing Joint Degrees “for any prise”, to a broad extent,
massively, would be absurd and counterproductive.
Students’ point of view was briefly presented above (see 6); now, we try to list some
possible – and diverse – answers to the question: Why Joint Degrees – from the
institutional point of view:
- to better position our institution in an internationalised higher education;
- to foster specialization and to promote academic division of labour;
- to attract (more) international students;
- to get additional value of the existing international co-operation;
- to promote a particular (new) study area in (inter)national context;
- for “degree laundry” purposes at some institutions that might not have the right to
award a certain degree or might not be a recognized institution;
- no reason; the institution continues with its own provision.
It is clear: arguments could be very different, even disputable; therefore, they should
be a matter of broad discussion in institutional bodies and deliberate institutional
decision.
(9) Why Joint Degrees – views from a national angle. In a similar way, we have
also to ask why to support developing Joint Degrees – from the national point of view.
Again, different positions and arguments could be possible:
- to better position national higher education in an internationalised context;
- to promote special disciplines taken as a national priority or national pride;
- to promote national economy and culture abroad (e.g. international students);
- to develop new disciplines important for the future of a country;
- to give new incentives to cross-border and/or regional cooperation;
- to support home institutions to compete successfully for EC grants;
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- not to lag behind;
- no reason.
As in the former case, arguments could be very different and disputable; therefore,
they should be a matter of broad policy discussion – with involvement of institutions,
students and employers – and deliberate decision.
(10) Examples of problems to be considered and tasks to be addressed in near
future. A set of questions and tasks has been established in discussions in the
different working groups at the seminar which call for joint European co-operation
when searching and developing possible solutions.
(a.) Joint Study Programmes and Join Degrees should be considered in the light of the
already proposed European framework of higher education qualifications.
(b.) Even when the Recommendation on the Recognition of Joint Degrees (Lisbon
Convention) will be approved and formal obstacles removed from national legislation,
some potential collisions among national regulation from different countries (e.g.
accreditation and/or quality assessment procedures, degree titles, financial provisions,
relationship between higher education and research, etc.) are possible; constant
measures should be taken to detect such potential collisions and find appropriate
solutions – on the national as well as on the European level.
(c.) Diploma Supplement should be adapted from its existing “national application” to
the (transnational) nature of future Joint Study Programmes, including their definition
in the Bologna sense.
(d.) With regard to genuine Joint Degrees to be developed in the near future a need
has been expressed to agree upon a common label (prefix); however, higher education
qualifications remain nationally based. After an exchange of arguments participants of
the seminar agreed that in this context the term “European” shouldn’t be used.
(e.) A broad set of financial questions and consequences has been established; these
issues are linked to the social dimension of the Bologna process, but not only. Special
consideration should be put to the question of different systems of financing and
different positions of the co-operating institutions (e.g. with regard to relationship
between higher education and research). There are open questions also from the point
of view of organization of studies, e.g. different definition of semester in different
national environments, which should be addressed as well.
(f.) Students in Joint Study Programmes should have the same (or similar) status as
Erasmus students. Access to Joint Study Programmes can be much more difficult for
(postgraduate) part-time students; therefore, special support measures should be
available for these students. Finally, language courses should be of special concern
also here.
(g.) The further development of Joint Study Programmes and Joint Degrees depends
very much on systematic and careful monitoring.
(11) A need for a systemic follow-up. In this sense, a proposal for a special working
group on Joint Degrees to be appointed by the Bologna Follow-Up Group (BFUG)
which was disputed at this seminar, prove that there is a lack of reflected and/or
organized good practice and that unclear definitions of Joint Degrees hinder faster
developments. A handbook of good practice and/or recommended guidelines could
6

have positive effects but they should not be a top down commandment. The workshop
participants, however, in their conclusions agreed not to recommend the BFUG to
appoint a special working group, but to – in the way the BFUG chooses – map the
experience of higher education institutions and students regarding joint study
programmes and joint degrees.
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International seminar
”Bologna and the challenges of e-learning
and distance education”
4-5 June 2004, Ghent, Belgium

Ministerie van de
Vlaamse Gemeenschap
REPORT ON THE INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR
BOLOGNA
AND THE CHALLENGES OF E-LEARNING
AND DISTANCE EDUCATION

THE CONTRIBUTION OF NON-CLASSICAL LEARNING AND TEACHING FORMS TO
THE EMERGING EUROPEAN HIGHER EDUCATION AREA

Ghent, 4-5 June 2004

The main focus of the seminar organised by the Ministry of the Flemish Community
(Belgium) and the University of Ghent in cooperation with the Slovak Academic
Association for International Cooperation, the Ministry of Education of the Former
Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and the Institute of International Educational Programs
of St Petersburg State Polytechnic University, was on the integration of the lifelong
learning perspective in higher education, as was recommended by the ministerial
Bologna follow-up meetings in Prague (2001) and more recently in Berlin (2003). In
particular the seminar explored the issue of widening access to higher education, e.g. for
a more mature student public that combines studies with other, for instance professional,
responsibilities. This public not only needs more flexible programmes but also more
appropriate teaching methods and modes of delivery of the courses.
Moreover, large attention was paid to the issue of interaction, synergies and
complementary interplay between so-called “virtual” and physical mobility.
This seminar discussed how non-classical teaching and learning forms can be of use in
an emerging European Higher Education Area of which quality assurance and
recognition, as well as mobility and social issues are the corner stones. The challenges
higher distance education poses in this perspective were explored accordingly.
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The seminar was attended by policy makers, representatives of the academic world and
specialists both in international relations and in e-learning from a large variety of
countries and organisations participating in the Bologna process.

PLENARY SESSIONS

Mr. Piet Henderikx, Secretary-General of European Association of Distance Teaching
Universities and Mr. Bernd Wächter, Director of the Academic Cooperation Association
agreed to chair the plenary sessions.
These sessions were intended to give an overview of the topic seen from the point of
view of different stakeholders and international organisations involved in the Bologna
process.
Contributions were made by Ms Maruja Gutierrez-Diaz (European Commision), Dr. Vera
Stastna (Council of Europe), Ms Magda Kirsch (EURASHE), Ms Zeynep Varoglu
(UNESCO) and Mr. Johan Almqvist (ESIB).
The keynote speech was presented by Dr. Anne Wright (Department of Education and
Skills, UK), who stressed the necessity of developing institutional leadership in order to
integrate the lifelong learning perspective in the mission of higher education institutions
and to develop an e-learning policy accordingly.
Specific case studies were presented Ms Ingeborg Bö (Norwegian Association for
distance Education), Ms Elena Nikonchuk (St Petersburg State Polytechnic University)
and Mr. Fillip Vervenne (KATHO Zuid-West-Vlaanderen).

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE WORKSHOPS
Workshop 1- Lifelong learning and the Mainstream
Chair : Prof. Dirk Van Damme (Council for Flemish Community Education)
Facilitator : Dr. Bill Harvey (Scottish Funding Council for Further and Higher Education)
Key questions
• Is mainstream education fit to serve (all) lifelong learners, and serve them optimally?
• What is (eventually) precisely missing at the level of:
o Access to higher education for lifelong learners;
o Attitudes from staff, conventional students and mature students;
o Teaching and learning materials (courses, programmes);
o Organisation of course delivery and learner support (technical, pedagogical,
organisational);
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•
•

o Legislation (e.g. modularisation, recognition, funding of lifelong learners);
What about networking between conventional higher education and dedicated
distance education institutions in this perspective? Could private-public partnerships
be helpful?
What recommendations can be made in addition to the ones that were already
formulated earlier ?

Lifelong learning is to a great extent a matter of access and equity, and the use of ICTs
can contribute to these aims.
The competitiveness of Europe relies heavily on the availability of a competent
workforce. This does not only imply that people should be educated to sufficient
competence levels, but also that the competences should be maintained throughout
professional life. For that purpose, the efficiency of lifelong learning systems in this
respect is highly crucial. In a way we have to redefine the idea of lifelong learning in
higher education. It becomes more important from an efficiency point of view to tailor
lifelong learning to the individual learning needs. Additionally, the access to lifelong
learning for those who are traditionally underrepresented should get the attention that it
deserves. E-learning can be instrumental to this purpose, if a specific approach is
adopted to counselling and assessment of students.

Many students, especially mature students, do not study for a degree. However, the
prospect of ending their studies without any qualification is bound to have a negative
effect on their motivation. Some educational systems like the ones of Scotland and
England created sub-degrees (e.g. two year foundation degree recently introduced in
England). It should be questioned what the consequences of this reality are for the
Bologna process, taking into account the recommendation from the Berlin Communiqué
to include such sub-degrees in the qualification frameworks for higher education. We
should therefore opt for an integrated framework showing all kinds of learning
qualifications and their upward and downward links. The essential elements of such
framework are appropriate mechanisms for validation of all learning and “linkages”
between qualifications.

From this perspective it is important to put stress on assessment and recognition of prior
(formal and non-formal) learning, and to create flexible learning pathways, which can
respond to the same requirements. Modularisation of higher education will support this
flexibility and the creation of their connected individual learning paths. The use of lifelong
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learning portfolios can at the same time enhance the desired flexibility, provide support
for the recognition of prior learning and contribute to attribution of credits and eventual
awarding of degrees
It was also observed that ECTS should not only focus on the workload, but also relate to
the level of qualification.
Workshop 2 - Quality assurance
Chair : Prof. Jan Madey (General Council for Higher Education, Poland)
Facilitator : Mr Claudio Dondi (SEEQUEL project) and Prof. Annamaria De Rosa (C-EVU
project)
Key questions
• What are the challenges for international recognition? How can these challenges be
tackled?
• Can the quality of e-learning and distance education be assured with the same
frameworks, models, systems and standards that provide quality assurance and
accreditation for conventional higher education?
• What pressure is put on quality assurance and accreditation models and systems by
the international networks and their services in which higher education is increasingly
engaging?
• What should/can be the effect of private-public partnerships on quality assurance
and accreditation models for higher education?
• Are the models of quality assurance and accreditation that have been developed for
higher education in the past few years adequate to face these new challenges? If
these need adaptation, in what way?
• What recommendations can be made in addition to the ones that were already
formulated earlier ?
Quality of learning is always related to the subjective perception of the characteristics of
a learning experience that includes the learning sources, learning processes and the
learning context. Quality of (e-)learning is by consequence a complex issue that can and
should be approached from different viewpoints. Therefore, a project like SEEQUEL
uses various perspectives that must be put together to offer a complete view on quality:
the consideration of “stakeholders” (not only actors but also the variety of education and
training at their various levels with inclusion of non-formal education), their specific
involvement, an extensive conceptual framework, a forum with annexed documentation,
and an action oriented environment aimed at the validation of quality assurance
schemes and dissemination of good practice.
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Recognition of degrees and prior learning experience on the one hand, and accreditation
on the other cannot be disconnected from quality appreciation, as was illustrated in the
example of a European Ph.D. programme.

Quality assurance systems are quite different in the various European countries, as was
demonstrated by the participants of the workshop, describing their home systems. With
respect to the specific quality assurance of e-learning, three possible situations are
occurring:
(1) e-learning is evaluated with the existing quality assurance systems for higher
education; or
(2) an adapted version of this existing quality assurance system is used; or
(3) a specific system for e-learning has been developed.

When only limited experience/familiarity with e-learning is in place, the need for a
specific quality assurance system for e-learning is considered superfluous; however the
more experience with e-learning, the more the advantage and even necessity of specific
standards is acknowledged.

This does of course not mean that quality standards for e-learning should be
disconnected from the quality assurance system for higher education as a whole.
Specific quality standards for e-learning will not be put in place, before policy makers are
familiar with the impact of e-learning, and will be able to judge it accurately.

Anyhow, the quality assurance system should be more (learning) outcome and learning
process directed, instead of merely focussing on input factors like structure and study
duration.
Student feedback must be part of the quality assurances procedures. Students should
not be considered as consumers, they are full partners of the academic community and
therefore should have a real impact on effective changes in teaching methods

One of the risks in the context of e-learning is the growing number of private initiatives
(sometimes purely commercial) on the market. Some of these initiatives, however, have
connections with public higher educational provision. They cooperate, for instance, with
public institutions, or, in other cases public institutions put their e-learning provision
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(and/or distance education) also into private spin offs (involving eventually private
companies). This kind of arrangements are usually not serving specific pedagogical
concerns but are purely commercially inspired (as such these private higher education
providers can freely fix the amounts of tuition), are no subject to public accredited and
often escape to quality evaluation. Some are even direct “diploma mills”. It would be
wise to submit private higher education institutes and programmes to the national quality
assurance and accreditation systems in order to eliminate this kind of abuse.

Finally, the working group stressed the fact that quality assurance should not be seen as
a static concept, but should above all include the dynamics of improvement.
Workshop 3: Opening higher education up to the larger society
Chair : Ms Aspasiya Hadzisce (TEMPUS Office, Former Yugoslavian Republic of
Macedonia)
Facilitator : Mr Serge Ravet (SEEL-project)

Key questions
• How can e-learning and distance education be used to widen access and promote
inclusion of underrepresented learner groups?
• Can we identify good practice in combining the objective of widening access to elearning programmes with efficient cooperation with the business sector?
• (Higher) education plays/can play/should play an important role in regional
development. How can e-learning and distance education contribute to this
development?
• What does this mean in a context of the expanding EHEA with its heterogeneity of
40, soon 46 countries? Should an EvirtHEA be instrumental for this purpose? In what
respect?
• Can we identify good practice of public-private partnerships for virtual instruction?
What have turned out to be the concrete benefits? What were problematic areas in
this cooperation?
• What recommendations can be made in addition to the ones that were already
formulated earlier ?).
The discussion focused on how higher education institutions could play an active role in
developing learning communities in close cooperation with other stakeholders.
The facilitator of the workshop stressed that regions have to develop coherent learning
strategies (establishment of “learning regions”), making use of the assets and facilities
available on local level. In this perspective, once again, a good framework of recognition
of prior experience is vital.
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The Bologna process is not only about teaching and research. The social aspect of the
process should be widened to the interactions between higher education and society.
Therefore, quality assurance frameworks for the evaluation of higher education
institutions and staff should incorporate their contribution to society as a possible
indicator. These contributions go further than the pure economical aspects, we should
also consider links between higher education and culture (including cultural heritage,
intercultural understanding,…) and the development of European citizenship.

Concerning access to ICT applications, the workshop participants observed that there is
a need to address on European level the legal and technical obstacles to the free
movement of knowledge in an educational context. However, it was mentioned that ICT
applications tend to be monopolized by multinational concerns, which has implications
on pricing and the life cycle of products.

In this context it is regretted that the European Commission proposal on the new
generation of Community Programmes on Education and Training does not provide a
transversal ICT action for TEMPUS+, which could in a substantial way contribute to
widening access to e-leaning in the TEMPUS beneficiary countries. This issue should
therefore be reconsidered in the preparation of the final EU decision.

Most essential remains the development of a culture of lifelong learning, where citizens
are encouraged to self-management of their learning and learning pathways, rather than
following a standardised programme. Teacher training can contribute in an important
way to the introduction of this new learning culture to which e-learning pathways can be
of assistance.

Workshop 4 -“virtual” and physical mobility
Chair : Prof. Luc François (University of Ghent)
Facilitator : Prof. Herman van den Bosch (Open University the Netherlands) and Prof.
Peter Kosc (Technical University Kosice, Slovak Republic)
Key questions
• How do we get the most out of virtual mobility as a support for physical mobility as
well as a value in its own?
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Physical mobility became successful after structuring and funding it in the
framework of the EC’s Erasmus programme. Are similar actions needed for
virtual mobility?
o Should virtual mobility be restricted to Europe or embedded in a kind of
“Erasmus mundus 2” (enabling also virtual mobility of European citizens to
higher education offers outside Europe), and if so, what would be
consequences of such choice?
o How to structure virtual mobility in the institutions? Extend the tasks of
Erasmus co-ordinators or create new co-ordinators for virtual Erasmus? What
services should be put in place to support the co-ordinators?
o What special considerations have to be made to virtual mobility in the context
of joint courses and degrees?
What challenges does virtual mobility pose in terms of recognition and the
application of the ECTS system? What about competences and a competence
portfolio?
What about a EvirtHEA? Is it necessary? Why, why not?
What recommendations can be made in addition to the ones that were already
formulated earlier ?
o

•
•
•

As a study of the Open Universities of the Netherlands, UK and Hagen pointed out, two
objectives can be identified for students to study abroad: (1) to gain international
experience and competence, (2) to approach other (often more specialised) study
opportunities.
In comparing physical and virtual mobility the study concludes that physical mobility is
primarily aimed at the first objective, while the characteristics of virtual mobility lead
rather to the second one.
The term “virtual mobility” is somewhat confusing. It is clear that mobility as such has
essential features which can only be found in a context of physical movement of
students and teachers form one place to another. But on the other hand we cannot deny
that there is a whole range of ICT supported activities that can complement international
curriculum development to the same extent as does mobility in a stricter sense.
Various types of so-called “virtual mobility” can be identified:
-

international learning experience

-

courses taken from a foreign institution,

-

joint courses/programmes/degrees

-

continuing professional training.

It is typical that, although the same barriers to the development of virtual mobility exist in
every type of “virtual mobility”, each barrier affects other issues in the various types.
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They can be overcome, but it should be done in a proper way, depending on the type of
“virtual mobility”.

Experiences with virtual mobility led to the conclusion that it should be a complement to
Erasmus and other international mobility schemes. Distance teaching universities could
take the initiative, but part-time students of conventional institutions should be involved
also. ECTS is a good vehicle for recording “virtual mobility”.

A case study of Kosice University described the necessity to first develop good elearning tools and offers, before engaging in ICT supported international exchange.
Opportunities and threads analysis of e-learning can be helpful to avoid pitfalls. Some
considerations where that the use of too complicated technology applications should be
avoided, that social skills education and personal development remains a priority in all
education. User-friendly and open portals should be used. The working group voiced a
preference for so-called “blended” concepts of learning, taking into account that human
contact between teacher and student cannot simply be replaced by technology.

“Virtual mobility” must be used to enrich and support physical mobility by better
preparing it, providing effective follow-up means for it, and offering the possibility to stay
in contact with the home institution while abroad. It can also offer (at least part of) the
benefits of physical mobility for those who are otherwise unable to attend the courses
abroad.

“Virtual mobility” has however also attractive values that are not connected to this
supportive function: it offers access to contents, approaches and expertise that are not
available in local institutions; enables exchange and collaboration with people that have
other linguistic and cultural backgrounds, and can thus provide pathways for learning
that are more adapted to individual needs.

To release the full potential, some conditions have to be met. In “virtual mobility”
students may take courses in various institutions at the same time. This requires the
availability of good and well-maintained information in databases and information
portals. As e-learning is often a part of blended learning, the uptake of education and
training should be possible at module level.
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In other words, a virtual (e-learning) component within the EHEA, is necessary to cope
with all these particularities. However, it is important to locate this virtual mobility into the
ERASMUS and other international mobility schemes, to avoid smooth linking of the
virtual and physical mobility components, facilitate the decisions in institutions and keep
administrative and managerial overhead within control. Its funding mechanisms and
criteria should be adapted to meet the specific needs that are connected to virtual
mobility; and funding should be following the student, not the institution. The ECTS
system should be adapted by including competence based elements and take up
aspects of qualification levels besides study load.

The attitude of many conventional higher education institutions of making a distinction
between education and lifelong learning should be changed, and distance education
should become a regular part of their mainstream offer. In a perspective of lifelong
learning, the learner should be enabled to decide on the formats, places and time of
study.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Drivers for the EHEA are diverse. They include mobility, response to the rapidly
changing knowledge society, attention for social inclusion and equity, and efficient
investment in human capital.

The Seminar demonstrated that e-learning and distance education are to be considered
an integrated part of the regular activities alongside mainstream higher education.
E-Learning as part of a well balanced blend, is not only instrumental for this purpose but
a necessity to bring lifelong learning to its full potential: it facilitates self-directed learning,
can easily match individual needs and provides sufficient flexibility.

Without such flexibility, the integration of the lifelong learning perspective will remain a
empty concept; and the EHEA will remain socially exclusive instead of inclusive.

Collaborative networking between institutions, both conventional and dedicated distance
teaching ones, and even including the corporate world through i.a. private-public
partnerships will help to meet these needs in a timely, high quality, efficient and effective
way.

On the basis of these observations, we make the following recommendations for the
further development of the Bologna process:


To open up the EHEA to an Open Higher Education Area by fully integrating the
dimension of flexible learning paths supported by e-learning and other non-classical
learning and teaching forms.



To extend quality assurance, accreditation and qualification frameworks to e-learning
and other non classical modes of delivery in an integrated approach encompassing
the full range of higher education.



In the context of widening access, to develop leadership in higher education
institutions in order to integrate a lifelong learning-for-all strategy in joint
responsibility with staff, students and the local and international community.
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To explore how the principles of the Lisbon Recognition Convention could be used to
establish common understanding and shared standards on the validation of prior
learning experiences in both formal and non-formal settings as a concrete step to the
integration of the lifelong learning perspective in higher education.



To acknowledge the contribution of so-called “virtual mobility” to international
academic exchange and joint curriculum development to take on board in the design
of international mobility schemes.



To promote a broad approach to all “Bologna tools” (as for instance ECTS and
Diploma Supplement) to include e-learning and non classical teaching and learning
forms.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Drivers for the EHEA are diverse. They include mobility, response to the rapidly
changing knowledge society, attention for social inclusion and equity, and efficient
investment in human capital.

The Seminar demonstrated that e-learning and distance education are to be considered
an integrated part of the regular activities alongside mainstream higher education.
E-Learning as part of a well balanced blend, is not only instrumental for this purpose but
a necessity to bring lifelong learning to its full potential: it facilitates self-directed learning,
can easily match individual needs and provides sufficient flexibility.

Without such flexibility, the integration of the lifelong learning perspective will remain a
empty concept; and the EHEA will remain socially exclusive instead of inclusive.
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Collaborative networking between institutions, both conventional and dedicated distance
teaching ones, and even including the corporate world i.a. through private-public
partnerships, will help to meet these needs in a timely, high quality, efficient and
effective way.

On the basis of these observations, we make the following recommendations for the
further development of the Bologna process:


To open up the EHEA to an Open Higher Education Area by fully integrating the
dimension of flexible learning paths supported by e-learning and other non-classical
learning and teaching forms.



To extend quality assurance, accreditation and qualification frameworks to e-learning
and other non classical modes of delivery in an integrated approach encompassing
the full range of higher education.



In the context of widening access, to develop leadership in higher education
institutions in order to integrate a lifelong learning-for-all strategy in joint
responsibility with staff, students and the local and international community.



To explore how the principles of the Lisbon Recognition Convention could be used to
establish common understanding and shared standards on the validation of prior
learning experiences in both formal and non-formal settings as a concrete step to the
integration of the lifelong learning perspective in higher education.



To acknowledge the contribution of so-called “virtual mobility” to international
academic exchange and joint curriculum development to take on board in the design
of international mobility schemes.



To promote a broad approach to all “Bologna tools” (as for instance ECTS and
Diploma Supplement) to include e-learning and non classical teaching and learning
forms.
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Official Bologna process seminar
“Using learning Outcomes”
1-2 July 2004, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

UK BOLOGNA SEMINAR: USING LEARNING OUTCOMES
EDINBURGH, 1-2 JULY 2004
Points for consideration by BFUG
1.

The main conclusions of the seminar suggest that BFUG could:
•

Take a lead role in ensuring coherence across the different strands affected by
learning outcomes: in particular the relationship between ECTS and qualifications
frameworks, Tuning, Diploma Supplements, and quality assurance, and more broadly
between the Bologna and Copenhagen processes.

•

Consider reflecting the following themes in the draft Bergen Ministerial communiqué
¾ The importance of learning outcomes for the future development of Diploma
Supplements, ECTS and qualifications frameworks, as a tool to promote
transparency and mobility, while supporting flexibility and diversity across the
European Higher Education Area.
¾ The need to accept that the pace and nature of change will not be uniform across
all countries or all disciplines. Such flexibility will protect the diversity inherent
in the European Higher Education Area and lead to greater ownership of the final
outcome.
¾ The need for continuing dialogue to achieve a common language and a shared
understanding of that language.

2.
BFUG members organising future Bologna seminars may also wish to take note of
comments made about the structure and organisation of the UK event in the summary
evaluation feedback attached at Annex B.
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Official Bologna process seminar
“Public Responsibility for Higher Education
and Research”
23-24 September 2004, Strasbourg, France

Strasbourg, 6 October 2004
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Recommendations addressed to public authorities in States Party to the
European Cultural Convention and to the Bologna Follow-up Group
The Conference recommends that:
1. in light of their importance in the process of building a Europe of Knowledge,
Higher Education and Research be viewed as strategic investments rather than as
consumers of resources and that public funding must remain a major source of
their support.
2. public responsibility for Higher Education and Research, be understood as a
multidimensional concept that includes the establishment and maintenance of the
required legal infrastructure, elaboration of policy, provision of funds and the
further development of the social dimension, to meet current and future needs of
the Knowledge Society.
3. public responsibilities be exercised throughout the European Higher Education
Area with due regard for the need of higher education and research institutions
and systems to act freely and efficiently in the pursuit of their mission.
4. in keeping with the values of democratic and equitable societies, public
authorities ensure that higher education institutions, while exercising increased
autonomy, can meet society’s multiple expectations and fulfil their various
purposes, which include personal development of learners, preparation for active
citizenship in democratic societies, development and dissemination of advanced
knowledge and preparation for the labour market.
5. in order for universities in the European Higher Education Area to meet society’s
requirements for research and respond to public interests, public authorities must
provide adequate funds and, together with the research community, design
policies to regulate conditions under which private resources can best be used.
6. considering the importance and the potential benefits and risks of research, public
authorities ensure that adequate and disinterested oversight is developed and that
access to research results be broadened, for example by adopting and supporting
Open Access Publishing initiatives.
7. to respond to increased pressure for cost-sharing in higher education, where
students and families may be expected to bear a greater share of the direct costs,
public authorities stimulate further research and debate on the impact of different
instruments such as tuition fees, student grants, bursaries and loans etc, on aspects
such as equality of opportunity, system efficiency, social cohesion, long-term
impact on public funding etc, as a basis for future action.
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8. with the aim of enhancing sustainable employability of graduates in the European
labour market, public authorities ensure that appropriate bridges exist between
higher education institutions and the world of work; elements of such bridging
include a coherent qualifications framework at the national and European levels,
transparent mechanisms for recognition of qualifications and quality assurance,
two way information flows between the labour market and higher education,
flexible exit, entry and re-entry opportunities.
9. avoiding burdensome administrative arrangements and seeking greater
transparency, public authorities in the European Higher Education Area adopt a
common approach in setting the requirements for the provision of accurate,
objective and up-to-date information on higher education options, including on
transnational education providers, that corresponds to the needs of learners as well
as other stakeholders, enabling and empowering each to make informed choices at
all stages from entry, to employment and including for mobility purposes.
10. public authorities establish, as an essential regulatory mechanism in increasingly
diversified higher education systems, cost-effective quality assessment
mechanisms that are built on trust, give due regard to internal quality
development processes, have the right to independent decision-making and abide
by agreed-upon principles.
11. a public debate between national and international stakeholders be promoted in
order to develop coordinated policies on the implications of transnational
education, keeping in mind the Lisbon Recognition Convention and the
UNESCO/Council of Europe Code of Good Practice in the Provision of
Transnational Education as well as the work of OECD and UNESCO to develop
guidelines on quality provision in cross border education.
In particular, the Conference recommends that Ministers meeting at the Bergen
Ministerial Conference of the Bologna Process, in May 2005,
•

affirm their commitment to making equal opportunity in higher education a
fundamental building block of the European Higher Education Area and to
undertake actions that will allow the development of systemic and institutional
responses to enable all individuals to realize their full potential and thus
contribute to the shaping of a competitive and coherent Europe of Knowledge.

•

acknowledge that funding, motivating and stimulating the development of
higher education and research is as important a part of public responsibility as
the exercise of regulation and control.

•

as the basis for the formulation of a coherent and sustainable public policy in
Europe, stimulate a comprehensive and in-depth analysis of various
approaches that would lead to increased funds for higher education and
research, paying particularly attention to the requirement of meeting equity,
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effectiveness and efficiency objectives as well as those of quality and
autonomy.
Building the Knowledge Society that is democratic, inclusive, equitable and
competitive is a shared responsibility in which an examination of the responsibilities
of public authorities must be completed by an analysis of the public responsibility of
all other stakeholders. We urge that such corresponding analysis be undertaken as
well.

Official Bologna process seminar
“Designing policies for mobile students”
10 - 12 October 2004, Noordwijk, The Netherlands

EU/Bologna Conference ‘designing policies for mobile students’
Noordwijk, 10-12 October 2004
General conclusions
The participants of the conference conclude that structural cross-border cooperation between
educational institutions and high-quality international mobility of pupils, students and teaching staff at
all levels, make an indispensable contribution to creating a well-educated and internationally oriented
workforce and strengthen the intellectual, cultural, social, scientific and technological dimensions of
the aspired European knowledge based society. When designing policies to facilitate and further
mobility this is to be taken into account. Two challenges in designing policies were dealt with at this
conference: transparency and student support. It was also expressed by the participants in the
conferences that a sustained and continued attention for the actual implementation of already agreed
upon policies and policy principles in the field of student mobility (e.g. ECTS, mutual recognition,
housing, administrative requirement) is required.
Conclusions on transparency
The workshop on quality assurance and joint degrees made us aware of and showed the elaborated
internal quality assurance procedures and practice needed and developed by the various institutions
involved in the joint programme presented.
Regarding the external quality assurance and requirements by national governments the workshop
appeals to national authorities
- to standardize criteria or
- mutually recognize each others accreditation decisions
- and organize trust.
The workshop “creating transparency in the European Higher Education Landscape” took up one the
Presidency conclusions of the informal EU ministers meeting in Rotterdam: It looked into the possibility
of developing a European typology to increase the transparency of Europe’s more than 3000
institutions of higher education. Participants stressed the importance of implementing and furthering
existing instruments and expressed both scepticism and support for the exploration. A major role in
developing of such a typology should be played by the educational sector itself. A pilot has started,
subsidized by the Socrates programme, in which criteria for such a typology are explored and a draft
typology is tried out. The pilot should take into consideration work carried out by UNESCO-CEPES on
methodologies used in ranking and league tables and by the UNESCO-OECD activity on Guidelines
on Quality Provisions in Cross Border Higher Education. The results of this pilot study could be
reported to the Bologna process.
General Conclusion related to the topic ‘student support’
The portability of student loans and grants is an important instrument in the promotion of mobility. In
the Berlin communiqué, the Ministers responsible for higher education declared that with a view to
promoting student mobility, Ministers would take the necessary steps to enable the portability of
national loans and grants.
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At the Informal Meeting of the EU-Ministers of Education in Rotterdam on July 12 2004, the presidency
concluded that portability of grants and loans should be possible. They also stated that the problem of
portability of student grants ought to be studied more closely within a EU-context. This should be done
in relation to, amongst others, fees and maintenance costs. As a follow up there should be reflection
on solutions to the various problems identified.
In the workshop on EU legislation, it was shown that in practice, the European Court of Justice (ECJ)
interprets EU legislation in a way that national students and students from another EU-member state
are treated more and more on an equal footing. The ECJ has held that EU-citizenship is destined to be
the fundamental status of all nationals of the member states of the EU. As a result, entitlements to
student support in other EU-member states (the host countries) have been considerably stretched.
At this conference, the study of the CHEPS 1, commissioned by the Bologna working group on the
international aspects of loans and grants, was presented. This study shows that the various systems
of student support are basically designed for the students that study in their country of origin. If mobile
EU-students want to claim student support in another member state, they often have to meet
extensive demands (most often residency demands). In the workshop it was concluded that in the long
run, a European solution to deal with the differences is desirable.
In the workshop on portability of loans and grants it was concluded that a tension arises between
portability of student support and the decisions of the European Court of Justice that stretch the equal
treatment principle to broader groups of students in the host country. This approach may prevent EUmember states to make their own systems of student support portable. Under current conditions, the
home country principle is preferred by the member states. The problem is not just a problem of some
countries, but a threat to mobility as such. The idea was raised that a European fund for student
support could reduce some obstacles for mobility. A network of student support experts from the
member states should be founded. They should address the issue of portability of student support in a
broader economic, social and cultural perspective.
Altogether, the participants of the conference affirm that issues relating to the portability of student
support show that this is a complex area, where education policy as well as income politics and social
welfare are intertwined, and with national and supra-national interests at stake.
The participants at this conference agree that in light of the wishes to increase mobility, student
support is an important subject to be taken up in the context of the European Union, because of the
tension between national policies and EU-jurisprudence. The need for cooperation and coordination in
this area is felt. We welcome the plan of the European Commission to install a working group that
deals with legal issues. The participants of the conference stress that these legal issues are to be
linked with political, social and administrative issues. The participants call on all parties involved to
take the necessary steps to reach a satisfactory solution for the problems identified.

1

Vossensteyn, J.J. Portablity of Student Support: An Inventory of 23 European Countries. Enschede: June 2004.
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(1) General data. The conference on ‘Designing policies for mobile students’
was organized by the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science of the
Netherlands and took place in Noordwijk, 11-12 October 2004, as a part of
activities under the Dutch EU Presidency. It was the sixth event in a line of
fourteen 2004-2005 Bologna Follow-up Seminars and focused mainly along
the Bologna action line 4: Promotion of Mobility. Participants discussed key
issues in higher education which are relevant in order to help removing
obstacles to student and staff mobility and encouraging academic mobility in
general. The conference identified a set of relevant issues: legislation and
student support, practice and issues of student support in various countries,
portability of grants and loans, creating transparency in European higher
education, quality assurance and internationalisation.
The conference was organized in two morning plenary sessions and in five
afternoon workshops (‘stations’). The conference Chairman was Theo Toonen,
Professor in Public Administration at Leiden University. Opening speech with
an overview of themes and developments on this issue was given at the
opening of the seminar by Mr. Mark Rutte, State Secretary from the Dutch
Ministry of Education, Culture and Science. European Commission perspective
on mobility issues was presented by Ms. Marta Fereira and student perspective
by Mr. Andrzej Bielecki from ESIB.
Two keynotes were also given during the plenary session of the first day while
in the afternoon some more specific contributions were presented in the
conference ‘stations’ in a way which enabled participants to visit most of them
and to discuss various issues more in depth. Short summary reports were also
made from all workshops. Presentations, keynotes and other contributions at
the conference have been collected and are available – together with
photographs - from the conference web site.1 In addition, a remarkable
publication was presented on Portability of student financial support (An
inventory in 23 European countries) based on a recent CHEPS survey.2
Altogether, there were more than 150 participants from 30 ‘Bologna’ countries
as well representatives from European Commission, Council of Europe,
Unesco-Cepes, EUA, EURASHE and ESIB at the conference. Thus, this
conference belongs to those Bologna-Berlin-Bergen follow-up seminars with
the highest attendance rate.
(2) Mobility as the central issue of the Bologna Process. The interest
shown can’t be a surprise: in concrete terms, most obvious to students and
their parents, academic staff and broad public, the mobility issues are the
most concrete point of departure in changing European higher education.
Mobility is a kind of axis which gives special dynamics to all Bologna action
lines: compatibility and transparency of national higher education systems,
their mutual concern for quality assessment, broad use of ECTS and Diploma
Supplement, mutual recognition of study periods and qualifications,
development of ‘European dimension’ as well as attractiveness outside Europe,
etc.
1, 2

See Bibliography at the end of the Report.
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(3) Mobility issues at a present stage of the Bologna Process. It seems
that at the present stage of the Process we need more synthetic approaches:
focusing to a single Bologna action line does not seem particularly productive.
BFUG also stated that we should not continue with proposing and adding new
action lines on the agenda but to link them, to test their coherence and to
focus to their inner interdependence in order to foster the Process towards
reaching concrete goals – the European Higher Education Area (EHEA) until
2010. From this perspective, mobility is also a connecting point between two
main clusters of issues from the agenda - structural and social dimension of
the Bologna Process.
However, it should not be understood that there is no more time for detailed
analysis on particular issues. On the contrary, we need them even more to
clarify all those important details which can only arise when various aspects
and dimensions are put together. The conference on ‘Designing policies for
mobile students’ made an important contribution towards this direction while
addressing various aspects of student support and portability: practice and
issues, legislative contexts, transparency, quality assurance, joint degrees,
internationalisation etc.
For the success of the present follow-up period until Bergen it is very
important that the inputs from this and all other seminars could be analysed in
light of interdependency and contextuality of particular issues.
(4) Portability of student financial support in European countries.
Analytical results from the CHEPS survey on portability of student support in
23 European countries (Vossensteyn, 2004), commissioned by the Bologna
working group on the international aspects of loans and grants, provided
participants with rather shadow side of our higher education landscapes. In
fact, this survey is the first detailed presentation of student support systems in
a broader group of European countries. A particularly important message from
the report can be interpreted as a warning that the problem of incompatibility
of various national systems does not refer only to structural dimension (e.g.
compatible degree structures; common European framework of qualifications,
etc.) but also to social dimension (e.g. compatible student support schemes,
portability of grants and loans, etc.) of the Bologna Process.
The conference with participants coming from so many countries was a unique
opportunity to discuss main messages of the survey. Participants were far
from believing that the answer is only one and simple. Existing provisions on
student support and portability reflect variety of national and regional
contexts. Unfortunately, in this case, the ‘diversity’ is far from being ‘our
common richness’; it rather makes part of our common troubles and obstacles
to an increased mobility. Discussions showed that existing national provisions
and practices – sometimes not only different but opposing and contradicting –
are rooted in special conditions and particular traditions which should be
understood and taken into account when searching for better answers:
a) political developments in various countries with the particular consensuses
reached so far, with their solutions and decisions about these issues;
b) economic positions (past, present, future) of different countries;
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c) national legislation challenged by the EU legislation;
d) cultural background (value orientations; family contexts; etc.).
(5) Discussions in workshops. At this point, discussion at the conference
clearly showed another key topic which should be addressed in further run of
the Process in a similar way as in the case of searching for common
framework of qualifications. Even more; it already gave some inputs towards
this direction. Discussions in workshops provided important accents, drawn to
some examples to be considered or put tasks to be addressed in near future.
Some of these accents are given in the continuation.
(6) Workshop 1: EU-legislation and student support. Two workshop
presentations with respect to the European case-law on student support
provided participants with an excellent overview on EU-legislation and student
support (see Schrauwen, Watson). Both presentations are in particularly
important when the relationship between national legislation and EU legislation
is discussed; thus, they also provide a reference for further discussions on this
issue.
(a.) In the EU Treaty, education-policy is almost entirely left to the discretion
of the member states. However, even in this field the influence of EU
legislation is felt, by reason of the rights of freedom of movement and the
prohibition of discrimination. Due to these provisions, member states are
obliged to grant students from other EU-countries the same support for the
access to vocational training (this also includes higher education) as they
grant their national students (tuition support). Further more, student support
for maintenance has been identified as a social advantage which has to be
granted to persons and their children from EU-countries on the same footing
as nationals when these persons are using (or have used) their right on free
movement to work (either as an employee or self-employed).
(b.) The EU-citizenship, as introduced by the Treaty of Maastricht, has raised
new questions with regards to the entitlement to maintenance support by
students, studying in an other EU-member state then their own, who are not
(children of) persons using their rights to free movement. So far, the
European Court of Justice (ECJ) has held that:
- EU citizenship is destined to be the fundamental status of all nationals of the
member states;
- the EU Treaty attributes certain rights to EU citizens which are subject to
limitations and conditions in the Directives;
- these rights can be invoked directly before the national courts;
- these limitations and conditions must be applied in accordance to the
principle of proportionality.
New rulings of the ECJ may give answers to some of the questions that have
been raised. An important pending case is the Bidar case (C-209/03). The
conclusion of the advocate general is expected by November 11th 2004.
(c.) As the issue of EU legislation is extremely important for the future
developments in the field of portability of students support, a remark from the
audience should not be missed that the portability of student support should
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be considered also as an open issue in a much broader group of (today) 40
countries of the Bologna Process.
(7) Workshop 2: Student support and portability for study abroad.
Discussion was organized around Hans Vossensteyn’s presentation of a study
regarding student finance policy and portability of student support in 23
European countries. The discussion mostly focussed on the following themes:
home versus host based support, long term and short term solutions and
possibilities for a pan-European solution.
(a.) Some arguments were presented in favour of student support provided by
the host country. There are many differences between countries in living
costs. Support in the host country is in harmony with local purchasing power
while support from the home country usually is not in harmony with the actual
costs abroad.
(b.) More arguments were presented in favour of student support provided by
the home country. Student mobility should be seen in a wider context;
mobility outside the EU is also valuable. It’s better for mobility if student
support is home-based. If a support is host-based countries with more
‘generous’ support will attract more students. This would put an extra strain
on budgets and would eventually lead to a less ‘generous’ system and
consequently to less mobility. There is already some variation in tuition fees in
the EU; if student support is host-based and a country has a high tuition fee
and a relatively low fee support than it would not be attractive to study in this
country.
If a support system is host-based a mobile student will have to inform
him/herself about every system in order to make his/her ‘best’ choice. If the
student can only take support from his own country to another country, the
system is much more transparent and less bureaucratic. Also, the system itself
will have less administrative burden and will therefore cost less.
(c.) There were also some arguments presented in favour of a pan-European
solution. Neither home- nor host-based support is sufficient: we need a
combination and probably a European fund which would be able to facilitate
both the home and hosting advantages. If there are legal obstacles they can
be removed. Participants stressed that there is no mobility without a support.
We should not get discrepancies within Europe where the ‘West’ gets further
ahead and the ‘East’ falls further behind. Further on, mobility should not be
developed as a brain drain from the East to the West.
A possible answer could probably be to establish a European fund that would
be based on the home principle, but evens the differences between countries
by adding extra money to the support from home if the support isn’t sufficient
for the country where the student is going to study. One concern regarding
this European student support fund is that it would stimulate countries to
lower their student support and depend on the European level to cover the
cost. Participants mostly agreed that the long term perspective should be a
European support system, which combines benefits from both home and host
based systems. In the short term a European system isn’t feasible. However
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there should be a consensus among countries on what the criteria are for
eligibility.
(8) Workshop 3: Portability of student financial support. This workshop
continued in a similar horizon, giving two national case studies: one from
Sweden (see Gullfeldt and Norman Torvang) and one from The Netherlands
(see Seerden); both case studies stimulated a creative debate.
(a.) The Swedish Government finds important for students to be mobile; this
has been its policy for over 30 years. Students in Sweden are eligible for a
grant and a repayable loan. Since the end of the eighties there has been a
steady increase in the number of students who study abroad. The current
policy of portability was designed for Swedish students at a time when it
wasn’t known that student support would be regarded as a social benefit and
that EU employees and their families would be treated in this regard equally.
Experience with portability so far is satisfactory, but it’s getting more difficult
as the EU legislation allows more citizens to get support from other countries.
However, there is not enough reason to limit support at this time.
(b.) The Dutch Government also enhances student mobility. About one third of
graduates already have international experience and the number of students
who will want to complete (a part of) their education abroad will very probably
continue to increase. The government policy aims at facilitating mobility by
providing portable student support; government feels responsible for its own
students and other people with a firm connection with the Netherlands.
Therefore, portability is based on the home country principle but there are also
some dilemmas regarding portability with regards to the view of the ECJ,
which increasingly adopts elements of the host country principle. At the
moment both the host and home country principle are used at the same time.
This leads also to problems of double claims.
(c.) Several important findings and proposals were developed in ‘station 3’:
- There is a difference between long term and short term solutions. For short
term, countries should apply good practices from other countries (for instance:
Nordic countries). For long term there should be a common European solution
(a suggestion was made in favour of a European fund supporting mobile
students).
- However, a European fund supporting mobile students raised several
dilemmas: on one hand, in an ideal scenario some countries would have to be
more ‘generous’ for the benefit of all; on the other hand, ‘generous’ countries
also have higher taxes - should they be ‘generous’ towards citizen from
countries with lower taxes?
- It’s urgent to start the discussion about the long term solution. There is no
efficient short term solution without knowing how to proceed on the long term.
We have to agree upon the decisive principle on the long term. The Bologna
Process would stagnate if there was no long term perspective on this issue.
- ECJ lays down some decisions. Countries respond independently one from
another. It would be more consistent that there should be a common response
from EU-members on how to deal with certain rulings; there should be also an
overview on how to proceed in certain cases.
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- Different countries have different rules regarding eligibility for student
support for EU-members. Wouldn’t it be better for everybody if we harmonized
our criteria? If so, who decides what the criteria are?
- Moreover, the lack of common definitions is also a problem. For instance:
who is a resident? Finland has already changed its legislation to correct the
definition, so less people are eligible for support.
- Without a solution at the EU level there is a risk that national systems will be
minimised.
(9) Workshop 4: Typology of higher education institutions. As already
mentioned, the conference discussed mobility also from a perspective of
‘structural’ issues and its strengthening through elimination of ‘structural’
obstacles. In this context, a presentation on the typology of higher education
institutions (see Bartelse) opened lively discussion. The very term of typology
was defined as an attempt to group higher education institutions (HEI) into
recognisable categories according to their similarities and differences. The
existing diversity of HEI calls for providing a transparent ‘map’ for multiple
purposes and target groups. These target groups consist of students, HEI
themselves, private and public organisations, the labour market, etc.
(a.) Presentation itself and further discussions in the workshop call for
attention in this field. It is very important to be aware about possible problems
like simplifying information; they can harm in particular when issues like
ranking, quality assessment and resource allocation are at stake. For
classification of HEI it is important to use multiple dimensions and to be
flexible.
(b.) Most of the participants in the discussion were in favour of a transparent
picture of European HEIs and of some kind of grouping into recognisable
categories (classification), although they were also very critical about some
aspects. The question was raised if students really care about these
dimensions (what is the added value?). Another issue was made while
discussing ranking (warning that classification could easily turn into ranking).
Participants also emphasized the quantity of target groups and dimensions and
gave advice to narrow them down. Other questions were also raised like who
would provide the information and how the objective information (other than
the traditional quantitative data) would be proved. Also the importance was
stressed of implementing and furthering existing instruments in relation to
transparency
(c.) Participants considered that a major role in developing of such a typology
should be played by the higher educational sector itself. They were informed
that a pilot study has started, subsidized by the Socrates programme, in which
criteria for such a typology are explored and a draft typology could be tried
out. It was also suggested that the results should be probably reported to the
Bologna-Bergen ministers’ conference, but in any case to BFUG for further
consideration.
(10) Workshop 5: Quality assurance and Joint degrees. The fifth
“station” gave an extremely interesting presentation of a joint degree project
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in relation to quality assurance (see van den Bergh, Franzoni, Schreuders).
Not only that joint degrees are closely connected to mobility issues; at this
point mobility is closely connected with other key aims of the Bologna Process.
(a.) The issue of quality assurance and joint degrees was presented in light of
a case study of the European Master in Law and Economics (EMLE;
coordinating institution Erasmus University of Rotterdam; six participating
institutions are from Bologna, Hamburg, Gent, Manchester, Aix and Vienna).
This programme has been running for 10 years and recently received the
entitlement of an Erasmus Mundus programme. The EMLE Erasmus Mundus
programme consists of 3 terms in 1 year (60 ECTS) carried out in two or three
countries (of the six participating). Out of 400 applicants only 100 are selected
for the programme; a share of 41% are non-EU students. The tuition fee is €
7000-8000. The workload is standardised and the success rate is more than
90%.
(b.) Internal EMLE quality assurance consists of several tools and actions:
regulations of study (evaluation of exams, evaluation of thesis), Board
meetings (twice per year: mid-February and early October), meetings of
teachers (coordination of course contents, quality control of teaching
materials, common readers and exams), participation of students (reports by
students to the Board, questionnaires) and alumni association. Internal
benchmarking of grading was done, lots of statistic data are gathered, etc.
External examiners and joint examination boards are standard practice in
EMLE.
(c.) External quality assurance for the entire programme, including parts in
the various other countries was done by the Dutch/Flemish agency NVAO.
After a review of an international panel the programme was accredited.
However, it recently turned out that the German Akkreditierungsrat might not
grant accreditation to the EMLE programme, because of shortcomings in the
requirements for the thesis.
(d.) The case study showed practical implications of different accreditation
criteria in the cooperating countries and the need of a standardized
accreditation; the programme was accredited in the Netherlands but it would
need to be adjusted to meet German accreditation standards. However, just
complying with the German accreditation, it would mean that the programme
would not fit in the Erasmus Mundus format any more. It was therefore
suggested that a programme which is accredited in one European country
should either be accepted as accredited in another country as well, or that the
criteria on which accreditation is based in different countries are standardized
or at least not contradicting.
This experience and conclusions should be given also to the so-called E4 group
(Quadripartite Group: ENQA, EUA, EURASHE and ESIB) as well as to the BFUG
to be considered further.
(11) A need for a follow-up. At this conference, mobility was proved again
as a complex issue with an extreme relevance for the success of the Bologna
Process. EU member countries and, more broadly, all other Bologna member
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countries have developed various systems and models of student support and
various possibilities for portability. The conference put light to this variety of
provisions and, in particularly, stressed the importance of the relationship
between national and EU-legislation.
There is still a lack of detailed information on structures and developments in
different countries as well as a lack of reflected and/or organized good
practices. On the other hand there are also unclear definitions which hinder
faster developments. Common work on drafting guidelines for future could
have positive effects but it should not be a top down commandment. From
that aspect, a European working group in this field would have a lot of
potential: in many discussions it was stressed that a network of student
support experts from the member states should be founded. They should
address the issue of portability of student support in a broader economic,
social and cultural perspective.
Student support is an important subject to be taken up also in the context of
the European Union. More cooperation and coordination on a European level is
necessary. The words of Ms. Ferreira saying in the first morning plenary that
the Commission recognises challenges in this area and will install a working
group to deal with legal, political and administrative issues relating to student
support were therefore welcomed very much by the participants.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. General Conclusions
1.1 The seminar confirmed that the objective of employability of graduates is one of the main
cornerstones of the Bologna process. Employability is a major objective on the way towards
the establishment of a common European Higher Education Area, yet not the only one. It is
also the context where a wide variety of stakeholders can work together on an aspect of the
process.
1.2 As the term ‘employability’ itself is still a bit vague and sometimes even controversial the
participants focused – in close connection to the various objectives of the Bologna Process –
to its clarification. At this stage of discussions, they found as particularly comprehensive the
following interpretation from the Enhancing Student Employability Co-ordination Team
(ESECT) in England, presented at the seminar: a set of achievements – skills, understandings
and personal attributes – that make graduates more likely to gain employment and be
successful in their chosen occupations, which benefits themselves, the workforce, the
community and the economy. Employability takes different emphasis in different
programmes.
1.3 Society, the labour market and individuals demand from higher education to make a
significant contribution in order to help achieving sustainable employability, including
continuous self-development. Sustainable employability should not be regarded in opposition
to life long learning, but life long learning should be understood as a meaningful way of
enhancing one’s employability.
1.4 Bridging of academic studies and professional activities and making firm links between
them is beneficial for achieving an enhanced employability. Development of an Overarching
Framework of Qualifications, covering higher education and vocational education and
training in all countries – members to the Bologna process, is welcomed and should
contribute to this end. In principle, internships are a recommended element of degree
programmes. Employers and higher education institutions should give possibilities for
internships in such a way that programme relevance is ensured.
1.5 Providing broad possibilities and flexibility in terms of structure, content, orientation and
profile of study as well as allowing for various pathways should be understood as a strong
contribution to employability. The one-fits-all, prescriptive and normative interpretation of
employability and rigorous regulations hamper the development of personal and institutional
profile and restrict programme flexibility. In this context, full advantage should be taken of
the flexibility provided through the new two-cycle structure.
1.6 High quality education is a key to achieving employability. The main responsibility for the
assurance of high quality education lies with institutions. Involvement of employers (public
and private), trade unions and professional associations contributes to achieving the goal of
employability. Feedback and advice from actors of the labour market on new curricula and
Bologna-related reforms is considered by the participants as beneficial.

1.7 As the acceptance and relevance of first cycle degrees is partially lacking on the labour
market, a concrete effort of all stakeholders is needed to raise awareness for them and their
acceptance as meaningful, varied degrees in their own right. They either lead to the labour
market or provide the ground for second cycle studies. This presupposes a variety of
knowledge and skills, ranging from specific disciplinary understanding to broad personal and
social competences to be developed. Higher education institutions should develop curricula in
the way to enable students to make a real choice.
1.8 A serious caution over the distinction made between academic and professional study
programmes is expressed as these concepts are not mutually exclusive. There is a much better
way of distinguishing various studies if the distinction is made between the research based
and the research driven types of higher education curricula.
1.9 From the employability perspective the seminar participants also suggest that
• first cycle degrees should encompass general and specific disciplinary knowledge as well
as development of personal qualities including the one of the autonomous learner, the
capacity to approach new issues, communication skills and other transferable skills;
• second cycle degrees should either encompass specialized disciplinary knowledge or offer
cross-disciplinary knowledge from different academic fields, as well as higher level
cognitive and communication abilities.
1.10 Further efforts should be also made towards wider and more effective use of recognition
tools in the promotion of mobility and employability on the national, European and global
level. All stakeholders are encouraged to take advantage of the common goals and purposes
of recognition tools in various modes of academic and professional mobility and to promote
the added value of mobility both in personal as well as societal and economic growth.

2. Recommendations to the Bologna Follow-up Group
2.1 The seminar participants recommend to the BFUG that the notion of employability and
general conclusions as developed above are included as reference points in further Bologna
seminars and other activities, in particular those dealing with learning outcomes and an
Overarching Framework of Qualification for EHEA.
2.2 The seminar participants recommend to the BFUG strengthening active participation of
employers’ and trade unions’ organizations as well as professional associations at various
levels and fostering a debate on their systemic integration into formulation of higher
education policies.

Employability in the context of the Bologna Process
22-23 October 2004, Bled, Slovenia

FINAL REPORT
Martina Vukasović, General Rapporteur

Introduction
This report presents an overview of the discussion which took place at the Bologna
seminar “Employability and its links to the objectives of the Bologna Process”.1 It does not
represent a chronological account of the discussions but is rather organised around several
questions which kept coming back in all of the presentations and discussions. These are:
-

What is employability?

-

What makes someone employable?

-

What impact the stressing of employability as an objective has on higher education
in general and more specifically on issues such as curricula development,
enrolment procedures, quality assurance, governance and management of higher
education etc?

-

How does this reflect the development and creation of new types of qualifications
and what is the relationship between recognition and employability?

-

Who is responsible for increasing employability, or to put it in the opposite way,
who is responsible for problems with employability? Therefore, we should see
who are the stakeholders, what are their individual responsibilities and in which
areas they should cooperate more closely with each other.

It concludes with a list of open questions and issues for discussion which may serve as
guidance for future work, not only on the European level, but also to initiate debates on the
national and institutional level.
Let’s illustrate the complexity of the topic with an example from my own experience.
My formal qualification at the moment is Bachelor of Science in Astrophysics. I have
started my studies with 14 of my colleagues a while ago, in 1996. My intention at that time
was to pursue a research career and therefore, I planned to do both master and doctoral studies,
bury myself in a university or a research institute and spend time being a Scientist. We were
told at the beginning of our studies that there are two main possibilities after graduation:
a) continuing ones study until PhD and opting for a research career, within a university
or a research observatory, preferably abroad
b) teaching mathematics or physics in elementary or high school.
Eight years later the results are as follows:
1
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-

6 of us have graduated up to this point. Out of these 6:
o one is doing PhD studies in Astrophysics in USA
o one is doing PhD studies in particle physics in Canada
o one is doing PhD studies in macroeconomics in Spain
o one is currently working as security officer in a bank
o two are at the moment unemployed: one at the moment has no plans in
starting any kind of graduate studies and the other is hoping to start her
graduate studies in educational research and has so far worked on higher
education issues in several organisations

-

2 that haven’t graduated yet, are both employed in the field: one is working for the
Belgrade National Observatory and is designing programmes and courses for
general population and promoting astronomy as science to the wider public, the
other one is the main responsible for programmes in astronomy in a youth research
centre where high school pupils have a chance to taste what scientific research is
all about

-

the remaining 9 are stuck somewhere in their studies and unfortunately will most
likely not complete their studies. However, all of them have some kind of
employment (one is for example a sports reporter for a daily newspaper).

As you can see, the situation of all of us is quite different. Was employability on all of our
minds when we choose to study Astrophysics? What influenced our decisions and success
when it comes to completion of studies? Are all of us employable in our field or in other
fields and why? What kind of jobs are we likely to have?
It is very evident here that the example in astrophysics is by far not a very common
one when discussing employability. However, it does reflect the diverse outcomes of the same
programme when it comes to employability and employment.

What is employability?
When defining employability, one has to ask oneself who is asking and who is
answering the question. Perspectives of employability tend to be different depending on the
country or subject. Employer has different characteristics in focus than e.g. the individual or
the overall society. Similar to that, a student just starting his higher education straight after
secondary education has a different understanding of employability than someone who is
returning to higher education after several years of active work life. It seems, however, that
the participants were able to agree upon the following definition of employability (formulated
by ESECT – Enhancing Student Employability Coordination Team):
Employability is a set of achievements – skills, understandings and personal
attributes – that make graduates more likely to gain employment and be
successful in their chosen occupations, which benefits themselves, the workforce,
the community and the economy.
When referring to employability, one also has to bear in mind the circumstances
affecting employability, and not to forget the fact that “the chosen occupation” as well as the
achievements necessary to be successful in one occupation may change and that
employability is a very dynamic concept. In addition, the concept of employability does not
correspond only to being employed by another, but also to self-employment.
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What makes someone employable?
Here it would be very important to underline the difference between employability
and employment. Employability has to be understood as indicating potential of someone to
be employed. It is not a guarantee that is given to graduates by either the higher education
institutions or the labour market. If employability indicates only the potential, one has to
wonder what affects the development of this potential and how it can be fulfilled. And to do
this, one has to analyse in more detail which achievements (skills, knowledge and personality
features) are important for employability. These may be grouped largely into three categories:
-

subject specific knowledge and skills

-

generic or soft or transferable skills (communication or presentation skills,
leadership and teamwork capabilities, use of ICT, critical thinking etc.)

-

personal characteristics, such as motivation to learn and continuously improve
one’s own capabilities.

For employability it is necessary to have all the three present. However, depending on the
field and position some may be more important than the other. It is crucial to understand that
there is no one size fits all answer to what makes someone employable and that the
prescriptive interpretation of employability should be avoided. Besides the field and level external aspects – such as the overall situation of the economy, or even administrative issues
(visas and working permits), may affect employability of the individual on a certain labour
market.
Connected to this discussion is the opposition between academic and professional
higher education and possibilities for employment after graduation in one or the other field.
However, one has to ask if this opposition is true or only perceived by the higher education
community. The usual distinction is made on the basis of research focus of studies and the
possible career patterns after graduation. It reflects also the differences that exist between the
university and polytechnics sector. However, the difference between academic and
professional degrees may not be that great as it would seem in the first place and is largely
dependant on the field in question. It was suggested here to focus more on the distinction
between the research-based (using existing knowledge) and research-driven (advancing
knowledge) studies instead of professional and academic ones and to analyse the knowledge
and competences acquired in both. However, the remaining task, and not a small one for that
matter is to promote and explain this new perspective to the higher education community.
One of the issues that were also raised here was the issue of non-formal and informal
learning and how do these experiences reflect upon someone’s employability. While it is
certain that additional learning schemes may be very beneficial to someone’s employability,
both in their field of study and outside of it, the problem of recognition of non-formal and
informal learning, both by higher education institutions and employers, remains.

Focus on employability and implications for qualifications structure and
recognition
3

When discussing the purposes or objectives of higher education one usually focuses on
(not in the order of importance):
-

personal development – reflecting someone’s pleasure in learning

-

education for democratic citizenship – for active and responsible citizens

-

widening and systematizing knowledge base and even wisdom of the society and

-

improving one’s chances for employment and thus also improving the social and
economic status and contributing to social cohesion.

Traditionally, two of these objectives are already accommodated for in the present curricula,
mostly of the research driven education – personal development and widening of knowledge
base. The other two, although they were implicitly acknowledged, have relatively recently
emerged to the surface.
This is especially true for employability. The increasing pressure on higher education
institutions to justify the investment into them (either by the society or by the individual
students), along with the changes in the labour market which more and more seeks highly
qualified employees, have lead to increasing focus on the employability of graduates and
usage of employability statistics as an indicator (reliability of such an indicator is something
to be discussed further) of quality of the programme. This of course influences several aspects
of higher education:
-

curricula development – both in terms of content and methodology and wider issue
of developing coherent and transparent qualifications frameworks, on the national
as well as on the European level

-

governance of higher education – call for continuous dialogue and in some cases
even formal participation of employers and trade unions in governance bodies of
universities

-

legislation

-

procedures and criteria for enrolment of new students

-

financing of higher education – even tough it was not extensively discussed at the
conference etc.

The issue of curricula development and, related to this, reforming degree structures
and developing framework of qualifications have been the cornerstone of the Bologna Process.
The demand for the first cycle degrees relevant for the labour market and development of both
professional and academic second cycle degrees are the reference point of almost all
discussions taking place under the Bologna label.
From the papers presented and discussions in the working groups there seems to be a
problem with the acceptance of the new first cycle by the labour market. The nature and scope
of problems faced by first cycle degree holders with finding a job depend on the specific field
and also on the overall situation of a certain labour market (both national and
international/European). A part of the problem lies in the level and salary range of jobs
offered to the holders of first cycle degrees and jobs expected by them. In some cases the
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salary difference between the so-called Master and Bachelor is not significant so the
employers will likely hire a more qualified Master and spend only slightly more on his/her
salary.
When designing or re-designing the first and second cycle courses, more flexibility is
needed, in terms of structure, content, orientation and profile. This allows for various
pathways leading to employability. Rigorous regulatory mechanisms in this respect should be
avoided; otherwise they may hamper the possibilities offered to students. The curricula
offered need to be adapted to the realistic possibilities of the HEI as well as the realistic needs
of the labour market. It was proposed to create two possible directions when at the first cycle
exit point – one leading to the job market and the other to further education. This could be
achieved through offering various optional courses already at the first cycle level and
supporting students with counselling and mentoring to choose one or the other direction.
However, provisions need to be put in place to allow changing this direction and due attention
has to be paid not to have this lead to another break within the first cycle and emergence of
some kind of “sub Bachelor” degrees. The whole issue of the relationship between the first
and the second cycle (and, even if it was not extensively discussed here – the third cycle) is
still an open question but one has to keep in mind that here as well there are no unified
answers.
In approaching this issue one is usually faced with, more or less strong, reluctance of
the teaching staff to discuss the teaching methods, learning outcomes and competences.
Furthermore, there is a problem with the mismatch of time scales in this process – effects of
curricula and degree structure changes made on the basis of the present situation are visible
after a certain number of years; by then circumstances of the labour market may change.
Therefore, both to counteract the reluctance of the higher education institutions to change and
to overcome to some extent the problems with the mismatch of the timescales of change of
the labour market and the higher education – a small step approach might be more effective.
This of course implies that an ongoing process of curricula readjustment is necessary. It is
necessary however to understand that lack on employment is not a direct indicator that the
institutions are not responsive to the needs of the labour market and that there may be other
reasons for low employment of graduates which lie outside of the higher education
community.
As was mentioned before, employability, apart from depending on the field, due to the
ever changing requirements of the labour market may also have a “best before” label. In this
respect, many see life long learning as the almost infallible cure for decreasing employability
of the workforce. It is true that life long learning is in no way in opposition to sustainable
employability but it should not be considered as the only solution nor as a substitute to more
traditional higher education where the employability of the graduates is one of the main
objectives and where students can gain skills necessary for the continuous self development.
When it comes to recognition for employability, the awareness of existing recognition
and transparency tools (ECTS, DS, Europass, work of the ENIC and NARIC Networks)
seems to be there, however only on the surface level. Most of the target groups (institutions,
employers and graduates) know of the existence of these tools. However they are not used as
widely as possible and sometimes are misused or even abused. It is essential that all “users” of
these recognition tools (for various purposes) become involved in the further development
and improvement of these recognition and transparency tools and therefore shift from the top
down introduction of the recognition tools to the bottom up approach and true implementation.
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Furthermore, the added value of mobility in terms of employability needs to be
promoted. In an increasingly international labour market, it is essential that graduates possess
some experience with studying or even internships abroad.

Who is responsible?
This section will deal with various stakeholders dealing or responsible for increasing
employability. Apart from the usual suspects – institutions and students (future graduates) –
these include also the employers, professional associations2 and the trade unions, and more
widely and more abstract manner, the economy, the state and the whole society.
Higher education institutions are seen as responsible for designing courses and
programmes for both the first and the second cycle. Each of them should also be relevant for
the labour market and take into account the fact that graduates, apart from obtaining
knowledge and skills, need also to be able to update their own skills on their own, or be
“autonomous self learners” (as was said in one of the discussion groups). The quality of these
programmes is essential and it is up to the higher education institution to ensure reliable and
adequate procedures for quality assurance. The possibility of using employability of graduates
as one of the criteria in external evaluation and accreditation should be further explored. It is
also of crucial importance that the institutions inform their prospective students and wider
public as much as possible, among other things, on the employment possibilities after
graduation. This information needs to be reliable and objective, in other words, the
information itself needs also to be “quality assured”.
The active and constructive input of employer organizations was very much
appreciated and it was evident that the academic community lacked feedback from that part of
the employability process. The employers could contribute to improving employability of
graduates by:
-

designing a larger number of relevant internship programmes3 for students which
will provide the students with the meaningful work experience,

-

by relating their needs to the higher education community more actively and
extensively and also

-

by disseminating information on the job opportunities more widely and openly.

Trade unions and professional associations have also a role to play in improving
employability of graduates, primarily in designing curricula and analysing obstacles to
employability by proving information both to the higher education institutions and employers
on the problems graduates face when entering the labour market.
The last but certainly not the least stakeholders are students (primarily as future
graduates and entrants to the labour market). They are, in the majority of cases, involved in
2

The term “professional associations” here refers to the associations of e.g. dentists, engineers, historians etc. In
some countries, the term “associations of professionals” is used. However, to avoid confusion with trade unions
or similar organisations, the term “professional associations” is used both in the report and in the
Recommendations and Conclusions.
3
“Internship programmes” does not refer only to programmes taking place outside of the higher education
institution. It may be also organised within the institution, however, it is essential that it encompasses working in
the job related field.
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quality assurance procedures and curricula development, however, their role should be
strengthened further and they should also become involved in providing information on e.g.
possibilities for internships and quality of internship programmes. There is also a need for
graduates to provide feedback to their higher education institutions on the problems and
challenges they faced when entered the labour market.
The need for specific legislation and other framework and incentives was also
discussed. The role of the state and need for legislation or other regulatory framework should
be explored further. However, one should be careful that this discussion does not lead to
overregulation.
Finally, it is of utmost importance that the dialogue between all these stakeholders is
maintained and improved and that exchange of views and cooperation in developing new
programmes (either the courses/internships within higher education institutions or internship
programmes in companies) becomes the usual and natural practice.

Conclusion - Open questions and suggestions for follow up
The participants recommended making a broad distinction between the first and the
second cycle with suggestions as follows:
-

first cycle degrees should encompass general and specific disciplinary knowledge
as well as the development of personal qualities including the one of the
autonomous learner, the capacity to approach new issues, communication skills
and other transferable skills;

-

second cycle degrees should encompass specialised disciplinary and thematic
knowledge, methods as well as higher level cognitive and communication abilities.

Further discussion on the content and outcomes of the first and second cycle degrees is
necessary. As there are already several Bologna seminars planned to focus specifically on the
degree structure, the participants asked that the perspective of employability would also be
taken into account. Employability should be regarded as one of the key reference points in
establishment of the overarching framework of qualifications for the European Higher
Education Area. The employability of the third cycle may be introduced in this discussion as
well and due attention should be paid to the recognition or prior learning and the bridging of
higher education academic studies and professional activities, as well as the relationship
between the academic and vocational education.
Another task for the future is to explore the strategies for shifting the discussion from
the conflict between academic and professional degrees into the complementarities of the
research based and research driven higher education.
In terms of recognition, and here we should focus primarily on the recognition for the
purpose of employment, procedures for recognition of non-formal, informal and life long
learning, as well as recognition of prior experiential learning need to be developed. However,
the suggestions is first to focus on the possibility of using the existing transparency and
recognition tools and adapting the existing tools to the new needs.
The potential of the small and medium enterprises in the initial stage of employment
should be explored.
7

At the end, it is suggested to further explore the possibilities for decreasing any sort of
discrimination of underrepresented groups when it comes to employability, both in terms of
access to jobs as well as remuneration and promotion.

To finish, I would like to reflect back on something that Lene Henriksen from ESIB –
the National Unions of Students in Europe, said concerning graduates “leaving the university
to enter the real world”. Realising that the period spent in learning is and should be different
from the life of an employee or an employer, the difference between the university and the
real world must not be that large as to cause a reality shock for the newly graduates. It is the
responsibility of all stakeholders – students, higher education institutions, employers, trade
unions, and professional associations etc. to make this step from higher education into the real
world a small step for a student but a big step for the whole of society.
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Official Bologna seminar
“New Generations of Policy Documents and
Laws for Higher Education:
Their Thrust in the Context of the Bologna
Process”
4 - 6 November 2004, Warsaw, Poland

Report

International Conference on “New Generations of Policy Documents and Laws
for Higher Education: Their Thrust in the Context of the Bologna Process”
4 - 6 November 2004, Warsaw, Poland

...
Recommendations
Most of the issues addressed in the conference and related recommendations should be directed
to the different country members (as opposed to the Bologna Follow-up Group), because they
fall within the context of national sovereignty. Three recommendations are made: two to the
member countries, and one to the Bologna Follow-up Group.
1. It is recommended to the member countries in the Bologna Process that they implement
general framework legislation for higher education instead of detailed regulatory
legislation, regarding the adaptation of higher education legislation to the Bologna goals.
2. It is also recommended to the member countries that they translate their national policy
documents and higher education legislation into English and/or one other major language
of the EHEA, and thereby allow other member countries and experts/researchers to have
access to them as part of the stock-taking exercise.
3. It is recommended to the Bologna Follow-Up Group that it supplements the present
stock-taking exercise with one on higher education legislation. This will help to better
understand the legal implications of the Bologna Process in different countries, to get a
better picture of convergence and diversity in European higher education, to exchange
experiences and expertise, and to assist those countries still in the preparatory stage of
legislative reforms.

Report

International Conference on “New Generations of Policy Documents and Laws
for Higher Education: Their Thrust in the Context of the Bologna Process”
4 - 6 November 2004, Warsaw, Poland

1.
Under the high patronage of Mr. Aleksander Kwaśniewski, President of the Republic of
Poland, the conference was organized by UNESCO-CEPES in co-operation with the Institute of
Knowledge Society and in collaboration with the Polish Ministry of National Education and
Sport, the European University Association (EUA), the Council of Europe, and the Conference
of Rectors of Academic Schools in Poland (KRASP). The Conference constitutes one of the
Bologna Follow-Up Group Seminars within the Follow-Up Group’s 2003-2005 Work
Programme.
The main sponsor of the Conference was Orbis, SA, with additional support provided by the
following institutions and organizations: the Conference of Rectors of Academic Schools in
Poland (KRASP), TP SA (Telekomunikacja Polska SA), Pałac Królewski w Warszawie (The
Royal Castle in Warsaw), the Warsaw University of Technology, the Warsaw University, and
the Polish Rectors Foundation (FRP).
2.

The objectives of the meeting were:
-

To analyse how policy documents, in particular laws on higher education, are reflecting a
general thrust in, and contribution to, the realization of the objectives of the Bologna
Process; these objectives are formulated in the Bologna Declaration of 1999, and in the
Prague and Berlin Communiqués of 2001 and 2003.

-

To identify, on the basis of the above analysis, new approaches and developments and to
formulate conclusions and recommendations for further implementation, in particular at
the Bergen Meeting of Ministers of Education in 2005.

3.
The conference was attended by 40 international participants from 22 different countries,
20 participants from Poland, and two observers (from the United States of America).
4.
The conference programme opened with the reading of a Special Message from the
President of the Republic of Poland, and opening remarks from Mr. Mirosław Sawicki, the
Polish Minister of Education and Sport; Professor Eric Froment, the President of EUA; and
Professor Franciszek Ziejka, the President of KRASP. Professor Bronisław Geremek, former
Minister of Foreign Affairs, Member of the European Parliament and Chair on European
Civilization at the College of Europe, gave an opening keynote lecture on “Education and
Knowledge as a Carrying Force for United Europe”.
5.
In four sessions, presentations were made on the theme of the conference from 11
different national perspectives: Austria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, France, Germany,

Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, and the United Kingdom. These presentations
were followed by a session featuring comparative perspectives on policy and legislative
initiatives for higher education. Dr. Dennis Farrington presented his draft report on such a
comparative analysis, and Mr. Cristian Tauch acted as respondent. Dr. Hans de Wit, who served
as the General Rapporteur of the Conference, presented in the final session his draft oral version
of the present written report of the conference. His draft conclusions and recommendations were
also discussed by the participants, who accepted them and invited the General Reporters to
develop them in writing as follows.
6.
The discussions during conference sessions were interactive, and resulted in the
identification of a variety of issues and topics that require further attention; these will be
highlighted here. It became clear that the theme of the Conference was quite timely, and that the
presentations and comparative structure provided a lot of relevant information on higher
education legal reform in Europe in the context of the Bologna Process.
7.
Notwithstanding the fact that different countries involved in the Bologna Process are at
different stages in its implementation, there was agreement among the participants with Dr.
Farrington’s conclusion that “… most countries have adopted, or are in the process of adopting,
new primary legislation or are enabling achievement of the Bologna goals in the agreed
timeframe.” At the same time it was recognised that national sovereignty overrides higher
education legal reform, and that national agendas play a key role in the implementation of the
Bologna objectives and in the elaboration of new higher education legislation. It was also
acknowledged that current reforms in national higher education policies and legislation cannot
be attributed solely to the Bologna Process. Some were already initiated prior to 1999; in other
cases the Bologna Declaration is used as a ‘lever’ for national policy and to solve national
problems; and other external factors influence the reform of higher education policy and
legislation, such as the Lisbon Agenda, GATS, etc.
8. It was recognised that countries implement the Bologna objectives in their national policies
and higher education legislation in different ways:
-

In some cases, legislation was already in accordance with the Bologna Process, such as
the two-cycle system, the introduction of national QA systems, and the ratification of the
Lisbon Recognition Convention in some of the Scandinavian countries.

-

In one specific case, the United Kingdom, no change in higher education legislation is
needed as the goals of the Bologna Process are not regarded as a legislative matter; the
implementation is mainly the responsibility of institutions. This does not necessarily
imply that there is no commitment at the national and institutional level to the Process.

-

In countries like Italy, Norway and The Netherlands, the Bologna Process has resulted in
relatively rapid changes in legislation to adapt the higher education system.

-

In yet other countries parallel structures were put in place, either as a transition phase as
in Germany, or as a more permanent system in France (though this option is under
review).

-

Some countries are still in the preparatory stages of higher education legislation
regarding the Bologna goals. Poland for instance is in the final stage of approval for its
new legislation.
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9. Following the presentations and discussions, one could observe on the one hand a growing
convergence in line with the Bologna goals (regarding degree systems, credits and accreditation
in particular), and on the other hand a continuation of diversity that will remain. The latter might
even be reinforced, in that higher education is still a national responsibility and is defined
foremost by national contexts, constraints and priorities. This balance between Bologna
convergence and national diversity was for instance expressed in the presentation by the
Hungarian Minister of Education, regarding the debates in Hungary in anticipation of legislative
reform.
10. When analysing the adaptation of national policies and legislation in different countries,
one cannot isolate this from specific national contexts. This national context has an influence,
for example, in the following respects:
-

The degree of reform needed, overall and/or for specific Bologna goals, depending on
existing policy and legislation in the country.

-

The overall national context in which educational reform is taking place: for instance the
existence of binary systems, the length and structure of primary and secondary education,
policies with respect to life-long learning, etc.

-

The national approach to reform: top-down, involvement of different stakeholders,
institutional autonomy, etc.

-

The way in which higher education reform and legislation is articulated, and the time it
involves; this process can take 2-3 years.

-

The way in which higher education is funded.

11. Some critical areas were identified as requiring increased attention and action, in order to
effectively adapt legislation to the Bologna goals. Dennis Farrington in his comparative report
and Christian Tauch in his response both emphasised the need for further action on joint
degrees, trans-national quality assurance and life-long learning. Although it was recognised as
an important step that several countries have ratified the Lisbon Convention, several countries
have not and should be urged to do so. Higher education legislative reforms should pay
particular attention to introducing legislative changes where necessary to ensure that joint
degrees may be awarded, and to deal with the growing provision of cross-border education, and
the emergence of new foreign (non-European and internet-based) providers. Qualification
frameworks at the national and European level should also be regarded as an issue of key
importance to be addressed in legislation. As far as quality assurance is concerned, there seems
to be a move into the direction of a convergent European understanding of quality and quality
assurance. Most countries see quality assurance as a national responsibility, not to be given
away to any supranational body. More attention should be also paid to the question of transnational quality assurance.
12. Positive developments were noted with regard to the introduction of ECTS and the
Diploma Supplement in order to facilitate academic and professional mobility. Most countries
have adopted or are in the process of adopting the two- or three-cycle system, but during the
presentations and discussions it became clear that there is wide variation in the degree of reform
and incorporation. This is another expression of the trend of general convergence and reinforced
diversity, evident in the adaptation of the Bologna goals to national needs and institutional
choices. Is this trend a challenge to the process? Diversity has always been mentioned as a key
component of the Bologna Process. It is important though to keep an eye on the way the Bologna
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goals are implemented under the pressure of national constraints and priorities, and to avoid too
diverse a road map to 2010. This is not a question of central control, but rather of an exchange of
experiences about how the Bologna goals can be implemented by legislative reform in a
balanced way. The Conference participants were of the opinion that the development of an
overarching framework of qualifications may be of great assistance in this respect.
13.

Two important issues came to the forefront during the Conference:
i) There has to be a balance between the three levels of the Bologna Process: the
voluntarily agreed goals of the Bologna Process at the European level, involving
governments, institutions and students; the central role of higher education institutions in
the implementation of the Process; and the role of national policies and legislation in
bridging the first two levels and facilitating the Process in each country. A new dialogue
between governments and institutions at national level has arisen in many countries for
better coping with the needs for reform brought about by the Bologna Process.
ii) National legislation plays a critical role, and is used in different ways to implement the
Bologna goals: no legal reform at all (the case of the U.K.); detailed laws to regulate
every aspect (in some of the CEE countries); or simply a general framework (for
instance in France).

The participants at the conference agreed that the latter approach to higher education legislation
reform, i.e. by general framework laws, is most appropriate. Regulating everything in detail not
only results in inflexibility, it is also in contradiction with the trend in higher education policy to
deregulate and provide more autonomy – to the higher education sector as well as individual
institutions. As the Dutch case makes clear, amendments can be used correctively and to adapt to
requisite changes, but they will be kept at a minimum through the use of more general
framework legislation.
14.
The participants at the Conference, as well as different presenters, were clear in their view
that legislation is not an end to national policy in the Bologna Process, but rather an instrument
that provides the higher education community with implementation directives. The commitment
and involvement of different stakeholders are critical, as was expressed for instance in the case
of Croatia and in the remarks by Cristian Tauch, who called for a stronger sense of ownership of
the Bologna Process by institutions, students and staff. As was stated in the comparative
analysis, there is still a long way to go to reach the Bologna goals although quite a lot has been
accomplished.
15.
Where member countries are dealing with the preparation of new national policies and
legislation, it was agreed that they should not have to reinvent the wheel. All countries can and
should learn from experiences in other countries. Stock-taking of higher education policies and
legislation was seen by the participants as an important supplement to the present exercise, as
agreed in Berlin in 2003.
16. During the presentations and discussions and in addition to some of the critical issues
already referred to above, other points came up that were seen as relevant to higher education
legislative reform and the implementation of the Bologna goals. They are mentioned below,
because they are considered relevant to the reform process without requiring concrete
recommendations from the conference:
i) The issue of funding: funding is relevant because in each country additional funding is
needed to help the higher education community implement the Bologna goals; it is also
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relevant in that a diversity of funding mechanisms exists in the different countries and
these have an impact on higher education reform.
ii) The issue of student fees: the different ways in which countries deal with student fees
have an impact on higher education reform, particularly in the way the Bologna goals are
implemented.
iii) The issue of language: language is relevant to the Bologna Process, because of its impact
on the provision of higher education (i.e. the use of national languages and/or English, or
another major language used in the EHEA etc.), and because of its impact on the
language skills of students. The development of foreign language skills has been
mentioned as part of the Bologna reforms in the case of Italy, and could be recommended
to other member countries.
iv) The case of specific studies such as medicine, dentistry, and law, and the implications
for the two-/three-tier reform have been mentioned as an issue in several national case
studies. The solutions devised or proposed in the different countries seem to imply here
also a trend towards diversity rather than convergence, and it might be useful to take a
special look at such issues.
v) Migration issues, and the concerns about brain drain versus brain gain, have been
mentioned as themes that are linked to the Bologna Process. They should be given
separate attention, because they are not only relevant between the EHEA and the rest of
the world, but also within the EHEA itself.
vi) The same applies to the use of “old” vs. “new” or parallel developments: this issue has
been mentioned for instance in the cases of France, Italy and Norway. In both cases
(parallel systems and developments), one can question whether this will result in too
much diversity and a potential lack of transparency; for that it should be avoided.
vii) The move away from calculating the duration of studies in semesters/years towards a
more credit based approach was mentioned as something that requires attention because
of the need to ensure it does not lead to further lack of transparency and to new obstacles
to mobility.
viii)A need was also expressed for a “Bologna +” (in Norway for instance). The Process will
not stop with the goals reached, or in 2010. While on the one hand there is a need for
consolidation, one has to look ahead and prepare for further enhancement as well.
17.
Two relevant observations that emerged from the conference can be shared as
concluding remarks. The first is that while legislation is an important aspect of implementation,
it cannot take the place of commitment, interaction and trust among the different stakeholders.
The second observation is that new legislation does not limit itself to the direct implementation
of the Bologna goals, but also deals with other important aspects of higher education such as
governance, fees, funding, student participation, enhancement of the teaching and learning
process, roles of faculties, university autonomy, etc. It also deals with other European and global
frameworks such as the Lisbon Agenda, the Lisbon Convention, GATS, etc. These aspects are
indirectly related to the Bologna Process as well as to national concerns, but overall are part of
the process of innovation in higher education in Europe, of which the Bologna Process is a key
component.
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Recommendations
Most of the issues addressed in the conference and related recommendations should be directed
to the different country members (as opposed to the Bologna Follow-up Group), because they
fall within the context of national sovereignty. Three recommendations are made: two to the
member countries, and one to the Bologna Follow-up Group.
1. It is recommended to the member countries in the Bologna Process that they implement
general framework legislation for higher education instead of detailed regulatory
legislation, regarding the adaptation of higher education legislation to the Bologna goals.
2. It is also recommended to the member countries that they translate their national policy
documents and higher education legislation into English and/or one other major language
of the EHEA, and thereby allow other member countries and experts/researchers to have
access to them as part of the stock-taking exercise.
3. It is recommended to the Bologna Follow-Up Group that it supplements the present
stock-taking exercise with one on higher education legislation. This will help to better
understand the legal implications of the Bologna Process in different countries, to get a
better picture of convergence and diversity in European higher education, to exchange
experiences and expertise, and to assist those countries still in the preparatory stage of
legislative reforms.
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Official Bologna process seminar
“Bachelor degree- what is it?”
25-26November 2004, St. Petersbourg, Russia

The official Bologna Seminar on
"Bachelor’s Degree: What is it"
25-26 November 2004, St. Petersburg, Russia
Conclusions and recommendations
On the basis of the discussions at the seminar, the organisers have submitted the following
conclusions and recommendations to the Bologna Follow-up Group for consideration:
1. Taking into account the significant role played by humanities and social sciences in
curricula in terms of ensuring generic competences, and at the same time widely
divergent views and practices concerning the number of credits allocated to the
humanities in different study programmes, the seminar recommends to set up a special
working group for the study of the role to be played by humanities in higher
education.
2. Proceeding from the general agreement that bachelor-level programmes are meant to
ensure sufficiently broad competences, programme designers are recommended to pay
special attention to interdisciplinary and field-specific modules. Based on existing
descriptors the structure of competences would then be as follows: generic
competences, interdisciplinary competences, field-specific competences and subjectspecific competences.
3. In designing bachelor-level study programmes for higher education, the designers
should pay more attention to labour-market requirements and challenges.
4. It is recommended to amend the position taken by the Bologna Declaration to make it
clear that access to doctoral studies shall require a completed master’s degree.

Bologna Follow-up Seminar
Bachelor’s Degree : What Is It?

St. Petersburg State University, Russia
25-26 November 2004

Report by the Rapporteur
Senior Adviser Sverre Rustad, Secretariat of the Bologna Follow-up Group

1.

Background

1.1

The bachelor’s degree in the context of the Bologna Process

1.1.1 The Bologna Declaration, 1999
Adoption of a degree structure essentially based on two main cycles, undergraduate and
graduate, has been one of the action lines of the Bologna Process from the very beginning. It
is closely linked to the objective of making higher education degrees more easily readable and
comparable across national borders, which in turn is a necessary condition for mobility.
The Bologna Declaration specifies that the first cycle should last a minimum of three years.
The degree awarded should both give access to second cycle studies and at the same time “be
relevant to the European labour market as an appropriate level of qualification”. In many
countries, this degree is called “bachelor” (in Russian bakalavr).
1.1.2 The Helsinki seminar on Bachelor-level Degrees, 2001
Bachelor-level degrees were the theme of a Bologna seminar in Helsinki, Finland on 16-17
February 2001. The seminar highlighted the fact that long first study cycles, high drop-out
rates and the lengthening of university studies were problems shared by many European
countries, and argued that a bachelor-master structure may offer several advantages in
comparison with long programmes leading directly to the master’s degree (or a comparable
degree depending on the national system). It is more flexible, promoting mobility; it allows
more interaction between studies and working life; it may help answer the need of the labour
market for more people with higher education qualifications; and not least, its adoption will
facilitate better recognition of European degrees both within Europe and in the rest of the
world, and will thus also make European higher education more attractive for international
students.
In order to help achieve these goals, the seminar proposed a set of criteria for the definition of
European bachelor-level degrees:
− Bachelor-level degree is a higher education qualification the extent of which is 180 to
240 credits (ECTS). It normally takes three to four years of full-time study to complete
the degree. Bachelor-level degrees play an important role in the life-long learning
paradigm and learning to learn skills should be an essential part of any bachelor-level
degree.
− It is important to note that the bachelor-level degrees, often referred to as first
degrees can be taken at either traditional universities or at professionally-oriented
higher education institutions. Programmes leading to the degree may, and indeed
should have different orientations and various profiles in order to accommodate a
diversity of individual, academic and labour market needs.
− In order to increase transparency it is important that the specific orientation and
profile and learning outcomes of a given qualification are included in its title and
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explained on the Diploma Supplement issued to the student. Information on different
study programmes should be transparent to enable the students make informed
choices.
− Even bachelor degrees which serve as an intermediate qualification preparing
students for further study should be based on a proper curriculum. They should not
only be seen as a part of a longer curriculum, as some students may wish to change
direction or to choose a graduate programme or specialisation offered at another
institution.1
The conclusions from the seminar emphasise the interaction between higher education and
society at large, arguing that all bachelor-level curricula should include transversal or generic
skills and competences. They recognise that in some fields which involve professional
accreditation, bachelor-level degrees will not always serve as independent qualifications
leading to full professional competence. However, even in such fields an intermediate
qualification may be worth developing to take advantage of the possibilities offered by a
bachelor-level degree. Finally, higher education institutions and their networks of
stakeholders were encouraged to develop descriptions of the core competences expected from
graduates of bachelor and master programmes in broad subject areas as a means of enhancing
transparency and comparability. This call has since been answered through the Tuning
project.2
1.1.3 The Prague Communiqué, 2001
The Ministers meeting in Prague noted with satisfaction that the objective of a degree
structure based on two main cycles had been tackled and discussed since Bologna, and that
some countries had already adopted such a structure while others were considering it.
Referring to the Helsinki Seminar, they further noted that in many countries bachelor’s and
master’s (or comparable) degrees can be obtained at both universities and other higher
education institutions, and that programmes leading to a degree may, and indeed should, have
different orientations and various profiles in order to accommodate a diversity of individual,
academic and labour market needs.
1.1.4 From Prague to Berlin
In February 2002 an informal group known as the Joint Quality Initiative (JQI) met in Dublin
to draft descriptors for bachelor’s and master’s degrees that might be shared within the
European Higher Education Area.3 While the Helsinki seminar indicated a scope for
bachelor’s degrees measured in years or ECTS, the JQI sought to identify the academic and
other requirements that, as outcomes, characterise and distinguish between bachelors and
masters. The descriptors were designed to indicate an overarching summary of the outcomes
of a programme of study in terms of the abilities and attributes that a student must have to be
1

Quoted from the General Report of professor Pedro Lourtie to the Prague Ministerial Conference, see
http://www.bologna-bergen2005.no/Docs/00-Main_doc/0105Lourtie_report.pdf.
2
Tuning Educational Structures in Europe. More information about the project can be found on the Europa
Internet server: http://europa.eu.int/comm/education/Tuning.html; or on the servers of the coordinating
institutions:
University of Deusto, Bilbao, Spain (www.relint.deusto.es/TuningProject/index.htm) or
University of Groningen, The Netherlands (www.let.rug.nl/TuningProject/index.htm).
3
The JQI has since also developed descriptors for the doctoral level (March 2004) and for short-cycle
programmes within the bachelor level (October 2004). See www.jointquality.org.
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awarded the qualification in question. They would describe all bachelor’s and all master’s
degrees within the EHEA, and would thus be generic. The group agreed that the value of the
generic descriptors would be substantially enhanced by cross-referencing to more detailed
programme profiles or specifications developed in national, regional or institutional contexts.
The descriptor for the bachelor’s degree specifies that the degree is awarded to students who
− have demonstrated knowledge and understanding in a field of study that builds upon
and supersedes their general secondary education, and is typically at a level that,
whilst supported by advanced textbooks, includes some aspects that will be informed
by knowledge of the forefront of their field of study;
− can apply their knowledge and understanding in a manner that indicates a
professional4 approach to their work or vocation, and have competences5 typically
demonstrated through devising and sustaining arguments and solving problems within
their field of study;
− have the ability to gather and interpret relevant data (usually within their field of
study) to inform judgements that include reflection on relevant social, scientific or
ethical issues;
− can communicate information, ideas, problems and solutions to both specialist and
non-specialist audiences;
− have developed those learning skills that are necessary for them to continue to
undertake further study with a high degree of autonomy.
The Joint Quality Initiative is not formally part of the Bologna Process, but the working group
set down by the Bologna Follow-up Group to elaborate an overarching framework of
qualifications for the European Higher Education Area has since decided to use the Dublin
descriptors as an element in the framework.
In March 2003, a Bologna seminar was held in Helsinki to examine the characteristics of
master-level degrees, following the conference on bachelor-level degrees two years earlier.
Partly building on the Dublin descriptor, the seminar drew up a set of recommendations for
master’s degrees in the European Higher Education Area. Some of the recommendations also
concerned the bachelor’s degree. Underlining that bachelor’s and master’s degrees should
have different defined outcomes and be awarded at different levels, the seminar recommended
that all bachelor degrees should open access to master studies. The observation from the
previous Helsinki seminar that integrated one-tier programmes might continue to exist in
certain fields was repeated, as was the recommendation that opportunities for access to
intermediate qualifications and transfer to other programmes should be encouraged even in
such cases.
Later the same month, another seminar in Copenhagen discussed qualifications structures in
higher education in Europe. The seminar recommended that qualifications frameworks should
be developed both at the national and the European level as a means of promoting
transparency, comparability, quality and recognition of higher education qualifications. Such
4

“The word ’professional’ is used in the descriptors in its broadest sense, relating to those attributes relevant to
undertaking work or a vocation and that involves the application of some aspects of advanced learning. It is not
used with regard to those specific requirements related to regulated professions. The latter may be identified with
the profile/specification.” (JQI footnote)
5
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frameworks should seek to describe qualifications at each appropriate level in terms of
workload, level, quality, learning outcomes and profile.
In 2003 Eurydice, the EU information network on education in Europe, published its study
Focus on the Structure of Higher Education in Europe 2003/2004, giving an overview of
“Bologna” reforms in 29 countries. The study showed that a bachelor-master structure had
been implemented in most of the countries, and was perhaps the Bologna action line where
most progress had been made. However, the two-cycle structure was found to be uncommon
at ISCED level 5B. The Trends 2003 report prepared by the EUA at the same time
corroborates this description, but points out that all the different aspects of the Bologna
Process are closely interrelated and that introducing a two-tier degree structure is in itself not
enough to achieve transparency. Most bachelor’s degrees charted by Trends 2003 were found
to have a scope of 180 ECTS credits, but first degrees of 210 and 240 credits were also found.
Trends 2003 also charted the penetration of the two-cycle structure at the institutional level, as
well as attitudes to the new degrees. A majority of higher education institutions had
introduced the two-tier degree system, confirming the situation described by ministries.
Employability was stressed as an important factor in the accompanying curricular reforms. On
the other hand, in a number of countries the bachelor’s degree was still seen mainly as a
stepping-stone to further studies at the time when the report was prepared.6
1.1.5 The Berlin Communiqué, 2003
The section on implementation of a two-cycle degree structure in the Berlin Communiqué
sums up preceding developments and sets the political priorities for the present period. The
full text reads:
Degree structure: Adoption of a system essentially based on two main cycles
Ministers are pleased to note that, following their commitment in the Bologna Declaration to
the two-cycle system, a comprehensive restructuring of the European landscape of higher
education is now under way. All Ministers commit themselves to having started the
implementation of the two cycle system by 2005.
Ministers underline the importance of consolidating the progress made, and of improving
understanding and acceptance of the new qualifications through reinforcing dialogue within
institutions and between institutions and employers.
Ministers encourage the member States to elaborate a framework of comparable and
compatible qualifications for their higher education systems, which should seek to describe
qualifications in terms of workload, level, learning outcomes, competences and profile. They
also undertake to elaborate an overarching framework of qualifications for the European
Higher Education Area.
Within such frameworks, degrees should have different defined outcomes. First and second
cycle degrees should have different orientations and various profiles in order to
accommodate a diversity of individual, academic and labour market needs. First cycle
6
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degrees should give access, in the sense of the Lisbon Recognition Convention, to second
cycle programmes. Second cycle degrees should give access to doctoral studies.
Ministers invite the Follow-up Group to explore whether and how shorter higher education
may be linked to the first cycle of a qualifications framework for the European Higher
Education Area.

1.2

The bachelor’s degree in Russia

Russia was accepted as a member of the Bologna Process at the ministerial conference in
Berlin in September 2003, and is thus not included in either of the studies referred to above.
Bachelor’s degrees were introduced at the Peoples’ Friendship University in Moscow as early
as 1989, and on a broader basis from 1992. Legislation adopted from 1992 to 1996 establishes
bachelor-level programmes as a possible basis for enrolment to specialist’s or master’s degree
programmes, specifying their respective total duration to 4 (bachelor), 5 (specialist) and 6
(master) years. The bachelor/master structure is not applied to ISCED 5B programmes.
Implementation of the two-cycle degree structure is optional for the higher education
institutions. At some institutions the decision is delegated to the faculties. Whereas bachelor
programmes exist at 50.7 % of the institutions, only 7.2 % of the students are enrolled in such
programmes. The overwhelming majority are still enrolled in traditional 5-year specialist
diploma studies.7 At St. Petersburg State University, on the other hand, 25-30 % of the
students are in two-cycle programmes. In all, Russia has about 6 million students.
Russia is, of course, a vast country. In addition to national Bologna events like the present
seminar, a series of regional seminars is therefore planned in order to assist higher education
institutions all over the country in implementing the necessary reforms at the institutional
level.

2.

The Seminar

2.1

General

The seminar was jointly organised by the Ministry of Education of the Russian Federation,
the Committee for Education and Science of the State Duma, St. Petersburg State University
and the Council of Europe. It was well attended from the Russian side, with around 150
participants. Participation from other Bologna member states was more limited, with around
30 participants from 13 countries. The working languages were English and Russian, with
simultaneous translation in the plenary sessions and in three of four working groups.
Discussions took place on the basis of thematic introductions as well as presentations of
experiences from other countries. The seminar may be said to have had a double focus, in that
part of the discussion was concerned with general characteristics of the bachelor’s degree and
the benefits and possible disadvantages of a two- (three-) cycle structure, whereas another part
was concerned more particularly with the situation in Russia. With regard to the latter, the
7
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focus was on the extent and pace of change and how to preserve valuable features of the old
degree system. Special attention was paid to the structure of Russian postgraduate degrees,
with a presentation devoted to this theme.
Professor Vadim Kasevich, Vice Rector of the University, gave an introduction to the
problems under discussion against the background outlined in section 1. Since 1999 many
new countries have become members of the Bologna Process, including countries without a
two-cycle structure. Different understandings of the bachelor’s degree exist between and even
within countries, and transparency objectives are not always observed.
Professor Kasevich pointed to a number of reasons behind the introduction of a two-cycle
system, including the needs both of mass education and of the labour market. Knowledge
becomes obsolete very quickly; at the same time higher education has become more
competitive, and a flexible system helps. The bachelor’s degree gives a broad grounding.
Creative thinking and problem-solving abilities are necessary and must be stimulated from the
beginning. In Russia as well as in other countries each level of education should be designed
both to serve as a basis for further studies and to meet the needs of the labour market.
Discussing the role of credits, learning outcomes, qualifications frameworks and descriptors
in defining the bachelor’s degree, and citing examples from other countries, professor
Kasevich argued that splitting traditional degrees into two levels makes little sense if the first
does not lead to an independent qualification. In Russia the reform of the degree structure is
still not completed, and competing proposals exist. Four preliminary conclusions were
suggested:
− The bachelor’s degree must become the basic type of higher education. Exceptions in
the form of integrated long programmes must be well justified in each case.
− The main characteristic must not be the time of learning, but the outcomes and the
number of credits.
− Working on generic attributes is useful, but special descriptors must be worked out by
the specialist community.
− The creative development of the student should be stimulated. Therefore, the
bachelor’s degree should involve the student in research. This is not sufficiently
emphasised at present.

2.2

Experiences from other countries

Presentations were given by Gerhard Duda (Germany), Sirkka-Leena Hörkkö (Finland) and
Florent Stora (France). In addition a paper on joint study programmes for the bachelor’s level
was presented by professor Kasevich. Finland and Germany both have binary institutional
systems. Both countries have introduced legislation to establish a new degree structure with
the bachelor’s degree as the standard qualification, but whereas in Germany there will only be
one type of bachelor, in Finland the degree will have a different profile in universities and
polytechnics. In Germany the bachelor can have a duration of 3 or 4 years, but 82.8 % of
bachelor programmes are 180 ECTS. Around 10 % of students are currently in bachelor
programmes, and studies indicate that the degree is accepted in the labour market. Problems
with the old degree system, in the form of long duration of studies, inflexible programmes,
high dropout rates and difficulties with recognition, were cited as a major motivation for the
reform. France, which is also introducing a three-tier degree system, similarly pointed to
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reduced failure rates as an important objective. Here the bachelor-level degree is called
“licence”. Finland cited internationalisation as a motive behind the reforms, and stressed the
importance of involving the institutions, as did France. The Finnish government had
introduced earmarked funding to aid the transition.

2.3

Aspects of the debate

2.3.1

General characteristics of the bachelor’s degree

As already mentioned, in his general introduction professor Vadim Kasevich stressed the
importance of stimulating creative thinking in bachelor programmes, arguing that this aspect
is not sufficiently emphasised either in the Dublin descriptors or available literature. In some
cases the programmes seem to be conceived as concerned with typical problems only,
designed to educate candidates who can implement ideas, but not generate them.
Nicolaas Heerens from ESIB gave an introduction to the bachelor’s degree from a students’
perspective. In his view, all bachelor programmes should address all the four main purposes
of higher education:
− personal development
− preparation for life as an active citizen in a democratic society
− development and maintenance of an advanced knowledge base
− preparation for the labour market
The programmes should have a balance between broad and specialist knowledge, emphasising
transversal skills and ”sustainable employability”/learning to learn. Curricula should be
flexible and based on learning outcomes, allowing for individual learning paths. Students
should play a central role in curriculum development. Employability should be a core
concern, and relations with the labour market strengthened. The restructuring of old curricula
should not be conceived of as a means of shortening total study time, but of achieving
flexibility. Generic skills should be emphasised.
Several speakers stressed the importance of flexibility, both in a lifelong learning perspective
and in relation to a rapidly changing labour market, and the advantages of the bachelor’s
degree in this respect compared with longer, integrated first degrees. Also, the need for
generic skills and a balance between generic and specialist knowledge was a recurring theme.
A special feature of Russian bachelor programmes is a specified minimum of humanities
subjects prescribed by state standards. This creates difficulties in relation to joint degrees and
other forms of cooperation with foreign institutions. On the other hand it was pointed out that
such elements exist in other countries as well, and that humanities are not the same as soft
skills, but serve to help the students learn to reflect critically. Working group 1 was also
devoted to this theme. Here it was argued by some that the uniform “block” of humanities
should not be kept, as there is no direct link between the object of studies and the qualities
produced. International cooperation requires comparable degrees described in terms of
learning outcomes and competences. As there were different views, the group recommended
that a working group should be established to further elaborate the role of humanities in the
bachelor’s degree.

The theme of Working group 2 was learning outcomes, competence and overarching criteria
for bachelor-level qualifications. Here it was argued that a certain core of key competences
8

could be defined for all bachelor’s degrees, whether they lead directly to a profession or are of
a more general nature. The Tuning approach to learning outcomes corresponds well with
Russian traditions and may serve as a bridge between European and Russian degrees, taking
into account both the teachers’ and the employers’ point of view. Institutions tend to put in
everything that they think is necessary; therefore a clearer focus on objectives and outcomes
is needed. It was argued that the bachelor’s degree does not give scope for a proper thesis. In
Russia, the degree is not well known or accepted in the labour market in spite of nationwide
standards. A less rigid system is therefore needed. The group concluded that taking into
account the wide differences in bachelor training, it is important to pay attention to generic
competences and to describe programmes in terms of learning outcomes including both
generic and specific competences.
Working group 4 was devoted to requirements for access to master-level studies, with
participants referring to the systems in their respective countries, including selection
procedures, as a basis for discussion. The Bologna Declaration and later communiqués
stipulate that the bachelor’s degree shall give access to the second cycle, i.e. a right to be
considered for admission, but the group concluded that the final decision on admission should
rest with the institution, especially for interdisciplinary master’s programmes. Again it was
recommended that a working group should be set up to study special features of national
variations and make recommendations to the BFUG.
2.3.2

The bachelor’s degree and the labour market

This was the theme both of a presentation by professor Gennady Lukichev and of the fourth
working group. Professor Lukichev started by pointing to some of the motivations for
introducing the bachelor’s degree: efficiency, compatibility, competitiveness and the idea of
the knowledge-based society, which requires flexibility. A system with long, monolithic first
degrees is not sufficiently adaptable to technological progress. The requirements formulated
by society and by the Bologna process thus coincide, and an approach is adopted where
educational programmes become more oriented towards the labour market. This will require
both improved dialogue with employers and a cultural change at the higher education
institutions. Employers should take part in the planning of programmes on a permanent basis.
Bachelors will form a large part of the workforce in future. They must therefore meet the
needs of the labour market, with a balance of specialist knowledge and generic skills. The
professional elements (both specific and broader) in the bachelor programmes should be
strengthened, combining the best from the old and new degree systems. An educational
environment must be created which allows bachelors to continue their education in a lifelong
perspective. Independent candidates means participating students. The working environment
itself must be conducive to learning.
Referring to the Bologna seminar on employability in Bled, Slovenia in October 2004,
professor Lukichev drew the following conclusions:
− There is a need for closer cooperation between higher education and the labour market
− There should be a balance in bachelor programmes between specialist knowledge and
generic skills, with an emphasis on ”learning to learn”
− New quality criteria should be introduced with an emphasis on final competences
− Students should be involved in the planning of study programmes
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− There should be no division between academic and professional bachelors; all should
be research-based and research-driven
In the ensuing debate there was some discussion about the nature of higher education as a
public good in relation to the labour market with its short-term economic goals. In this context
it was pointed out that an increasing number of students in Russia pay fees, and that in this
sense the public good is influenced by market relations. There nevertheless seemed to be
general agreement that relations between higher education and the labour market need to be
strengthened. At present there is a mismatch between candidates’ specialisations and labour
market needs, which may be reduced with closer contacts. One of the benefits of the twocycle structure is that candidates can get labour market experience in-between the cycles. In
Russia, however, this kind of mobility is hampered by financial problems and a lack of
internal infrastructure.
The bachelor’s degree is not well known or accepted by employers in Russia. Employers tend
to want to keep the traditional integrated programmes, and are not well informed about
ongoing processes and reforms. This must be rectified. In return employers should be asked
what qualifications they require the candidates to have.
Employability for bachelors was also the theme of Working group 3. Here some incongruities
were pointed out, e.g. that teachers in Russia are required to have a five-year degree, with the
result that bachelors go on to do a fifth year to qualify as specialists. On the other hand it was
pointed out that the two-tier system gives the advantage of allowing students to choose their
structure of education after 3-4 years, and of selecting only the best students for master
programmes. It was emphasised that bachelor’s degrees should not be introduced for the
purpose of saving money, risking a lowering of standards. The group concluded that
improved mechanisms for interaction between higher education and the labour market need to
be devised so as to ensure that the bachelor’s degree is known among employers and meets
labour market needs.
2.3.3

Future degree structure in Russia

Professor Vladimir Troyan gave a presentation on the relationship between the bachelor’s
degree and postgraduate studies in Russia. Giving an overview of the existing situation, he
noted a varying degree of readiness among Russian higher education institutions to change to
a two-cycle structure, with a view in some quarters that a master’s degree might be awarded
after 5 or 6 years without a preceding bachelor’s degree. The relevant legislation speaks of
“integration of the system of higher and post-university education of the Russian Federation
into the world system of higher education, maintaining and developing the achievements and
traditions of the higher education of Russia”.
Professor Troyan discussed two possible alternatives for postgraduate studies, both building
on a 4-year bachelor: either a two-year master’s degree (2 ½ years for experimental subjects)
followed by a three-year doctorate, or a five-year integrated doctoral programme. The latter
would be the exception and would only be for training especially talented students to become
researchers. In either case the doctoral degree (“kandidat nauk”) should be awarded by a
university, which would also be responsible for developing the programme and should have
full authority over standards and assessment. Bachelors should not be admitted directly to
existing, three-year doctoral studies. The existing “second doctorate” (doktor nauk) would be
preserved unchanged.
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The proposals would necessitate changes in current legislation. At present all higher education
programmes are regulated by state standards, and assessment is carried out by central degree
commissions.
From the floor it was argued that there should be no exceptions, meaning that admission to
doctoral studies should require a master’s degree in all cases. It was further suggested that this
might be one of the recommendations from the seminar. Similarly, it was argued that
integrated master programmes should only exist as exceptions, with the two-tier structure as
the main model. Otherwise there would be a danger that no real changes were made. There
seemed to be a general consensus that the bachelor’s degree in Russia should have a duration
of 4 years due to the low entry level (11 years of school) compared with many other countries.
Another part of the discussion concerned the pace of change and whether the two-cycle
structure should be obligatory for the institutions. Several speakers underlined the danger of
moving too quickly and thus throwing over board valuable elements of the existing system.
Standards should not be reduced. It was also argued that students should have a choice
between different types of degrees and that the bachelor/master structure should therefore not
be obligatory. On the other hand the system needs to be promoted to make it better known.
Finally there was some discussion about the strong links between the higher education
institutions and the state, with several speakers arguing in favour of increased institutional
autonomy as a prerequisite both for realising the potential of the new degree system and more
generally for integration in the Bologna Process.

3.

Conclusions and Recommendations

On the basis of the discussions at the seminar, the organisers have submitted the following
conclusions and recommendations to the Bologna Follow-up Group for consideration:
1. Taking into account the significant role played by humanities and social sciences in
curricula in terms of ensuring generic competences, and at the same time widely
divergent views and practices concerning the number of credits allocated to the
humanities in different study programmes, the seminar recommends to set up a special
working group for the study of the role to be played by humanities in higher
education.
2. Proceeding from the general agreement that bachelor-level programmes are meant to
ensure sufficiently broad competences, programme designers are recommended to pay
special attention to interdisciplinary and field-specific modules. Based on existing
descriptors the structure of competences would then be as follows: generic
competences, interdisciplinary competences, field-specific competences and subjectspecific competences.
3. In designing bachelor-level study programmes for higher education, the designers
should pay more attention to labour-market requirements and challenges.
4. It is recommended to amend the position taken by the Bologna Declaration to make it
clear that access to doctoral studies shall require a completed master’s degree.
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4.

Presentations

The presentations from the seminar are available on the Bologna-Bergen web page at
www.bologna-bergen2005.no.
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CONFERENCE RECOMMENDATIONS

Ministers in Bergen are urged to:
1. Amend national legislation to incorporate the principles of the Council of Europe/UNESCO
Convention on the recognition of qualifications concerning higher education in the European
Region (1997 Lisbon Recognition Convention) and adopt effective measures to ensure their
practical implementation at all appropriate levels.
2. Recognise that reaching the ambitious goals of the Bologna Process and the European
Council’s Lisbon Strategy requires defining ‘recognition’ as positioning a holder of a foreign
qualification in the host country’s education or employment system rather than a formal act
of acknowledging his or her qualification, and therefore to:
 emphasize the benefits of ‘new-style’ national qualifications frameworks and
endorse the creation of the overarching framework of qualifications for the
EHEA on the grounds of their positive contribution to international recognition,
mobility and transparency;
 promote an intensive national and international dialogue, informed by ENICs
and NARICS, to exchange good practice.
3. As a matter of urgency, launch a campaign to convey accurate and pertinent information on
the Bologna Process to other parts of the world.

At the level of ENIC and NARIC networks it is recommended that:
4. The existing cooperation between recognition and quality assurance networks should be
further strengthened. It needs to be acknowledged that recognition and quality assurance
are intimately related.
5. The networks further explore ways in which the emerging national and European
overarching qualifications frameworks and usage of learning outcomes can be applied for
improving recognition practices, including the recognition of lifelong learning and other non-
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traditional qualifications, and how they relate to the legal framework of the Lisbon
Recognition Convention.
6. The networks take an active part in the information campaign on the Bologna Process in the
wider world, using their long-standing contacts and information exchange channels.

At the national level it is recommended that:
7. Effective measures are taken in respect of non-traditional providers of education to offer
them access to state recognition procedures and ongoing quality assurance monitoring.
8. The vital contribution of learning outcomes to recognition in higher education and lifelong
learning is acknowledged and a strategy for their implementation is developed. The
development of learning outcomes should take into account the four main purposes of
higher education:
 preparation for the labour market;
 preparation for life as an active citizen;
 personal development;
 the development and maintenance of a broad, advanced knowledge base.
9. Steps are taken to monitor the implementation of the Lisbon Recognition Convention, with a
view to encouraging fair and equal treatment of applicants within countries.

At the level of higher education institutions it is recommended that:
10. HEIs draw more on the experience and knowledge of ENICS and NARICS to support and
inform recognition decisions taken at institutional level.
11. HEsI take steps to develop institutional recognition policies and practices and to
disseminate information on the legal framework for recognition and best practice at the level
of faculties and individual study programmes.
12. HEI leaderships, together with EUA, EURASHE, ENICS and NARICS, develop a
coordinated strategy in order to play an effective role in implementing the principles of fair
recognition embodied in the Lisbon Recognition Convention and reflected in the Bologna
Process.
--------------------
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Introduction
International conferences can lead to great progress or end in disappointing platitudes. The trick is
to achieve the former and avoid the latter but this is no easy task. It is difficult to say exactly what
ingredients go to make a Bologna conference a success or failure. Obviously, careful planning and
good logistical organisation are important components yet despite these it is never possible to
predict what precisely will emerge from any event. The most successful Bologna conferences are
essentially dynamic events that reflect the interactions and opinions of those attending. They
combine meticulous preparation with plenty of discussion time. The best conferences are where the
practical arrangements appear smooth and non-intrusive and delegates do not feel they are being
manipulated towards pre-determined recommendations.
The Riga conference ‘improving the recognition of qualifications and study credit points’ organised
by the Latvian Ministry of Education and Science with the help of the Council of Europe and support
of EU Socrates programme, stands out as a model example of a successful event. It combined
superb organisation, well-prepared questions for discussion groups, a detailed background report
and lively speakers. This conference is a positive example of what can be achieved – it generated a
clear sense of progress linked with a strong agreement about the way forward embedded in a set of
practical recommendations.
The main theme of the conference is a familiar one - recognition. Recognition is acknowledged to be
at the heart of the Bologna Process.
‘Improving recognition of qualifications earned in one of the Bologna Process countries
across all other Bologna Process countries is a necessary precondition for the successful
establishment of the European Higher Education Area.’ 1
Many of the Bologna Action lines have a direct and obvious links to recognition notably: the adoption
of easily readable and comparable degrees; adoption of a system essentially based on two main
cycles; promotion of mobility; promotion of European cooperation in quality assurance; promotion of
the European dimension in higher education; lifelong learning; and the promotion of the
attractiveness of European higher education. Without effective processes for recognition these
objectives could not be achieved. This was acknowledged in the Berlin Communiqué 2003 where
education ministers committed themselves to intermediate priorities for the next two years with the
pledge
‘…to improve the recognition of degrees and periods of study.’2
In recent years, and certainly since the groundbreaking 1997 Council of Europe/UNESCO
Convention on the Recognition of Qualifications Concerning Higher Education (Lisbon Recognition
Convention), there has been steady progress in the recognition field. Various international codes of
practice (subsidiary texts) have served to supplement the Lisbon Recognition Convention,
strengthen existing good practice, and cope with new recognition issues. Notable examples include
the Council of Europe/UNESCO Recommendations on Criteria and Procedures for the Assessment
of Foreign Qualifications Recognition (adopted 2001), Recommendations for the Recognition of
1
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International Access Qualifications (adopted 1999), the Code of Practice for the Provision of
Transnational Education (adopted 2001), and the Recommendation on the Recognition of Joint
Degrees (adopted 2004). To these advances can be added the effective work of the two European
recognition networks, ENIC and NARIC, which operate in close cooperation almost as merged
networks.3 There are also the EU Directives on recognition for professional purposes. To these
initiatives and organisations can be added transparency instruments such as the Diploma
Supplement and the European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS).
Collectively these initiatives are destined to play an increasingly central role in the creation of the
European Higher Education Area (EHEA). Already there is evidence that synergies are emerging
between the existing recognition tools that form the legal and practical recognition framework in
Europe. However, we are faced with a big problem - the reality gap between having systems and
process and using them. This is borne out by the Trends 2003 survey.4 Academic and professional
recognition is important as it goes to the heart of realising the free movement of citizens who are
currently deterred when their qualifications are undervalued or not recognised at all. Recognition is
concerned with assessing and making judgements about foreign qualifications in terms of what we
are familiar with domestically. It can be reduced to the simple assessment and subsequent
acknowledgement of a claim. The problem is that there is still widespread ignorance, poor practice,
xenophobia and reluctance to move from viewing recognition of qualifications as a process of simply
looking for exact equivalence rather than ‘fair recognition’.
The Bologna Process has given a sharp boost to every aspect of the recognition field. This positive
progress needs to be developed by making existing tools work better, fully implementing the Lisbon
Recognition Convention and widening knowledge of good practice at all levels – local, regional,
national and international. The recognition field can be likened to an iceberg. The visible parts and
procedures are effective and proven to work. The problem lies with the submerged nine-tenths.

Nature and structure of the report
The purpose of the seminar was well expressed by the Latvian Minister of Education and Science,
Ina Druviete, when she indicated in her opening address:
‘The goals of the Bologna process can only be achieved, if we will manage to ensure that
qualifications awarded in each part of the European Higher Education Area will be
recognized for both further studies and employment in the entire European Higher
Education Area.’
This conference was important as it marked a significant and practical step forward in achieving this.
When it was planned the rationale for the conference emphasised that improving recognition of
degrees and periods of studies is set as a priority for the 2003-2005 period and that recognition is
set as one of the three issues for the stocktaking exercise to be undertaken for the Bergen
ministerial meeting. The Berlin Communiqué recognised as a priority ‘furthering implementation of
the Lisbon convention’, ‘fostering recognition for further studies’ and ‘recognition of prior learning’.
The conference made progress in all these areas.
This report is designed to focus on how the conference tackled these themes and what specific
contributions were made over the two days of the event. Readers will be relieved that it does not
seek to reproduce all the written or oral contributions made by every presenter – this is just not
possible or useful. Indeed, the written texts are already available from the conference website.5
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What this report seeks to do is to highlight the main arguments and issues that led to a remarkable
level of agreement at the end of the second day. It explores the current state of recognition and
justifies where there needs to be further development in the context of the Bologna reforms.
This report closely follows the sequence of sessions in the original programme except that it
integrates its comments on the various individual presentations on the main themes with the working
group discussions on the same topics. This is sensible in that there is a logical progression to the
conference that moved from exploration of the background situation, through themed presentations,
working group discussions and reports, stakeholder panels, and views on recognition in 2010. It was
this rich diet of presentation, discussion and debate that led to the positive set of conclusions and
recommendations. Above all, this report seeks to explore the development of the main argument
and issues that surfaced during the event.

The Conference background report (Andrejs Rauhvargers)
The conference immeasurably benefited from a purpose-written background report by Andrejs
Rauhvargers. His report, with a similar title to the conference, ‘Improving the Recognition of
Qualifications and Study Credit Points’ provided a comprehensive overview of not only the current
state of recognition matters, but also the key issues and problems to be faced now.
Both in his report and particularly in his subsequent presentation at the conference he gave us a
timely reminder of the multiple facets to recognition. It is worth repeating key parts of his message:
•
•
•

recognition is important for higher education institutions (HEIs) in terms of the institution
securing recognition for itself both nationally and internationally;
the recognition of actual higher education programmes is another dimension as institutional
recognition does not necessarily imply that all a recognised institution’s qualifications are
nationally or internationally recognised;
recognition of an individual qualification nationally and internationally as valid for further
studies and employment purposes raises the crucial dimension of the level of recognition
given – whether full, partial or no recognition is forthcoming.

The background conference report also details the international legal framework for recognition, the
work of the European recognition networks (ENIC and NARIC), and the necessary links between
quality assurance, learning outcomes, transnational education and recognition. It is not the place or
purpose of this conference report to repeat these aspects – suffice it to say that they came up
directly and indirectly throughout the conference.
In his conference presentation Andrejs Rauhvargers provided an entertaining ‘master class’ detailing
the links between recognition and such diverse elements as transnational education, learning
outcomes, legal frameworks, quality assurance, new/old degrees, the Tuning project, lifelong
learning, joint degrees and transparency tools. Few, who were fortunate to attend the conference,
will forget the complex PowerPoint ‘spider diagram’ he created that charted the numerous
interactions between the different elements of higher education and recognition.
The main messages of Andrejs Rauhvargers’ report and presentation were that:
•
•
•
•

ratification of the Lisbon Recognition Convention was not enough if the principles of the
convention were not transposed to national legislation and institutional practice;
one of the biggest challenges was to raise institutional awareness (a recurring theme of the
conference) and knowledge of their responsibilities under the convention;
bottlenecks exist between the proper recognition of lifelong learning and inflexible national
education structures;
we need to improve recognition practice on the ground. There are sufficient legal and
practical recognition tools in existence - the problem lies in ensuring their use;
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•

those involved in recognition must adopt a forgiving attitude - reflecting the progression from
seeking absolute equivalence to ‘fair recognition’.

An ‘outside’ view of recognition - stakeholder panel
It is difficult adequately to do justice to the rich set of contributions made by the stakeholder panel.
The panel were asked to reflect upon and provide an ‘outside’ view of recognition.6 In so doing a
number of interesting dimensions and insights were identified including:
•
•

•
•

•

•

we must not forget ‘periods of study’ when we consider recognition matters. This aspect
can become lost in the effort to concentrate on qualifications;
all those involved in higher education are experiencing a (painful?) transition period as the
waves of Bologna-inspired reforms combine with other domestic educational reforms.
Periods of change do cause uncertainty and even a backlash effect. We all need to be
sensitive to such issues and need to persuade stakeholders of the positive benefits to
citizens and employers;
it is important that the tendency to over-regulation is avoided. There are sufficient legal and
practical tools already in existence. It must not be forgotten that reform, particularly for
HEI, comes at a cost;
institutional autonomy is very important and furthermore is implied by many new Bologna
developments. In terms of recognition we must not forget that most recognition decisions
are taken by institutions. Furthermore, in many states new relationships between
competent authorities and newly autonomous HEIs are being developed. This building of
new relationships is a sensitive and difficult area that has not sufficiently been explored;
there are serious ‘information overload’ problems facing citizens who are often confronted
by complex, unfiltered information that makes decision making difficult. A solution to this is
the ‘empowerment’ of learners where they are given guidance on what sort of critical
questions they need to ask about institutional providers, their qualifications and the
subsequent national and international academic and professional recognition;
it is increasingly vital that those concerned with the Bologna Process reforms give more
thought to how the ‘new Bologna degrees’ are regarded outside the EHEA. Timothy
Thompson gave a salutary reminder of the importance of how others (non-Bologna
countries) regard us. There are dangers if Bologna degrees erroneously become
associated with reduced standards and the worth of our degrees is questioned.

Furthering implementation of the Lisbon Convention
at national level
Working group one had the task of exploring ‘furthering implementation of the Lisbon Recognition
Convention at national level.7 Perhaps the most significant point to arise was the strong conviction
that when the Lisbon Recognition Convention is ratified the job is not done but just started! Too
often, following ratification, there is little practical change in the behaviour of credential evaluators.
The convention is commonly regarded as ‘soft law’ even when enacted into national legislation as
there is no effective appeals mechanism. The reality is that, in practice, the ‘burden of proof’ is not
switched from the student to the assessing institution. There is no change in mentality, procedure or
outcome. Despite some good progress much remains to be done in order to reverse attitudes from
looking for reasons to deny recognition to positively seeking to give recognition.
The real challenge that faces us is to achieve the long term goal - to encourage the mutual trust that
exists between HEIs within a state and to replicate this trust at the level of the European Higher
6

The stakeholder panel included: Students: Predrag Lazetic, ESIB, Brussels; Credential evaluators working at HEI: Hans
Knutell – University of Uppsala, Sweden; HEI leadership – Jānis Vētra, Rīga Stradiņa University, Latvia; Ministries of
Education - Marie-Anne Persoons, Flemish Ministry of Education, Belgium; reflection from outside Europe – Timothy
Thompson, University of Pittsburgh, USA. It was chaired by Sjur Bergan, Council of Europe.
7
Chair: Rolf Lofstad, Norwegian ENIC/NARIC, Oslo; Rapporteur: Erwin Malfroy, Flemish ENIC/NARIC, Brussels Resource
persons: Štepanka Skuhrová Czech ENIC/NARIC, Darius Tamoşiunas, Lithuanian ENIC/NARIC.
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Education Area. This would obviously involve the thorough embedding of the principles of the
Lisbon Recognition Convention within national law and subsequently in the processes of all
European HEIs. It must not be overlooked that most recognition decisions are taken at the level of
institutions. It is good practice to decentralise the recognition decision power at the level of HEIs and
to centralise the recognition decision power for academic recognition of final degrees for
professional purposes.
The implementation of the Lisbon Recognition Convention is too often confined to a top-down
exercise that has left it isolated and extraneous. Steps must be taken to secure its practical
implementation at a local level, along with the other Bologna Process innovations.

Development in the recognition of
degrees and study credit points
Working group two examined the ‘development in the recognition of degrees and study credit
points’.8 In this session concerns were voiced again about potential misunderstandings of Bologna
reforms associated with ‘outside’ perceptions of new first cycle degrees of three years’ duration.
Timothy Thompson (University of Pittsburgh) and Stephen Hunt (US Network of Education
Information, US Department of Education) raised this issue – the latter making his intervention by
transatlantic phone call. Part of the problem is that countries outside the Bologna Process perceive
Europe as a set of piecemeal individual education systems and not a single entity. This is not
surprising; Europe will not be regarded as a linked set of integrated educational frameworks until the
EHEA becomes a reality. It is important that, in the interim period, negative preconceptions about
‘Bologna degrees’ are not allowed to develop. This danger is compounded by the fact that different
countries are naturally at different stages of progress with their Bologna reforms. Furthermore, it
needs to be explained that European education systems will remain diverse in the sense of the
content, style, detailed features and regulation of their education systems. The commonality
between them will come through shared understanding of standards and the use of common ways
to express levels and describe qualifications. It is clear the European Credit Transfer and
Accumulation Systems (ECTS) will play an important role in the development of the EHEA. This will
entail European HEIs expressing their qualifications, courses and modules in terms of learning
outcomes and levels – such a transformation in approach will take much time and a huge staff
development effort.

Recognition of learning outcomes
Working group three focused on the ‘recognition of learning outcomes’.9 There was unanimous
agreement about significant advantages of adopting ‘learning outcomes’ as an integral part of a
modern approach to formulate and implement higher education policy. Such an approach has
implications at the local, national and international levels.10 Learning outcomes are precise
statements of what a learner is expected to know, understand and/or do as a result of a learning
experience. Learning outcomes need to be clearly stated and are intimately linked to the
construction and expression of the curricula, the process of learning, the learning delivery mode and
the assessment of learning. The introduction and expression of modules and qualifications in terms
of learning outcomes will certainly require enormous staff development at all levels (including the
Bologna Promoters).
The adoption of a learning outcomes approach has obvious advantages for those involved with
credential evaluation. The focus of credential evaluation is shifting from an emphasis on input
characteristics (workload, level of resources, etc.) towards more precise output-focused learning
8

Chair: Gunnar Vaht, Estonian ENIC/NARIC, Tallinn, President of the ENIC Network Rapporteur: Gabriel Vignoli, Italian
Erasmus Mundus Agency, Rome Resource persons: Timothy Thompson, University of Pittsburgh, USA, Volker Gehmlich
Fachhochschule Osnabrück, Germany.
9
Chair: Norman Sharp, Quality Assurance Agency, Glasgow, Scotland Rapporteur: Sjur Bergan, Council of Europe,
Strasbourg Resource persons: Dirk Haaksman NUFFIC, The Netherlands; Tatjana Koķe, University of Latvia, Riga, Jane
Knight, University of Toronto, Canada.
10
Explored at the UK ‘Bologna’ Conference on ‘Using learning outcomes’, Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, 1-2 July 2004.
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outcome (what a successful student can do). This output focus also has benefits for the recognition
of transnational education, joint degrees and lifelong learning. The new emphasis on what the
holder of a qualification can do is beneficial for learners and employers who get more information on
what skills and competences qualifications provide. When modules or course units are expressed in
learning outcomes it is much easier to make accurate judgements because there is more
transparency to help the evaluation process. Learning outcomes improve the transparency of
qualifications and make credential evaluation easier and judgements more accurate. In effect they
provide a common language/methodological approach. They also facilitate the recognition of workbased learning (WBL) (through the use of APEL techniques) and lifelong learning. Perhaps their
strongest merit is that they simplify our understanding of the curriculum as well as the development
of common subject reference points (typified by the Tuning project). ECTS based on learning
outcomes becomes more effective.
Despite these considerable advantages it must be acknowledged that there are problems
associated with the design, definition and assessment of learning outcomes. Academic staff can
easily resent such innovations. Learning outcomes must be written with great subtlety and sensitivity
to avoid the reduction of learning to training. These are issues that the all stakeholders in the
education systems must engage with as a matter of importance.

Using the results of quality assurance for improving recognition
Working group four explored ‘using the results of quality assurance for improving recognition.’11 The
direct link between quality assurance and recognition is obvious. There needs to be confidence
between countries despite them having different quality assurance arrangements. Without such
confidence international judgements about qualifications and the institutions from which they
originate, become suspect as the qualifications may not be of an appropriate standard or even fit for
their stated purposes.
The cross-border recognition of higher education qualifications/institutions is the most important
objective of quality assurance in the international setting. Reciprocal confidence in each other’s
quality assurance systems contributes to the culture of mutual trust in the European Higher
Education Area. The development of qualifications frameworks will aid international recognition and
lessen concerns about quality by placing qualifications in a clear national and international context.
A strong concern was expressed about the insufficient level of cooperation between the recognition
and quality assurance sectors. It is clear that without closer cooperation between these bodies
international recognition suffers. The Bologna Process must involve the full exploitation of national
and international expertise and all stakeholders should be consulted. It is regrettable if ENIC and
NARIC networks are not fully consulted at the international level regarding quality assurance
matters. The development of closer links between those responsible for quality assurance and
recognition is paramount but it must not be imagined that effective quality assurance systems will
ever abolish the need for recognition. Recognition is an issue that concerns the individual. The
gaining of effective recognition in a host country’s educational or employment system is not just
about general declarations but the provision of advice, support and practical results.
A further concern was voiced associated with the dangers of non-traditional providers being left
outside the remit of quality assurance agencies. Transnational education providers should have the
possibility of gaining recognition within national frameworks. This is important for several reasons. In
many cases such providers remain outside national education systems, often subject to little or no
quality assurance. If transnational education providers are not given the opportunity to apply for
official recognition for themselves and their qualifications they will remain unregulated and
‘consumer protection’ is absent. Transnational education, both imported and exported education, is
a significant feature of international education and should not be ignored. Obviously, any official
recognition process by a competent authority must be rigorous and ongoing. There is a need to
encourage good transnational providers and discourage ‘degree mills’.

11

Chair: Séamus Puirséil, Higher Education and Training Awards Council, Dublin Rapporteur: Carita Blomqvist, Finnish
ENIC/NARIC, Helsinki Resource persons: Marlies Leegwater, Dutch Ministry of Education, The Hague, Julia Gonzales,
University of Deusto, Bilbao.
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Impact of emerging qualifications frameworks on recognition
Working group five looked at ‘the impact of emerging qualifications frameworks on recognition’.12
The discussions centred on the Bologna Follow-Up Group (BFUG) qualifications frameworks
working group outline proposals contained in the report for the Bologna seminar on ‘A framework for
Qualifications of the European Higher Education Area.’13 There was a clear agreement of the vital
importance of ‘new style’ national qualifications frameworks and the need for an overarching
European framework for qualifications.
‘New style’ output- focused national frameworks employ ‘workload, level, learning outcomes,
competences and profile’ plus credits – and are very different to traditional input-focused
approaches used to place and explain qualifications. Furthermore, frameworks provide more explicit
and precise information in their qualifications descriptors and their reference to other external
reference points. It is these features that will impact most on the recognition field.
It is no coincidence that in the recognition area there is a trend towards emphasising the fair
recognition of qualifications based on what a person knows and is able to do rather than on the
formal procedures that have led to qualifications. Furthermore, in an effort to promote more accurate
judgements of qualifications, it is apparent that detailed comparisons of the formal aspects of
individual qualifications (curriculum content, status of institution, recommended textbooks,
duration/contact hours, access requirements, etc.) give a less accurate basis for evaluation. It is
more helpful when qualifications are situated within national qualifications frameworks that are
characterised by a clear description of learning outcomes, supplemented by a consideration of level,
workload and profile. A strong advantage of qualifications frameworks is that they can, for the
purposes of comparison, provide a more accurate basis and explanation of qualifications.
It was emphasised that the overarching framework for qualifications is not regulatory. It is not about
creating convergence but understanding and clearly expressing the differences between
qualifications and different European higher education systems. There was a strong opinion that
qualification frameworks represent a powerful boost for the Lisbon Recognition Convention.
Henceforth, it would be natural to express “substantial differences” with reference to qualifications
frameworks and in particular learning outcomes.
The international recognition of qualifications builds on transparency. A framework, which provides a
common understanding of the outcomes represented by a qualification rather than a mere assertion
of comparability, will greatly enhance the usefulness of qualifications across the European Higher
Education Area. A variety of purposes are associated with the international recognition of
qualifications including employment, access to further qualifications, exemption from parts of
studies, access to continuing education, enhancing mobility, etc. The development of a common
overarching framework through the collaborative efforts of stakeholders across Europe will enhance
the other actions being made to improve recognition for these purposes.
The international mobility of learners depends on the recognition of their prior learning and
qualifications gained. Learners moving between qualifications or cycles require recognition in order
to access more advanced programmes. Students moving within their studies, and their advisors, can
benefit from the clarity that may be provided through the specification of the level and nature of the
study programmes. Learners can have greater confidence that the outcomes of study abroad will
contribute to the qualification sought in their home country. A framework will be of particular help in
supporting the development and recognition of joint degrees from more than one country.
It is clear that qualifications frameworks are being promoted in order to have a beneficial effect on
transparency, recognition and mobility. They are likely to have a large impact on existing recognition
tools and practices. If they do not, the very rationale for their existence is undermined. A useful way
to identify their precise potential benefits is to explore them in terms of a number of key questions
associated with their use:
12
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13
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The potential benefits to recognition from qualifications frameworks can be summarised as follows.
Qualifications frameworks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

improve the transparency of qualifications, make credential evaluation easier (for HEIs and
other stakeholders) and judgements more accurate;
act as a common language/methodological approach that internationally can improve
recognition and understanding between educational systems;
facilitate the recognition of APEL and lifelong learning between states;
simplify our understanding and improve the expression of the curriculum between
countries through the use of common reference points;
facilitate the application of the Lisbon Recognition Convention and the code for transitional
education providers;
ease the pressure of work on the ENIC-NARIC network;
make ECTS based on learning outcomes and levels more effective;
allow HEIs and credential evaluators to move away from imprecise measurement
indicators that focus on formal procedures (admissions criteria, length of studies,
qualification titles, years/hours of study undertaken) to focus on the results of student
learning. Move from input measurements to output/outcome measurements.

The introduction of qualifications frameworks represents both a challenge and the opportunity to
improve recognition. In theory, they have the potential to improve the clarity, accuracy and fairness
of the recognition process. They can provide reference points against which clear decisions can be
made. Increased transparency between national systems can lead to more trust and confidence.
However, it will also provide real evidence of major differences in outcomes that may cause ‘zones
of distrust’. This is not necessarily a negative point as substantial differences between qualifications
need to be acknowledged. There are a number of long-standing recognition problems that appear to
defy resolution; frameworks and their associated methodological tools may help. The application of
the Lisbon Recognition Convention should be made more effective. Qualifications frameworks could
help to support a more constructive approach towards transnational education providers.
Finally, a number of interesting questions were raised. Firstly, about the impact of non-recognition
when it takes place where a qualifications framework exists – what will be the process of arbitration
and appeal? The second area of concern was the relationship of the EHEA qualifications
frameworks developments in relation to the European Commission’s plans to develop a credit-based
European framework for lifelong learning.
For the reason identified above it was suggested that there is a need for an intensive national and
international dialogue should be encouraged to share good practice associated with the introduction
of qualifications frameworks and their impact on recognition processes and issues.

Recognition 2010 – vision of the future
The panel who considered what recognition might be like in 2010 faced a difficult task attempting to
peer like clairvoyants into the future.14 It was emphasised that recognition would be firmly based on
the expression and evaluation of learning outcomes. It was suggested that that qualifications will
become more diverse and earned through a process of lifelong learning and offered via multiple
learning pathways and modes. Credit will play a major part in developments. In the future no legal
obstacles should exist in the recognition of transnational education which will be regulated, and
learners will be clearly informed about the quality and worth of such providers through the
substantial developments in information provision and strategies. Students and citizens will be more
empowered so they have clear information before making choices about study programmes and
14

Sjur Bergan, Council of Europe, Strasbourg, Germain Dondelinger, Ministry of Education, Luxembourg and incoming Chair
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institutions.15 There is likely to be more focus on recognition for the purpose of employment, in
particular for the non-regulated part of the labour market.
Finally, it was suggested that we are at a crossroads and need to decide how to negotiate our future
direction with care.

Conclusions
It can be seen from the snapshot of the debates and contributions described in this report that a
number of recurring themes emerge, notably that many good tools for recognition already exist; the
real question concerns their practical implementation. New elements to be added to the existing
tools are qualifications frameworks and learning outcomes. The conference engendered a robust
sense of purpose and a clear call for some practical action. Recognition is not an area where we can
rest on our laurels and complacently regard it as substantially resolved. Amongst the conference
delegates were some of the foremost European experts in the recognition field and they identified
the need for further action. There is always a danger for any conference that it might produce few
ideas, simply reprise familiar comments and lead to marginal changes. In the event nothing was
further from the truth. The Riga event has unequivocally identified what must be done to complete
the contribution of recognition to the creation of the EHEA. The conference marked an important
step forward and this can be seen from the overall conclusions summarised below:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

15

There is no reason for complacency. Existing recognition tools, improvements in quality
assurance and the development of qualifications frameworks will not alone solve all
recognition problems. They must be fully implemented but even then the dream of automatic
recognition is only obtainable in very limited circumstances;
The conference delegates highlighted the intimate links between the work of quality
assurance and recognition experts. This needs to be acknowledged by all concerned and
lead to better cooperation between the two areas;
The development of national qualifications frameworks and the overarching framework for
qualifications for the EHEA can immeasurably strengthen existing recognition tools.
However, the latter must not be viewed (or implemented) as a device to limit diversity or
restrict innovation. They involve a convergence in methodological approach but not
qualification content, delivery or learning outcomes;
We need to recognise the huge importance, and potential contribution to recognition, of
learning outcomes, but enthusiasm for them must be tempered with some understanding of
the enormity of the task of introducing them;
More efforts need to be made to eradicate false expectations created through meaningless
declarations of formal recognition that fail to lead to employment or admission to/exemption
from study.
We must find ways to make the Lisbon Recognition Convention more effective. It needs to
be fully plugged into national legislation, institutional practice and national quality assurance
systems.
We need to tackle some of the recognition bottlenecks. This will involve modernisation of
existing educational systems so that they can seamlessly integrate all forms of education,
including lifelong learning, in the award of domestic higher education qualifications.
ECTS credits ‘in the real world’ must be expressed in terms of learning outcomes and
levels. Credits must be the subject of ‘fair recognition’ giving proper recognition based on
learning outcomes, particularly as they are important for the recognition of work-based
learning and the use of Accreditation of Prior Experiential Learning (APEL) techniques.
Delegates supported the adoption of a mature approach toward good transnational
education (TNE) provision by making it eligible for official recognition (both TNE providers
and qualifications). There also needs to be a more coordinated effort to marginalise degree
mills and ‘illegal’ institutions. Qualifications frameworks should help solve some of the
problems in devising effective ways to accredit/recognise TNE providers.

The new ENIC-NARIC information strategy, adopted in 2004, will play a major role in student empowerment.
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•

•

The stakeholder panel reminded us that there are dangers associated with the Bologna
Process. In particular, how Bologna degrees are viewed globally is of vital importance. The
reduction in the length of European first cycle degrees must be accompanied by the creation
of suitable qualifications frameworks based on explicit external reference points
(qualification descriptors, level, level indicators, workload, quality, learning outcomes,
profile, etc.). It is imperative that the nature, purpose and quality of the Bologna reforms are
communicated to the rest of the world.
Existing recognition tools alone (Lisbon Recognition Convention, Diploma Supplement,
Codes of practice, ECTS, etc.) will not solve all recognition problems. There will always be a
major role for individual recognition in order to position the foreign qualification properly in
the host country’s educational or employment system.

A sense of optimism and purpose developed during the conference. The end product of the event is
the set of recommendations outlined below. Earlier there was mention of the ‘recognition iceberg’
which represents the hidden expanses of recognition problems we still need to resolve. It may be
deeply unfashionable, in this age of concerns about global warming, but we really do have to melt
the ‘recognition iceberg’ and resolve the prejudice, ignorance, xenophobia, inertia, poor practice,
confusing qualification titles, unclear educational systems, imprecise terminology, etc. The collective
set of existing recognition tools aided by new qualifications frameworks, learning outcomes and a
fully implemented Lisbon Recognition Convention - are collectively capable of dissolving those
problems previously regarded as insoluble.

-------------------
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Improving the recognition system of degrees
and study credit points in the European
Higher Education Area
‘Bologna’ Seminar on Recognition,
University of Latvia, Riga, Latvia 3-4th December 2004
Organised by Latvian authorities and Council of Europe,
supported by the EU Socrates programme

CONFERENCE RECOMMENDATIONS
Ministers in Bergen are urged to:
1. Amend national legislation to incorporate the principles of the Council of Europe/UNESCO
Convention on the recognition of qualifications concerning higher education in the European
Region (1997 Lisbon Recognition Convention) and adopt effective measures to ensure their
practical implementation at all appropriate levels.
2. Recognise that reaching the ambitious goals of the Bologna Process and the European
Council’s Lisbon Strategy requires defining ‘recognition’ as positioning a holder of a foreign
qualification in the host country’s education or employment system rather than a formal act
of acknowledging his or her qualification, and therefore to:
 emphasize the benefits of ‘new-style’ national qualifications frameworks and
endorse the creation of the overarching framework of qualifications for the
EHEA on the grounds of their positive contribution to international recognition,
mobility and transparency;
 promote an intensive national and international dialogue, informed by ENICs
and NARICS, to exchange good practice.
3. As a matter of urgency, launch a campaign to convey accurate and pertinent information on
the Bologna Process to other parts of the world.

At the level of ENIC and NARIC networks it is recommended that:
4. The existing cooperation between recognition and quality assurance networks should be
further strengthened. It needs to be acknowledged that recognition and quality assurance
are intimately related.
5. The networks further explore ways in which the emerging national and European
overarching qualifications frameworks and usage of learning outcomes can be applied for
improving recognition practices, including the recognition of lifelong learning and other non-

IZM

traditional qualifications, and how they relate to the legal framework of the Lisbon
Recognition Convention.
6. The networks take an active part in the information campaign on the Bologna Process in the
wider world, using their long-standing contacts and information exchange channels.

At the national level it is recommended that:
7. Effective measures are taken in respect of non-traditional providers of education to offer
them access to state recognition procedures and ongoing quality assurance monitoring.
8. The vital contribution of learning outcomes to recognition in higher education and lifelong
learning is acknowledged and a strategy for their implementation is developed. The
development of learning outcomes should take into account the four main purposes of
higher education:
 preparation for the labour market;
 preparation for life as an active citizen;
 personal development;
 the development and maintenance of a broad, advanced knowledge base.
9. Steps are taken to monitor the implementation of the Lisbon Recognition Convention, with a
view to encouraging fair and equal treatment of applicants within countries.

At the level of higher education institutions it is recommended that:
10. HEIs draw more on the experience and knowledge of ENICS and NARICS to support and
inform recognition decisions taken at institutional level.
11. HEsI take steps to develop institutional recognition policies and practices and to
disseminate information on the legal framework for recognition and best practice at the level
of faculties and individual study programmes.
12. HEI leaderships, together with EUA, EURASHE, ENICS and NARICS, develop a
coordinated strategy in order to play an effective role in implementing the principles of fair
recognition embodied in the Lisbon Recognition Convention and reflected in the Bologna
Process.
--------------------
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Official Bologna Seminar on
Qualifications Frameworks,

København, January 13 – 14, 2005

Recommendations from the Bologna seminar on Qualifications Frameworks,
København, January 13 – 14, 2005

The participants in the conference on Qualification Frameworks, organized by the
Danish authorities in København on January 13 – 14, 2005, recommend:

that the Ministers meeting in Bergen on May 19 – 20, 2005
adopt the overarching framework for qualifications of the European
Higher Education Area as proposed by the BFUG Working Group;
mandate the BFUG to elaborate criteria and procedures for a selfcertification system for national framework of qualifications where
quality assurance is included and to submit it for final adoption to the
Ministerial meeting in 2007;
delegate responsibility for the maintenance and development of the
overarching framework to the Bologna Follow Up Group and any
successor executive structure;
commit to elaborating national framework of qualifications compatible
with the overarching framework for qualifications of the European
Higher Education Area by 2010;
commit to taking adequate account of the overarching framework for
qualifications of the European Higher Education Area, as well as to
consulting all parties to the Bologna Process, in any future development
of frameworks for other parts of the education system

that public authorities responsible for national education systems
in elaborating and maintaining their respective national qualifications
be guided by and ensure compatibility with the overarching framework
for qualifications of the European Higher Education Area;
involve all relevant stakeholders both within and outside of higher
education;
identify a clear and nationally agreed set of purposes for their national
qualification framework;
ensure that their national framework of qualifications explicitly link
academic standards, national and institutional quality assurance systems
and public understanding of the place and level of nationally recognized
qualifications;
ensure that the description of each qualification within their national
framework of qualifications explicitly state:
o to which further qualification(s) that particular qualification gives
access;
o the relationship of the qualification in question to the three generic
cycles of the overarching framework;

2
ensure that their national framework of qualifications associate the
relevant transparency instruments, such as the Diploma Supplement,
ECTS and Europass.
ensure that their national framework facilitate learning paths that
integrate non-formal and informal learning as well as various entry and
exit points.

that higher education institutions as well as students and their organizations
continue to contribute, as active stakeholders, to the development and
maintenance of national framework of qualifications as well as the
overarching framework for qualifications of the European Higher
Education Area;
ensure that the national framework of qualifications, and any alignment
with the overarching framework for the EHEA, be referenced in all
Diploma Supplements;
make use of learning outcomes at the level of modules or units as well
as at the level of qualifications.

that the ENIC and NARIC Networks and individual recognition centers
provide clear and adequate information on the overarching framework
for qualifications of the European Higher Education Area as well as on
national frameworks to recognition networks and centers as well as
higher education institutions in other parts of the world;
consider a pilot project on using qualifications frameworks, in particular
the overarching framework for qualifications of the European Higher
Education Area, to facilitate the recognition of qualifications from other
regions.
that the appropriate international institutions, organizations and bodies
offer assistance to countries that may require advice or the participation
of foreign experts in the elaboration and/or implementation of their
national framework of qualifications, and that request such assistance;
review current transparency instruments, such as the ECTS, the
Diploma Supplement as well as other elements of Europass, in the
light of the development of qualifications frameworks.

This project has been funded with support
from the European Commission.

København/Strasbourg, January 18, 2005

BOLOGNA CONFERENCE ON
QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORKS
Danish Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation
København, January 13 – 14, 2005

REPORT BY THE GENERAL RAPPORTEUR

Sjur Bergan
Council of Europe

A PRELIMINARY NOTE
I am reminded of the student newspaper at my home university1, which many years
ago presented the typical thank you’s and caveats included in academic publications
and provided translations into the vernacular. One of these generic statements was
“Thanks are due to Smith for assistance and Jones for valuable discussions”, which
was translated as “Smith did the work and Jones explained to me what it was all
about”. I will certainly not try to play the role of Jones, but I will seek to adopt an
analytical approach that will hopefully clarify the major issues and also outline any
points on which there may be important differences of opinion. I also do not pretend
to give anything like a complete overview of the presentations and the discussions at
this conference, which gathered some 140 participants from 14 countries.
Notwithstanding, a set of recommendations from the conference will also be
proposed.
The report, then, will not enable readers who were unable to attend the conference to
know all that happened there. It is, however, hoped that it will present the main
outcomes of the conference in such a way that these readers will get a good
understanding of the main issues, that they will want to explore the background
documents and maybe that they will even regret not being present2.

WHY WE ARE HERE
Like so many things in modern life, this all began with a conference. Nearly two
years ago, on March 27 – 28, 2003, many actors in the Bologna Process gathered in
København for a conference on Qualifications Structures in Europe.
That conference was, of course, not the first mention of the concept of qualifications
frameworks3. As Stephen Adam’s excellent background report for that conference
showed, qualifications frameworks were already operational in Denmark, Ireland and
the United Kingdom. In the latter case, there were even two separate frameworks:
one for Scotland and one for England, Wales and Northern Ireland.
For many participants, however, the “first København conference” was their
introduction to qualifications frameworks, and it set a lot in motion. It must certainly
have convinced many participants that qualifications frameworks are a fruitful
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concept, because within a year of the conference, other countries like Germany,
Hungary and Finland had set out to establish their own national qualifications
frameworks. Indeed, European higher education gained a new acronym, as QF
became almost as commonly referred to as QA, often on the assumption that neither
requires further explanation.
Secondly, the “first København conference” set things moving at the level of the
European Higher Education Area. The recommendations from the conference were
well received by the Bologna Follow Up Group, and they gave rise to the following
statement by Ministers in the Berlin Communiqué:
“Ministers encourage the member States to elaborate a
framework of comparable and compatible qualifications for
their higher education systems, which should seek to describe
qualifications in terms of workload, level, learning outcomes,
competences and profile. They also undertake to elaborate an
overarching framework of qualifications for the European
Higher Education Area.
Within such frameworks, degrees should have different defined
outcomes. First and second cycle degrees should have different
orientations and various profiles in order to accommodate a
diversity of individual, academic and labour market needs. First
cycle degrees should give access, in the sense of the Lisbon
Recognition Convention, to second cycle programmes. Second
cycle degrees should give access to doctoral studies.
Ministers invite the Follow-up Group to explore whether and
how shorter higher education may be linked to the first cycle of a
qualifications framework for the European Higher Education
Area”.
In other words, the Ministers committed to two distinct but interlinked tasks: to
elaborate an overarching framework of qualifications for the European Higher
Education Area and to set up frameworks in each of their own countries.
Their first commitment is the main reason why we again find ourselves in København
to discuss qualifications frameworks. As René Bugge Bertramsen reminded us in his
opening remarks, delivered on behalf of the Danish Minister of Science, Technology
and Innovation, Helge Sander, this conference also fulfills a promise made at the
Berlin Conference in 2003. At this meeting, which was a great step forward in giving
the Bologna Process more focused content, the Danish Minister promised his
colleagues that Denmark would, to use the Minister’s words, “offer a special effort to
bring forward developments in the theory and practice of qualifications frameworks”.
The present conference and the report elaborated under the leadership of Mogens
Berg certainly fulfill the promise the Danish Minister made to his colleagues.
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The Bologna Follow Up Group, which is the faithful interpreter and executor of the
Ministerial will, appointed a working group to elaborate a proposal for an overarching
framework of qualifications. The group was chaired by Mogens Berg of the Danish
Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovation, who presented the report as the
main document for this conference. This gets us into the heart of the matter.
While underlining the fundamental importance of the “first København conference”, it
is also important to emphasize that the development of qualifications frameworks is
entirely in line with and contributes to the realization of several of the action lines of
the Bologna Process, and that it also builds on the outcomes of a number of other
“Bologna seminars” held before and after the March 2003 conference. These include:
the two Helsinki seminars on Bachelor and Masters degrees,
organized by the Finnish authorities in 2001 and 2003,
respectively;
the seminar on recognition issues in the Bologna Process,
organized by the Council of Europe and the Portuguese
authorities in Lisboa in 2002;
the seminar on ECTS- a Challenge for Institutions, organized
by the European University Association and the Swiss
authorities in Zürich in 2002;
the seminar on Recognition and Credit Systems in the Context
of Lifelong Learning, organized by the Czech authorities in
Praha in 2003;
the two seminars on joint degrees, organized by the Swedish
authorities in Stockholm in 2002 and 2004, as well as the
seminar on integrated programs organized by the Italian
authorities in Mantova in 2003;
the seminar on learning outcomes, organized in Edinburgh in
2004;
the Russian seminar on “Bachelor’s Degree: What Is It?”,
organized in Sankt Peterburg in November 2004;
the seminar on Improving the Recognition System of Degrees
and Periods of Studies, organized by the Latvian authorities
and the Council of Europe in Riga in 2004;
the seminar on the Public Responsibility for Higher Education
and Research, organized by the Council of Europe in
Strasbourg in 2004.
It is further important to acknowledge the contribution of a series of other conferences
and initiatives, including the Joint Quality Initiative and TUNING, as well as of the
countries that have already elaborated a national qualifications framework or that are
in the process of doing so.
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ON FRAMEWORKS AND FRAMEWORK
One cannot easily discuss an overarching framework for qualifications of the
European Higher Education Area without reference to national frameworks, and it is
worth making the point here. National frameworks are in many ways those closest to
the operational reality, and they are “owned” by the national systems responsible for
them. They are the frameworks that will ultimately determine what qualifications
learners will earn and how they will move between the different qualifications within
a system. Incidentally, I deliberately use the term ”move” rather than “progress”
since the latter tends to be associated with “upward movement” only. Within a
qualifications framework, however, learners may increase their competence by
earning another qualification at the same level or even at a lower level as well as by
earning one at a higher level.
The Working Group defines a national framework of qualifications (higher education)
as follows:
The single description, at national level or level of an education
system, which is internationally understood and through which all
qualifications and other learning achievements in higher education
may be described and related to each other in a coherent way and
which defines the relationship between higher education
qualifications4.
National frameworks therefore describe the qualifications within a given education
system and how they interlink. As described in the report by the working party and
mentioned already at the “first København conference”, they will include
considerations of:
Learning outcomes, including competences
Level
Workload and credits
Profile
Quality and quality assurance
The overarching framework of qualifications for the European Higher Education Area
may be less immediately operational for most learners than the national frameworks,
but it is not less important. It is the second layer in what Mogens Berg in his
presentation of the Report of the Working Group described as a two-tier architecture.
This is the framework that will facilitate movement not only between different
qualifications within a single system, but also between systems5. As Per Nyborg,
4
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Head of the Bologna Secretariat, pointed out in the plenary discussion, students will
not move from a national education system to a European one, but between national
systems. Not least, the overarching framework for qualifications of the European
Higher Education Area is likely to be the “face” of “Bologna qualifications” to the
rest of the world. This aspect was, alas, somewhat underdeveloped at the conference,
as it is in the Bologna Process in general.
At this point, it may be worth quoting the definition of the framework for
qualifications of the European Higher Education Area given by the Working Group:

An overarching framework that makes transparent the relationship
between European national higher education frameworks of
qualifications and the qualifications they contain. It is an articulation
mechanism between national frameworks6.

Not least, the overarching EHEA framework provides the broad structure within
which future “new style” national qualifications frameworks will be built up7. It is, of
course, perfectly possible to elaborate a national framework that makes no reference
to credits, uses years of study as the only reference to workload, is vague on learning
outcomes and stipulates one long university degrees that requires ten years of study,
five of which are spent in self-study. It would, however, be a far cry from the EHEA
framework, and any country establishing such a framework would be unlikely to be
accepted into the “Bologna family”.
It is equally possible to design a less caricatured qualifications framework that is still
vague on learning outcomes, that still expresses workload in terms of years of study
rather than credits, and that stipulates five years of study for a first degree. That, until
quite recently, was indeed the dominant model in what is to become the European
Higher Education Area, even if the term “qualifications framework” was rarely if ever
used to describe such a construct. It is, however, no more in line with “Bologna
policies” than the caricature we outlined in the preceding paragraph.
The working group makes the point that the overarching framework is descriptive
rather than prescriptive, and this is to a large extent true. The EHEA framework will
not oblige countries - or rather education systems - to follow a certain set model.
Nevertheless, as was argued by Jürgen Kohler in the plenary debate, a framework
cannot be entirely devoid of norms. The overarching framework sketches the broad
outlines within which an informed observer would reasonably expect to find all the
national frameworks of the 40 or more members of the European Higher Education
and periods of Studies, organized by the Latvian authorities and the Council of Europe in Riga on
December 3 – 4, 2004, cf. http://www.aic.lv/rigaseminar/.
6
Ibid., chapter 2.1., p. 14.
7
It appears that at least the existing “new style” frameworks that have been published so far would not
need to be amended as a consequence of the overarching framework.
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Area. In a sense, it draws the broad outlines of qualifications frameworks within the
EHEA, while allowing for considerable variations within those outlines, with flexible
learning paths and various entry and exit points, something that was also underlined
by Nina Arnhold in the stakeholders debate on behalf of the EUA. It also includes the
use of common tools, techniques and methodologies for describing qualifications,
levels and learning outcomes.
The EHEA framework, therefore, will not tell Ministers exactly what to do, but it will
tell them quite a lot about what not to do. Diversity is one of the great strengths of
Europe, and one of the key functions of the overarching framework of the EHEA is to
make sense of that diversity.
It may also be worth bearing in mind the recommendation of one of the working
groups to the effect that at whatever level, frameworks should be as simple as possible
to fulfill their purposes.

WHY QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORKS?
Another question that will probably pop up in many people’s minds is “what is all the
fuss about”? Needless to say, it will often be phrased in much more academic terms,
and it will probably often be implied that qualifications frameworks add more in terms
of bureaucracy than in terms of knowledge. Academics, after all, know best the
requirements of their own disciplines.
This is undoubtedly true, but academics also know that the value of knowledge is
considerably enhanced if it is analyzed and given explanatory force through a
coherent framework.
A qualifications framework helps in the analysis, presentation and understanding of
what constitutes a qualification. This is important, because it helps shift the focus
from procedures to content. In this, it supports a movement that has been underway
for some time, and it provides an invaluable tool. Qualifications frameworks are
perhaps a logical consequence of a number of developments. One of these is mass
education, which has not only dramatically increased participation in education and
higher education but also considerably broadened the scope and purpose of higher
education. Another is the rapid development of knowledge and hence the rapid
outdating of knowledge. If higher education was ever a once in a lifetime experience,
this time is past. Other developments include globalization, the very creation of the
EHEA, and the increasing understanding of the need for precision concerning the
nature and function of qualifications.
Qualifications frameworks, then, provide the tools that make it easier for people to
earn qualifications in a variety of ways, at different ages, and often in alternation
between work and study – as learners become earners and vice versa - and to have
these qualifications recognized for what they are worth. To hark back to the Bologna
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seminar on Recognition and Credit Systems in the Context of Lifelong Learning held
in Praha in June 2003, qualifications frameworks provide the tools for taking account
of the different learning paths that may all lead to similar qualifications. For higher
education to further social cohesion it is important that qualifications be recognized
regardless of the learning paths through which they have been earned. As Seámus
Puirséil phrased it in the plenary discussion, our task is not to guard the gates of
access, but to test what people have when they leave.
Qualifications frameworks are, ultimately, an expression and systematization of the
aims and purposes of higher education, or at least of what higher education seeks to
convey to those individuals who benefit from it. They should become a fundamental
part of the structures of the European Higher Education Area, but higher education
does not live from structures alone. As the Working Group reminds us8, a successful
qualifications framework should encompass and contribute to the four main purposes
of higher education:
Preparation for the labor market;
Preparation for life as active citizens in a democratic society;
Personal development;
The development and maintenance of a broad, advanced knowledge
base.
René Bugge Bertramsen, in his opening remarks on behalf of the Danish Minister,
particularly underlined the importance of qualifications frameworks in preparing
students for employment; in bridging the world of higher education and the world of
work. As René Bugge Bertramsen rightly said, a study program should no longer just
be a collection of academic disciplines but rather a coherent program leading to an
agreed purpose for the program and the qualification it confers. The planning process
should start with defining the purpose of the program before it enters into the details
of disciplines. To use the words of the Danish Director General, if graduates do not
know what they can do when they leave higher education, they will have problems
presenting themselves to employers. He also underlined the importance of the other
purposes of higher education.
Germain Dondelinger, Chair of the Bologna Follow Up group, in his opening remarks
also underlined the need to take adequate account of dimensions like personal
development and the social dimension of higher education in addition to the
employment aspects. On behalf of ESIB, Bastian Baumann strongly underlined that
qualifications frameworks are not just about employment, and he in particular
underlined the role of higher education in promoting social cohesion. This was further
echoed by Roland Vermeesch, speaking in the stakeholder panel on behalf of
EURASHE, who emphasized the goal of creating an open, inclusive EHEA.
In the stakeholder panel, Helle Otte of the Danish ENIC/NARIC speaking on behalf
of the ENIC and NARIC Networks, emphasized that new needs for recognition have
8
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already developed, and that they focus in large part on recognition for the nonregulated part of the labor market. The focus on outcomes rather than procedures is
particularly important in this respect, and, as Helle Otte also reminded us, these
principles are already embodied in the Council of Europe/UNESCO Recognition
Convention as well as in the EU Directives on professional recognition, which state as
their basic rule that foreign qualifications should be recognized unless the competent
recognition authority can demonstrate a basic difference between the qualification for
which recognition is sought and similar qualifications in their own country.
Yet, it may also be worth emphasizing that even though qualifications frameworks
should greatly facilitate the recognition of qualifications within the European Higher
Education Area, such recognition is unlikely to be automatic. Someone will still have
to ascertain that the qualification actually fits into the framework where it is claimed
that it fits in.

NATIONAL FRAMEWORKS
As was already underlined at the “first København conference”, all education systems
have qualifications frameworks; otherwise they would not be able to function or at
least to certify the achievements of their learners. However, most education systems
have not been explicit about their frameworks, and to the extent that they have, they
have tended to:
describe individual qualifications in isolation rather than within a
coherent system, including the interaction between qualifications;
conceive of movement from one qualification to another
overwhelmingly as progress from a lower to a higher level with little
consideration of possibilities for movement between qualifications at
similar level;
and, perhaps most importantly, characterize qualifications more in
terms of procedures and formal requirements than in terms of
outcomes.
What will be described as qualifications frameworks in this report – and what is
sometimes referred to as “new style qualifications frameworks” – represent a
significant shift in focus. They:
describe individual qualifications as well as the interaction and
articulation between them;
describe possibilities for movement among qualifications in all
directions – upward, sideways or even downward – and recognize that
a qualification may be obtained in more ways than one through
different learning paths;
focus on outcomes and describe what a learner may be expected to
know, understand and be able to do with a given qualification;
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recognize that qualifications are complex and encompass subject
specific as well as generic skills and competences or, in the words of
the TUNING project: “knowing and understanding”, “knowing how to
act” and “knowing how to be”;
have implications for the relationship between institutions and public
authorities in that institutions will take on increased autonomy as well
as increased responsibilities, whereas the role of the Ministry will also
change with the use of external reference points and independent
external and internal quality assurance arrangements;
have implications for recognition, in that considerations of “substantial
differences”, in the words of the Lisboa Recognition Convention,
should refer to qualifications frameworks and in particular to learning
outcomes and achievements rather than to education structures and
procedures.

To quote the report of the Working Group again:
Such frameworks employ clear external reference points (learning
outcomes, subject reference points/benchmark statements, levels/cycle
descriptors, workload, qualifications descriptors, etc.) and provide a
context for qualifications that are themselves expressed with greater
clarity and precision with regard to their nature, function and skills that
they certify9.
And further:
The award of a qualification indicates that the student has completed a
range of studies to a given standard and/or indicates a level of
achievement by an individual who is deemed fit to perform a particular
role, set of tasks or job10.
As referred to above, national qualifications frameworks consist of a number of
elements. These are described in detail in the report of the working group, and I will
therefore only give a brief summary here.

Learning outcomes
Learning outcomes have been defined as
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statements of what a learner is expected to know, understand and/or
be able to do at the end of a period of learning11.
In referring to this definition, the working group makes the point – as did the
background report for the Edinburgh seminar on Learning Outcomes, from which the
definition is taken – that the use of the verb “do” in the definition underlines the
aspect of competence or ability rather than the way in which this ability in
demonstrated. Nevertheless, it is also important that learning outcomes, once and in
whatever way achieved, must be described and attested in such a way that they may
be considered for recognition. A clear description of learning outcomes is particularly
important in recognizing prior and/or non-formal learning.
Germain Dondelinger in his introductory remarks rightly said that he was looking
forward to a conference that would focus on “sense and meaning rather than
structure”. It may, however, be worth noting that in spite of the emphasis the Working
Group has put on assessing outcomes rather than procedures, Christoph Anz of
UNICE, speaking on behalf of European employers, still found that the report focuses
too much on the type of institutions at which qualifications are earned and too little on
the competences of learners. He also felt that there was insufficient emphasis on the
practice-oriented parts of higher education. On behalf of EURASHE, Roland
Vermeesch, on the other hand, welcomed what he saw as a paradigm shift from a
focus on education systems to individual learners. Helle Otte, for her part, emphasized
that qualifications frameworks described in terms of learning outcomes should greatly
facilitate the recognition of transnational education and prior learning.

Level
The report defines levels as
representing a series of sequential steps (a developmental
continuum), expressed in terms of a range of generic outcomes,
against which typical qualifications can be positioned12.
There is little uniformity among even the limited number of existing “new style”
frameworks in the number and description of levels, as each national framework uses
its own system of levels. However, national frameworks may also relate their levels
to what the report of the Working Group refers to as typical or generic types of
qualifications, which will facilitate comparison between national frameworks.
For higher education, it may be expected that the three cycles outlined in the
overarching framework of the EHEA – with the inclusion of short cycle higher
education within the first cycle where such education exists - will become the generic
11
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qualification descriptors to which national frameworks will relate. It is important that
the description of all national qualifications be explicit about
o the further qualification(s) to which that particular qualification
gives access;
o the relationship of the qualification in question to the three main
levels of the overarching framework.
As Mogens Berg rightly pointed out in his presentation, not all national qualifications
will correspond to the completion of all of the generic cycles. Where they do not, it is
particularly important that the competent national authorities describe what graduates
can do with this qualification, how they can move within the national qualifications
framework and how the qualification relates to the generic cycles.
In other words, the description of a first degree within a national framework should
explicitly state that this is a first degree, as well as whether it gives access to a
program leading to a second level qualification and whether this access is given to all
second degree programs or only to certain strands. This is important for all national
frameworks, but it is particularly important where a country has several qualifications
at or within the same level, e.g. several different second degrees, or degrees situated
between the generic levels, e.g. a degree situated between the first and the second
degree.

Credits and workload
The shift away from considering the rather imprecise concept “years of study” or even
“time of study” as the basic unit for measuring learning has been underway for quite
some time and is, if not completed, at least well advanced. This is fully
acknowledged in the report, which considers workload as the relevant element and
defines this as
a quantitative measure of all learning activities that may be feasibly
required for the achievement of the learning outcomes (e.g. lectures,
seminars, practical work, private study, information retrieval,
research, examinations)13.
Workload is now most commonly expressed in terms of credits, which is, in the words
of the report,
a quantified means of expressing the volume of learning based on
the achievement of learning outcomes and their associated
workload14.
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Time is of course not absent from considerations of workload, in that the definition of
workload and credits rests on an assumption of the amount of work an average full
time student will be able to do in an academic year. However, a credit system takes
account of the fact that students work at unequal speed and intensity, and that
different learners will complete a similar workload in different time.
The report recognizes that the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS) is the only
widely accepted system for credit transfer within the EHEA, and that the ECTS is
now developing into a credit transfer and accumulation system of potential use to
many more than the mobile student. As underlined in the discussion, the ECTS is
entering a period of rapid evolution in which institutions will have to express courses
and modules in terms of levels and learning outcomes.

Profile
The Working Group defines profile as
either the specific (subject) field(s) of learning of a
qualification or the broader aggregation of clusters of
qualifications or programmes from different fields that share a
common emphasis or purpose (e.g. an applied vocational as
opposed to more theoretical academic studies)15.
The profile of a qualification will often be a consideration in assessing it for the
purpose of access to further study as well as for employment. For instance, while a
given qualification may be given recognition as a second degree, there may be
additional, more specific requirements as to the profile of a qualification for access to
a specific doctoral program, for example in history or mathematics. Likewise, an
employer looking to hire a linguist is unlikely to hire someone with a doctoral
qualification in organic chemistry. Not least, to really qualify as a higher education
degree, a qualification must have a minimum of depth – an eclectic selection of 10
credits from each of a variety of subject areas will not qualify.
Therefore, profile may be an important consideration also in the elaboration of
national qualifications framework. This is indeed the case in some national
frameworks, whereas it is absent from others. In either case, it is important to take
account of the fact that academic disciplines may be defined somewhat differently in
different countries as well as over time, and that the boundaries between disciplines
are less than crystal clear. In many cases, a learner’s attractiveness in the labor
market as well as his or her personal development may be enhanced by combining a
concentration within one field with lesser learning achievements in other fields, such
as a degree with a concentration in economics supplemented by a working knowledge
of one or more foreign languages and an introductory course in ecology.

15
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The issue of quality and quality assurance in the context of qualifications frameworks
is considered separately, please see “Qualifications frameworks and quality”, below.

THE OVERARCHING FRAMEWORK
The overarching framework for qualifications of the European Higher Education Area
will have much in common with national frameworks. Like national frameworks it
will describe – at least in broad terms – typical higher education qualifications and the
articulation between them, and it will focus on outcomes rather than procedures.
In the same way that national frameworks are the building blocks of individual
education systems, the overarching framework will be one of the most important
factors in establishing a coherent European Higher Education Area by 2010. As Nina
Arnhold of the EUA reminded us in the stakeholder debate, the overarching
framework builds on existing elements and patterns, but it also allows for significant
new developments. She referred to the preliminary results of Trends IV, which show
that European universities are implementing the Bologna Process, even if their
practice and also the speed with which they implement the Bologna policies show
significant variations.

This function also determines some of the distinctive features of the overarching
framework. In the words of the report by the Working Group:
The framework for the EHEA derives its distinctive purposes from the
objectives expressed through the Bologna Process. The most directly
relevant of these objectives are international transparency,
recognition and mobility.
and further:
An overarching European framework has some distinctive
objectives which differ from those of national frameworks. As a
meta-framework, it is intended to assist in the identification of
points of articulation between national frameworks. It also serves
as a point of reference for those developing national frameworks of
qualification[s] 16.
The overarching framework will have the same components as national frameworks,
with one exception: while acknowledging that the concept of profile may be important
in national frameworks, the Working Group does not propose to include a description
of profile in the overarching framework. For the other elements that make up a
qualifications framework, the description will be less detailed for the overarching
framework. The national and overarching frameworks will, however, have different
functions, and the responsibility for quality assurance and qualifications will remain at
16
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national level. As Nina Arnhold very usefully reminded us on behalf of the EUA, any
qualifications framework will ultimately have to be implemented by individual higher
education institutions.
Two points of terminology should also be clarified. The term “level”, as used above,
is most commonly used in the context of national frameworks. However, since the
term “cycle” has been used both in the Bologna Declaration and subsequently in
discussions within the Bologna Process, the working group uses this term for the
overarching framework. One could also see “cycle” as describing a structure and
“level” as describing the content of that structure. Secondly, while terms like
“bachelor” and “masters” are commonly used also in the international discussion, the
Working Group makes the point that the overarching framework should avoid terms
that are specific to some – but far from all – national frameworks, and it therefore
suggests that generic terms be used in the overarching framework.
While much discussion within the Bologna Process has come to focus on three
cycles17 – which is also one of the three areas identified for the stock taking process
prior to the Bergen Conference of Ministers in 2005 – an overarching qualifications
framework requires a more detailed consideration, and the working group suggests
that the Dublin Descriptors developed by the Joint Quality Initiative be used. The
discussion at the conference showed broad support for this solution, and some
participants reported that these had been successfully implemented in their countries.
These, in the words of the report,
offer generic statements of typical expectations of achievements
and abilities associated with qualifications that represent the end
of each Bologna cycle. They are not meant to be descriptive; they
do not represent threshold or minimum requirements and they are
not exhaustive; similar or equivalent characteristics may be added
or substituted. The descriptors seek to identify the nature of the
whole qualification18.
In view of the importance, in many countries, of short higher education qualifications,
the Working Group asked the Joint Quality Initiative to develop a similar Dublin
Descriptor for short higher education, which it suggests be included in the overarching
framework, within the first cycle.
A complete overview of the descriptors for each cycle within the overarching
framework is provided in chapter 3 of the report by the Working Group. At the risk
of oversimplification, it may be summarized as follows:

17
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The overarching framework for qualifications of the European Higher Education Area
will consist of three cycles, for which the association of credits with qualifications are
offered as guidelines for national frameworks:
first cycle (higher education) qualifications, typically including or
represented by 180 – 240 ECTS credits;
within the first cycle, short cycle higher education qualifications
typically including or represented by approximately 120 ECTS credits
(but see the paragraph below for the discussion around this proposal);
second cycle (higher education) qualifications, typically including or
represented by 90 – 120 ECTS credits beyond the first cycle, with a
minimum of 60 credits at the level of the second cycle;
third cycle (higher education) qualifications. No proposal has been
made for associating credits with third cycle qualifications, but
proposals for a description of such qualifications – in terms of credits
or otherwise – may be made by the Bologna seminar on “Doctoral
Programmes for the European Knowledge Society”, to be organized by
the Austrian and German authorities and the European University
Association in Salzburg on February 3 – 5, 2005. In the stakeholder
panel, Christoph Anz stated that ECTS credits should be assigned to
the third cycle as well as to other learning achievements, and one of the
discussion groups made the same point.
The discussions showed broad overall agreement with these genetic cycles. While all
discussions underlined the need to endorse the concept of shorter higher education
programs, there were, however, discussions of whether the short cycle within the first
cycle should indeed be termed a “cycle”. The Working Group may wish to consider
the issue of terminology in this sense. The main argument in favor of referring to
short cycle higher education is perhaps that short higher education qualifications will
enable their holder either to enter the labor market with a valued qualification or to
continue their education, whereas the main argument against is that referring to a
short cycle within the first cycle could cloud the view of an overall EHEA structure
consisting of three main cycles. Whatever solution is in the end preferred, we must
not lose sight of the fact that the conference strongly supported the reality of short
higher education as an option chosen by at least 2 million students in Europe and one
that corresponds to the needs of learners as well as of employers.
Some participants also felt that the description of the second cycle proposed by the
Working Group goes beyond the recommendation of the Helsinki seminar on
Masters’ Degrees. While that recommendation may be open to some interpretation,
the majority of conference participants seemed to be comfortable with the proposal by
the Working Group.
In summarizing the proposal for an overarching framework for qualifications of the
European Higher Education Area, it would be difficult to improve upon Mogens
Berg’s elegant summary in his presentation:
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the EHEA framework should consist of three main cycles, with
additional provision for a short cycle – or short higher education within the first cycle;
the Dublin Descriptors are adopted as the cycle descriptors;
there are guidelines for the range of ECTS credits associated with the
completion of each cycle,
responsibility for the maintenance and development of the framework
rests with the Bologna Follow Up Group.

QUALIFICATIONS FRAMEWORKS AND QUALITY
To become a reality, the European Higher Education Area will need national
qualifications frameworks that articulate well with each other within an overarching
framework as outlined in the report by the Working Group. In addition to structures
that are sufficiently coherent to be compatible, the EHEA will also require that all
parties trust each other’s qualifications. Not least for this reason, quality and quality
assurance are key elements of national qualifications frameworks as well as of the
overarching framework for the EHEA. The need for transparent and reliable quality
assurance was also emphasized by Christoh Anz in the stakeholder panel.
The Working Group has not gone into great detail as concerns quality assurance, in
large part because another working group made up of representatives of the European
Network for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA), the EUA, EURASHE
and ESIB are elaborating a proposal for “an agreed set of standards, procedures and
guidelines on quality assurance, [and] ways of ensuring an adequate peer review
system for quality assurance and/or accreditation agencies or bodies.”19 This work is
being carried out in parallel to the report of the working group, and the final report by
ENQA and partners is expected in late February.
It therefore seems premature to go into great detail on the quality assurance
component of qualifications frameworks, but on the other hand, it is important to
clearly make the point that there must be such a component. An education system
that would not have provision for transparent external quality assurance, as well as
provision for internal quality development and assurance at its higher education
institutions, would most likely face severe problems in having its qualifications
framework valued by other partners within the EHEA.
The Working Group makes it clear that provisions for quality assurance will differ at
national level and implies that this situation is likely to continue also after the
Ministerial conference in Bergen. Nevertheless, it makes the point that, in the context
of building trust in a qualifications framework, provision for some form of external
quality assurance seems especially important. In the words of the report:
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Berlin Communiqué
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All systems include an element of “externality”, whether by
external inspectors or by academic peers. There is also a general
trend towards increasing the input of students and other
stakeholders within quality assurance.
And further:
“Externality” is increasingly recognized as an essential part of
quality assurance, and so it should be within the development
and application of new national qualifications frameworks. For
such frameworks to be of benefit to stakeholders, including
intending and current students, and their employers, the
frameworks need to be expressed in terms that are
understandable and relevant. These may not always sit
comfortably with the precise and detailed languages often used
or thought to be necessary for regulation20.
In the discussion, the point was made that national frameworks as well as the
overarching framework of the EHEA will have implications for how quality assurance
is carried out as well as for the tools it uses.

WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FRAMEWORK?
At first sight, determining responsibility for a qualifications framework should not be
difficult. If a qualifications framework is an essential element of an education system,
it would seem obvious that responsibility for the framework rests with the public
authority responsible for the education system in question. This is certainly true in a
legal sense, and it is also true as concerns the ultimate de facto responsibility.
However, reality is often more complex than what can be expressed in a single
sentence, and qualifications frameworks are no exception. In particular, four issues
need to be addressed:
What is the involvement of stakeholders in developing and maintaining
qualifications frameworks?
How are qualifications frameworks adopted or implemented?
In the absence of a “European education system” and hence of public
authority responsible for it, how is the overarching framework for
qualifications of the European Higher Education Area adopted,
developed and maintained?
Who decides whether a given national framework is compatible with
the policies of the EHEA (i.e. with the overarching framework), and
how?

20

Both quotes from the report of the Working Group, chapter 2.5, pp. 24 – 25.
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Stakeholders
Answering the first question requires clarifying who the main stakeholders in higher
education are. Mogens Berg referred to stakeholders in his presentation of the report,
and some of them were represented in the stakeholder panel at this conference: the
students (or, in more general terms, the learners), the higher education institutions, the
employers and those who work with recognition and quality assurance issues on a
professional basis. In addition, stakeholders include employees and those who seek
employment as well as their organizations, higher education staff, professional
organizations and community and voluntary organizations. Not least – and the point
is worth making – the stakeholders include public authorities, and in particular those
responsible for education.
Mogens Berg also made the very valid point that the responsibilities of the domestic
parties to the national qualifications framework should be clearly determined and
published. Of course, some stakeholders may be “more equal than others”, and views
on who these are will of course differ. It is hardly surprising that Bastian Bauman in
the stakeholders’ panel made the point that ESIB supports qualifications frameworks
as long as they are student centered. That, however, is not “just” a student view – it
is at the core of the work on qualifications frameworks.
Qualifications frameworks, then, should be elaborated in cooperation between at least
the most important groups of stakeholders, and this seems to be a lesson from all the
different national frameworks that have been developed so far. This requires a
measure of consensus building as well as a balance between a top down approach and
a bottom up approach. Exactly which stakeholders will be involved in what way, and
what is seen as the proper balance of top down and bottom up will vary from one
country to another, on the background of cultural, educational and civic traditions as
well as the current involvement of different stakeholders in the education system.
However, no successful qualifications framework has been elaborated by one group in
isolation or been implemented only by decree.

Adoption/implementation
The second question, then, is how a qualifications framework, once elaborated, is
actually put into practice. Again, practice varies from one country to another. In
some systems, a legally binding decision by a competent authority – Ministry or even
the national assembly – may be required, whereas in others, such as the two
frameworks of the United Kingdom, the qualifications framework has no legal status
but is efficiently implemented by the main stakeholders.
Whatever the form and legal status of the individual national framework, it may also
be worth bearing in mind the words of Christian Thune, speaking on behalf of ENQA
in the stakeholder debate: realism is at least as important as excessive idealism and
enthusiasm in implementing qualifications frameworks.
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Adopting and implementing the EHEA framework
The third question has to do with the nature of the European Higher Education Area,
which is based on close cooperation and interaction between the member states and
their higher education systems. Currently there are 40 member states, but a further
five21 have applied for accession, and these applications will be decided by the
Ministers in Bergen. There is no provision for one common education system, and
there is no authority that can enforce a common qualifications framework. As
described in the report by the Working Group and discussed at the conference, the
overarching framework will provide guidance for the elaboration of national
frameworks and will not constitute a legally binding framework nor be a regulatory
instrument. Nevertheless, the overarching framework will need to be validated and
maintained, and at some time in the future, it may need to be revised.
If it is to be effective, the overarching framework for qualifications of the European
Higher Education Area must be accepted by the parties to the Bologna Process, and
they must take ownership of the framework. Therefore, the Working Group suggests
that the framework be adopted by the Ministers in Bergen and the Ministers take
responsibility for maintaining and – as needed – updating the framework. As a
practical measure, the Working Group suggests that the Ministers delegate this task to
the Bologna Follow Up Group and to whatever structure might replace it once the
EHEA is in place. As needed, the Bologna Follow Up Group might wish to associate
other stakeholders with the process of building, maintaining and updating the
framework.
At this stage, it may be useful to keep in mind what Helle Otte said in the stakeholder
panel: paradise is not created out of conference reports and Ministerial communiqués.
Nor can qualifications frameworks be all things to all people or, as Bastian Baumann
formulated it, “eierlegende Wollmilchsau” – an egg laying pig that produces wool and
milk. Like conventions and laws, qualifications frameworks are only as their
implementation. This conference is an important milestone, but the end goal is that
what we have discussed here is actually put into practice.

Validating national frameworks as “EHEA compatible”
Even if the EHEA framework is not regulatory or binding, it does outline what is
required for national frameworks to be considered as falling within the broad policies
of the European Higher Education Area. It therefore seems necessary to establish a
way to verify whether individual national frameworks are in fact compatible with the
overarching framework. The Working Group proposes that this be done through selfcertification by the country concerned rather than by peer review or a European body
or agency, for which there is no mandate and that does not seem necessary22. Since
21
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Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine.
Report by the Working Group, para. 4.2, pp. 39 – 40.
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the effective acceptance of national frameworks within the EHEA will require mutual
trust, it is, however, essential that:
the self-certification be transparent and that it address the criteria
proposed by the Working Group;
that the self-certification and the evidence supporting it be public, and
that an easily accessible public listing of the countries that have
confirmed that they have completed the self-certification process be
maintained. The Working Group suggests this be doen by the ENIC
and NARIC Networks;
the self-certification be completed by the time the EHEA is to be
established, i.e. by 2010;
that adequate links be established to provisions for quality assurance,
to the Council of Europe/UNESCO (Lisboa) Recognition Convention
and EU Directives on professional recognition and to transparency
instruments for recognition, such as the Diploma Supplement, ECTS,
Europass, the ENIC and NARIC Networks and individual recognition
centers.
In general, there was agreement on the principle of self-certification. However,
several participants expressed doubts as to whether the process as outlined in the
report was sufficient and would want to see this strengthened with regards to criteria,
procedures and the link to quality assurance. Thus, in the plenary discussion, Jan S.
Levy, Vice Chair for the Bologna a Follow Up Group, also raised the issue of a
possible link to quality assurance, through a requirement that the self certification rest
on an accepted quality assurance system in the country in question. Not surprisingly,
Christian Thune echoed this view in the stakeholders’ panel on behalf of ENQA. He
also hinted that self-certification would require a level of trust within the EHEA that
may in some cases be excessively optimistic. One of the working groups made many
of the same points, and in particular underlined the need to involve foreign experts in
the elaboration and implementation of national qualifications frameworks, to include
an element of peer review already in the development of frameworks, to describe
learning outcomes at module and unit level as well as at generic level and to reflect
further on the link between quality assurance and qualifications frameworks.
Ministers in Bergen could therefore ask the Bologna Follow Up Group to submit a
proposal for criteria and procedures for a self-certification system for national
qualifications frameworks where quality assurance is included in time for the
Ministerial meeting in 2007. The Working Group, meeting after the conference to
assess whether further work on the report is required in the light of the outcomes of
the conference, felt, however, that postponing the decision on the self-certification for
another two years would be unfortunate and resolved to elaborate a more detailed
proposal for inclusion in the final version of the report. This model should, in keeping
with the recommendations of the conference, contain further considerations of criteria
and procedures for a self-certification system for national qualifications frameworks
where quality assurance is included. The Working Group is aware that this must be
done by mid-February, and that, were there to be no agreement in the Bologna Follow
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Up Group on the proposal put forward, continued work would require a new mandate
by Ministers in Bergen.
One working group suggested that the transparency instruments be reviewed to verify
whether they are compatible with the development of qualifications frameworks.

THE EHEA FRAMEWORK AND OTHER FRAMEWORKS
The Bologna Process encompasses all kinds of higher education, as does the mandate
of the Working Group. It is, however, clear that, one the one hand, the need for
transparent qualifications frameworks extends to all parts of the education system and,
on the other hand, that it would be highly unfortunate and counterproductive if each
part of the education system – at national or European level – would develop their
own qualifications frameworks in isolation and without taking adequate account of
each others’ concerns.
One issue is of course that of entrance qualifications to higher education, but as
Mogens Berg pointed out, the current labor market as well as other developments
challenge the traditional boundaries of education, as well as those between education
and the world of work. The issue of whether entrance qualifications should be a part
of the overarching framework for the EHEA was, incidentally, one on which
participants expressed quite divergent views, ranging from those who very strongly in
favor of including entrance qualifications in this framework to those who were
vehemently opposed. On behalf of the employers, Christoph Anz also emphasized the
need to develop a common credit system – and, presumably, by extension a common
qualifications framework – for higher education and vocational education and
training.
The national frameworks that have been developed so far may serve as examples of
good practice, since they encompass all parts of the education system of the country
concerned. As an example, the Scottish framework comprises 12 levels from
achievements by learners with severe learning disabilities through the various parts of
primary and secondary education, vocational education and training and the first and
second higher education degrees to doctoral qualifications. National frameworks will
also reflect the different priorities of countries and will be designed accordingly. As
is the case of national legislation, national frameworks may also be of different
complexity because of different national traditions as to how much needs to be
explicitly regulated and what can be assumed on the basis of shorter, more general
provisions23.
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Three higher education laws adopted in Western European countries between 1995 and 2001
encompass between 5 and 13 chapters, whereas in two recent draft laws from South East Europe,
provisions for staff alone ran to 26 and 27 paragraphs respectively. See Sjur Bergan: “A Tale of Two
Cultures in Higher Education Policies: the Rule of Law or a Excess of Legalism?” Journal of Studies in
International Education, Volume 8, Issue 2, Summer 2004.
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The wider context has also been underlined by the Ministers of the Bologna Process,
who in the Praha and Berlin Communiqués emphasized the important contribution of
higher education in making lifelong learning a reality24.
At European level, cooperation has, it would seem, advanced further in higher
education than in other parts of the education system, and the geographical context is
resolutely pan-European in that the Bologna Process currently encompasses 40
countries, whereas cooperation within vocational education and training (VET) is
more closely tied to the EU/EEA framework25. One of the working groups noted the
need to broaden understanding of all ongoing processes, and it also suggested the
proposed overarching framework for qualifications of the EHEA is an excellent
starting point that should be taken into account in a broader context.
David Coyne reminded us that the European Union has placed lifelong learning
squarely on the political agenda through its Lisboa Strategy (Education and Training
2010), and it has launched the København Process comprising vocational education
and training. In particular, the Commission has recently established an expert group
on a European Framework for Qualifications (EQF), with a mandate to build on the
Bologna Process for higher education and the København Process for VET. The most
developed mandate, however, comes from the recent EU Ministerial meting in
Maastricht, where Ministers gave a mandate for developing a European Qualifications
Framework. The mandate is remarkably similar to the mandate given to the BFUG
Working Group, except for the specific reference to higher education. David Coyne
also underlined the need for cross-reference between the various processes.
The reasons for the need for cross-reference is found in the very rationale for an
overall framework, as presented by David Coyne: a single coherent framework is best
for the users – learners and employers - and this was well illustrated by the discussion
at the conference as to whether access qualifications should be apart of the
overarching EHEA framework. Another reason is that it is impossible to say where
advanced vocational education and training ends and higher education begins.
In fulfilling the mandate given by the EU Ministers in Maastricht, David Coyne
envisaged a framework that covers all levels of education and training through 7 or 8
levels ranging from learning normally acquired through basic education and
emphasizing general knowledge and skills to doctoral qualifications. The framework
should focus on competences rather than structures. One could even question whether
the term “qualifications framework” is the appropriate term, or whether “competence
framework” would not be more suitable.
A European Qualifications Framework will and should change the way we look at
learners’ qualifications. In many ways, an EQF will do this in the same ways as the
EHEA framework: by enabling learners to navigate between qualifications and
systems, by providing links to quality assurance, by facilitating recognition in general
24

The wording is from the Berlin Communiqué, but similar wording is found in the Praha
Communiqué.
25
These developments are covered by Chapter 5 of the Report by the Working Group.
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and recognition of prior and experiential learning in particular. Not least, it will help
providers describe and situate their programs, in particular outside of the classic
higher education programs. In this sense, a qualifications framework may for
example help higher education institutions design programs that are particularly
adapted to their role in the region in which they are located. David Coyne, however,
made an important additional point: an EQF framework will hopefully also help
develop a culture of evaluation and quality in all sectors of education, in the way we
have come to take it for granted in higher education.
The decision by EU Ministers in Maastricht includes a mandate to elaborate a VET
credit system, and David Coyne strongly emphasized that this should not be a separate
credit system. One overarching qualifications framework would require one credit
system: two separate systems would be one too many. There are still tensions
between various traditions, so there is need for further consultation. One issue is the
relationship between competences and notional learning time, while recognizing that
the notion of competence must be expressed through proxies that can be measured.
Another issue is the link between levels and credits, which has already been raised by
the Helsinki definition of a second cycle (“Masters”) qualification.
David Coyne outlined a timetable in which the Commission will present two
recommendations to the European Parliament and Council in spring 2006, one of
which will address the EQF and the other credit systems. To arrive there, the
Commission will aim to present consultation documents in spring 2005, hopefully in
April or May, to be followed by a substantive consultation period of 6 months, until
October/November 2005. This consultation will include an active effort to seek
advice from a wide variety of actors and stakeholders within the EU as well as
beyond. The consultation is important also in reducing the time required for the
political co-decision process involving the European Parliament and Council.

The initiative to create coherence between the various parts of the education system
and between overarching qualifications frameworks at European level is laudable and
necessary. It is nonetheless important to underline, as was done in the plenary
discussion, that this work must be carried out in full transparency, and that it must
involve all members of the Bologna Process. This is an obvious requirement for the
higher education part of the framework, but it is also important for other parts of a
future overarching European Qualifications Framework to the extent that these other
parts feed into and interact with higher education.
As noted, the considerable disagreement on whether it would be appropriate to
include a description of qualifications giving access to higher education in the
overarching framework for qualifications of the EHEA could possibly best be
resolved within the context of a broader framework encompassing all or at least more
kinds of education, as this is done within national frameworks. This further
underscores the need to involve all parties to the Bologna Process in the development
of such a broader framework. As David Coyne said in response to comments from
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the plenary, while the legal basis of the Bologna, København and Lisboa Processes
are different, they all rest on the political will of the countries involved.

FINAL THOUGHTS
My first “final thought” is to echo the thanks expressed by Germain Dondelinger, as
Chair of the Bologna Follow Up Group, to the Danish authorities for hosting this
important seminar and to Mogens Berg in particular for all the excellent work he has
both done and inspired to develop the concept of qualifications framework and win
acceptance for it at European level.
Qualifications frameworks constitute a cornerstone of higher education policies in
Europe, whether at national level or in the European Higher Education Area. They
are an important concern of structural reform, and their impact is far reaching: by
shifting the focus from procedures to learning achievements, qualifications
frameworks have the potential to become building blocks in enhancing the social
dimension of higher education. This aspect was particularly emphasized by ESIB, but
it is the concern of all, and the social dimension will be the topic of a Bologna
seminar to be organized by the French authorities in Paris at the end of January 2005.
We now have a proposal for an overarching framework, the conference supported this
proposal and hopefully the Ministers will adopt it. Some countries have elaborated
national frameworks, and many more will do so in the next few years. This is very
positive, and it is in fact an amazing development in such a short time. Nevertheless,
it is important to remember that once a framework is in place, it must be implemented.
I would like to echo several working groups that underlined the need for cooperation
in the implementation of frameworks: cooperation among stakeholders at both
national and European level, and also cooperation between countries. Those countries
that feel a need for advice or even participation by foreign experts in the elaboration
and implementation of their own frameworks should be assured of the support of their
fellow EHEA partners, and this could be done through the appropriate international
institutions, organizations and bodies.
By opening new learning paths and facilitating the recognition of non-traditional
qualifications, frameworks will help opening higher education opportunities for new
learners who may never have seen such possibilities before. If Europe is, in the words
of the EU Lisboa Strategy, to become the world’s most competitive economy by
2010, we can afford to do no less. If, in keeping with Europe’s humanist tradition and
social concern, even if these have at times at times been honored only in the breaking,
we are also to see beyond the economic dimension, we also can afford to do no less.
France has over the past decade or two developed a very strong tradition of musicals,
and one of my favorites is Notre Dame de Paris, based on the Victor Hugo classic
from 1831. In many ways, this musical is about qualifications frameworks and
recognition, even if one might suspect the public is not always aware of the fact. But
just take a closer look: Notre Dame de Paris is about structures and frameworks,
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represented by the cathedral that still draws thousands and thousands of visitors even
centuries after its construction. It is about recognizing the non-traditional, represented
by Quasimodo the Hunchback and Esmeralda the Gypsy. It is about rejecting
dogmatism and formalism, represented by Frolon. It is about making an old cultural
gem more attractive to new audiences, represented by those who prefer listening to
the melodic modern version to reading the original text as well as by those who move
between the two as if they were components of a single, coherent framework. It is
about the European dimension, represented by the composer Richard Coccinante, who
is French but obviously has Italian roots. Not least, it is about the “external
dimension”, represented by the singer Garou, who is now one of the main stars of the
French-speaking world - and who hails from Québec.
The last point underscores the fact that qualifications frameworks and their focus on
learning achievements are vital to making “Bologna qualifications” recognized in
other parts of the world – what is, for want of a better word, commonly referred to as
the “external dimension”26. If all the rest of the world retains of “Bologna” is that
“Europe” is reducing the “bachelor” degree from 4 to 3 years, European students will
have serious problems by the time the EHEA is established. These problems can only
be avoided if we succeed in conveying both the contents and the methodology of our
qualifications frameworks - and if we apply the same methodology of recognizing
learning achievements rather than procedures when assessing qualifications from
other parts of the world.
Like Europe itself, the overarching framework for qualifications of the European
Higher Education Area balances diversity and unity. The aim is to make it flexible
and diverse enough to be interesting, yet sufficiently coherent to be comprehensible.
Our aspiration for the European Higher Education Area and its qualifications
frameworks can perhaps best be expressed by a slogan borrowed from our US friends,
which they in turn express in a language borrowed from “old Europe”:
e pluribus unum.
Out of many, one.
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The “external dimension” of the Bologna Process was the topic of a major conference organized by
the Academic Cooperation Organization in Hamburg on October 18 – 19, 2004, cf. http://www.acasecretariat.be/08events/Hamburg/HamburgConferenceOverview.htm. A publication on the basis of the
conference is forthcoming.
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2

Introduction
Higher education systems have been undergoing massive changes in the last decade. Since
1999, one year after the Sorbonne Declaration, we used to call the changes “Bologna
Process”. They have been driven by common needs of most European countries. The most
important of them “are the development of what is commonly referred to as the Knowledge
Society and the increasing globalization or at least internationalization. The consequence of
the former is that the demand for higher education as well as for high quality research is
increasing dramatically. The latter is a consequence of increasing interaction in which few if
any places of the world are untouched by developments elsewhere, and in which competition
as well as cooperation are becoming increasingly important. Both dimensions are key aspects
of higher education. It is a natural consequence both of the long-standing heritage of
European universities, which are among our very earliest truly European constructs1. It is an
equally natural consequence of the far-reaching political changes in Europe since 1990,
which, for the first time since the Council of Europe foundation in 1949 and the adoption of
the European Cultural Convention in 1954, made pan-European cooperation possible.”2 The
key policies are agreed at European level and implemented nationally as well as within each
higher education institution (further “HEI”). The term European Higher Education Area
(EHEA) is on one side a reflexion of the fact that for the first time there is a pan European cooperation in reforming the national systems, on the other hand the EHEA is supposed to build
on common European values. But what are these values which will make EHEA different
from similar systems using Bachelor/Master structure and a certain quality assurance
systems?
We often say that the higher education reform – the “Bologna Process” - has two sides:
structural changes and social dimension. We also realise that social aspects are overarching
and transversal issue touching all Bologna action lines as in longer run any real sustainable
development will be possible unless social aspects are taken into account. “The social
dimension of the European higher education area and world – wide competition” was
the official Bologna seminar proposed by France in the Berlin-Bergen work programme. It
was organised in cooperation with ESIB at the Sorbonne University, in Paris, 27 – 28 January
2005. And it was not by random. The Sorbonne Declaration was in fact the starting point of
the Bologna Process. Thanks to this push of the 4 ministers from France, Germany , Italy and
United Kingdom today 40 and after Bergen possibly even more countries work together on
better higher education for the future. The seminar focused on two lines in the Bologna
Process – the transversal issue of social dimension and the action line dealing with promoting
attractiveness and competitiveness of the EHEA3. Is there coexistence between them? Are
they contradictory to each other or do they depend on one another? The seminar had specific
1

See Nuria Sanz and Sjur Bergan (eds.): The Heritage of European Universities (Strasbourg 2002: Council of
Europe Publishing).
2
See Sjur Bergan and Vera Stastna: The Bologna Process – a View from the Council of Europe, the article
prepared for Benz/Kohler/Landfried (ed.), Handbuch Qualität in Studium und Lehre, Raabe Verlag Berlin
2004ff. Will be published most probably at the beginning of March 2005.
3 The Bologna Process has nowadays 10 action lines. The first six action lines were introduced already in the
Bologna Declaration: 1) adoption of a system of easily readable and comparable degrees; 2) adoption of a system
essentially based on two cycles; 3) establishment of a system of credits; 4) promotion of mobility; 5) promotion
of European cooperation in quality assurance; 6) promotion of the European dimension in higher education.
In the Prague Communiqué, three further ones were added: 7) lifelong learning; 8) higher education institutions
and students; 9) promoting the attractiveness of the European Higher Education Area.
In the Berlin Communiqué, the last 10th line was added with a specific focus on: 10) doctoral studies as the third
cycle and the synergy between the EHEA and the European Research Area (ERA)
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focus on the attractiveness of the EHEA and on its link to academic criteria of quality to be
maintained and put forward in mobility. There were plenary presentations, including one key
note “Social dimension of EHEA and world-wide competition into perspectives” and in the
workshops the topic was searched from four angles: “Social dimension, economic
competition and attractiveness”, “Social dimension and criteria of quality”, “Social dimension
and social cohesion” and “Social dimension and institutional international policies”. All the
presentations – in plenary as well as in workshops were of high quality, stimulating equally
excellent debates which all together brought lots of food for further thinking and elaboration
of the topic as well as the conclusions. The participation at the seminar was quite large and
covered different backgrounds. There were more than 180 participants from 33 European
countries (including 24 out of EU25) and from 2 countries outside Europe (Australia and
Argentina). They were representatives of Governments, HEIs as well as students and experts
involved in quality assurance. There were quite a few members of the Bologna Follow-up
Group (BFUG), including its President. And this was very important. They faced above their
“normal” responsibility to push forward the recommendations and mutually agreed
conclusions at home also a challenge to bring them into the discussion at BFUG meetings in
March and April at which the Bergen Communiqué of Ministers would be discussed.
The seminar rather concentrated on the competitiveness of EHEA and social dimension than
on the issue of world – wide competition. This is also clearly seen from the background
materials, contributions of speakers as well the conclusions. Those who participated at the
seminar could benefit from excellent presentations in the plenary session performed by Mr.
Francois Fillon, Minister of National Education, Higher Education and Research, Mr. Daniel
Vitry, Director for International relations and Cooperation of the Ministry of National
Education, Higher Education and Research, Ms. Vanja Ivosevic, President of ESIB, Mr. Eric
Froment, President of EUA, Mr. Klaus Schnitzer, Coordinator of the “Eurostudent project”,
Hochschul-Informations-System GmbH, Mr. Dionyssis Kladis, Professor at the Peloponnese
University in Corinth and Mr. Jean-Marc Monteil, Director for Higher Education at the
Ministry of National Education, Higher Education and Research. The key note was presented
by Mr. Elie Cohen, Professor at Dauphine University in Paris and policy advisor to the
Director for International Relations and Cooperation. The introductions to the working groups
were presented in group 1 by Mr. Jean-Emilie Charlier, Professor at the Catholic University
of Louvain and at the Catholic University Faculties of Mons, Mr. Malcolm McVicar, ViceChancellor of the Central Lancashire University of Preston and Mr. Stephan Vincent-Lancrin,
analyst in the Centre for Educational Research and Innovation, OECD; in group 2 by Mr.
Marek Frankowicz, Professor at the Faculty of Chemistry at the Jagellonian University in
Krakow, Mr. Eivind Vad Peterson, responsible for international relations, National Union of
Students in Norway, Mr. Jean-Loup Jolivet, director of the Comité national d’évaluation
(CNE) representing Mr. Michel Levasseur, vice-president of the CNE ; in group 3 by Mr.
Roberto Moscati, Professor at the Milano Bicocca University, Mr. Guy Neave, Professor and
scientific director at the Centre for Higher Education Policy Studies and research Director at
the International Association of Universities, UNESCO, Mr. Aldrik in´t Hout and Ms.
Ellemiek Etman, Ministry of Education of the Netherlands ; and in group 4 by Mr. Fidel
Corcuera Manso, Professor at the University of Saragose, director for International Relations
within Agencia nacional de evaluacion de la calidad, Mr. Achim Meyer Auf Der Heyde,
Secretary General of the Deutches Studentenwork and President of European Council for
Student Affairs and Mr. Olivier Audeoud, Rector of Paris X – Nanterre University, President
of the Committee for International Affairs of the French Rectors’ conference (CPU). The
discussions in workshops were summarised by the group rapporteurs from ESIB – Mr. JeanBaptiste Prevost, Mr. Nikki Heerens, Ms. Nele Spaas and Mr. Andrzej Bielecki and supported
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by their moderators - Mr. Elie Cohen, Mr. Karl-Axel Nilsson, director of the Office of
Evaluation at the Lund university, Mr. Pedro Lourtie, Professor at the Technology University
in Lisbon, Ms. Marie-Francoise Fave-Bonnet, professor at the Paris X – Nanterre University.
The plenary sessions were moderated by Mr. Daniel Vitry, director for International Relations
and Cooperation of the Ministry of National Education, Higher education and Research and
Mr. Germain Dondelinger, President of the Bologna Follow-Up Group, who chaired the final
discussion on the conclusions of the conference.
The aim of this report is to bring rather an analysis of the issues that have been raised,
to try to put the various ideas together and, on the basis of the presentations and the
discussion to try to identify some issues that should be taken for further consideration in
the upcoming years till 2010 when the agreed basis of EHEA should be established, as
well as for direct conclusions possibly for the preparation of the Bergen Communiqué of
Ministers. Everybody who is interested can find the presentations, papers, background
material, conclusions by the rapporteur general and the Recommendations presented at the
end of the seminar at the official Bologna web site4, under the headline of this seminar.

Some reflections on the Bologna Process and social dimension
Prof. Moscati in his paper reminded us that the higher education, which we used to have, was
education of “elite”. Usually there was about 15 – 20%, i.e. the best, of almost exclusively
fresh graduates of secondary schools entering higher education systems. Nowadays we face
about 50-60 % of 18/19 years old cohort entering the system of higher education. This means
there is a change in the role of higher education. Next to traditional
• preparation of the intellectual elite of the nation and their individual development, and
• maintenance and development of an advanced knowledge base strongly interconnected
with research and development
there is preparation of a significant part of population
• for labour market
• to be active citizens in democratic civil societies
• for individual development, connected with the ability of lifelong learning till late age
These changes, of course, call for redefining missions of higher education institutions. The
Bologna Process is an opportunity how to respond to them. The Knowledge Society cannot be
reached without knowledge. The political decision concerning high numbers of students in
higher education is thus a logical consequence of the developments and most European
countries – not only in European Union – have already taken this decision.
Ms. Vanja Ivosevic, the President of ESIB, reminded us about the fact that there were the
students who have brought the two words – “social dimension” - on the agenda of the
Bologna Process (in Prague 2001). In their Brussels Student Declaration from 18 November
2001 they claimed that “a democratic and inclusive higher education means allowing people
to access it on an equitable basis. The promotion of student well being means creating a
social environment that guarantees all the necessary provisions to ensure that the students
are able to excel in their studies and to become active citizens.” In their policy papers ESIB
dealt with mobility issues5, commercialisation of higher education, namely GATS – General
4
5

See www.bologna-bergen2005.no.
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Agreement of Trade Services6. They expressed their fears that higher education is considered
as an economic rather than social tool and the concerns it brings to quality of education, its
accessibility, democracy etc. They have strongly been opposing the tuition fees. They also
expressed their belief that Bologna Process “is something completely different than the
process of commodification. The Bologna Process promotes co-operation and conceives
education as a public good …. However, (they warned) a wrong implementation of the
Bologna Process can lead to further commodification of education.”7 In the same paper they
found education “a right not a privilege and ESIB will work for assuring that this right
prevails.” However, there was nothing about the responsibility of students themselves e.g.
concerning the preparation for studies, successful performance during higher education
studies or necessity of hard work to finish in reasonable time what was started.
The EHEA builds on its action lines as well as on a set of commonly shared underlying
principles and values, which include smooth international mobility of students and higher
education institution staff; autonomy of higher education institutions and academic freedom;
student participation in higher education governance; public responsibility for higher
education, openness towards countries, Parties to European Cultural Convention which want
to and make steps towards reforms of their higher education systems following the action
lines and shared principles; and recognition of national models realized within the commonly
agreed European frame.
The three key priorities agreed in Berlin Communiqué for period 2003-05 were “to promote
effective quality assurance systems, to step up effective use of the system based on two cycles
and to improve the recognition system of degrees and periods of studies”8 There are three
pillars without which we cannot proceed any further. However, often they are seen namely
from their structural side unless we realise that all action lines as well as the above mentioned
principles are closely interconnected and their real success is dependent on the balanced
implementation which takes care after social aspects. The main aim of EHEA is its
competitiveness, sustainable competitiveness, and attractiveness in global scale and from the
vast majority of the contributions it was clear that the speakers were convinced that this
cannot be realised without social cohesiveness.
I would like to reflect on the three priorities.
Restructuralisation of study programmes.
In Europe we have more or less succeeded in agreement about the characteristics of the three
levels which were introduced in overarching European qualification framework9. However it
is necessary to realise that a study programme must fulfil a number of requirements. It has to
have among others a reasonable and meaningful content, a profile enabling employability of
graduates and continuation in a higher cycle programme, a study programme, especially the
first cycle study programme, has to enable graduation for reasonable number of students, thus
bringing them to their highest potential and minimising the student drop out. This is
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interconnected with curriculum, pedagogical methods as well as different forms of delivery
including the distant form or combinations with it.
In the past there was a certain bottle neck before the students were accepted to a higher
education institution. For the future the bottle neck has been moved between the first and
second level. Diversification of the first cycle study programmes will enable students to opt
for more practically oriented study paths and thus to get through a study programme and
complete it successfully. When restructuring the existing long programmes this strategic
factor must be taken into account. The continuation in higher level must be then based on the
principle that graduation in the lower level programmes gives access to the next higher level.
This means, in correspondence with how the “access” is defined in the UNESCO/Council of
Europe Lisbon Recognition Convention10, the right to apply for admission. But this cannot be
changed for any guarantee that the applicant will be admitted. Some students demanded at the
seminar that this access “should be free”. However what does it mean? Having on one side
some 50-60% of 18/19 – year cohort in higher education and on the other hand wanting to
confirm traditionally high level of graduates at Master’s study programmes in Europe would
not work if we pretended that all students have the potential to graduate at Master’s level. In
U.K. and USA, where there is already the two cycle system in place for years, there is only
minor part of Bachelor’s graduates who continue. As mentioned before, students should be
brought to their highest potential. One could imagine relatively free access at the first level
but then the admission should be merit based, depending on the knowledge, competencies and
abilities of the applicant. No numerus clausus, no obstacles in the form of high tuition fees.
In a concrete realisation it is even more difficult. The curriculum in the first cycle
programmes could be very different, there should be an opportunity to return back later after
some working experience etc. One possible model could be development of „preparatory“
programmes which will enable to balance the knowledge and skills of applicants. An
important challenge here is also recognition of former learning, including that outside higher
education, as well as practical experience.
Quality assurance
When implementing systems of quality assurance our mechanisms for quality evaluation as
well as accreditation are usually based on the content of the study programs and the state of
personal and material preparation of higher education institutions to deliver the program. The
evaluation of institutions and/or a study program and its broader personal and material aspects
concentrate, at least in my country, namely on three basic aspects: qualification of the
teaching staff, quality of the study programme offered, and standards of academic and
research activities. In my country, and I am afraid in many European countries as well, no or
very little attention is paid to the social dimension, e.g. the aspects dealing with life of
students and their studying conditions, tutorship and guidance from the side of the institution.
All factors described above are not our goals themselves. They rather create means how to
achieve quality higher education – this is our aim. Thus if we want to speak about quality
higher education in future the social dimension and equal opportunities should become its
important signs.

10 Convention on the Recognition of Qualifications Concerning Higher Education in European Region, Lisbon,
11 April 1997
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Recognition
Legal standards concerning recognition are in the Bologna Process given by the
UNESCO/Council of Europe Lisbon Recognition Convention. The Ministers in the Berlin
Communiqué invited all countries, Parties to the Bologna Process, to ratify the Convention11
and with the help of the ENIC and NARIC networks further the implementation of its
principles. There are three texts related to the Lisbon Recognition Convention which should
contribute to better implementation of its principles: The Recommendation on Criteria and
Procedures for the Assessment of Foreign Qualifications and the Code of Good Practice in the
Provision of Transnational Education were both adopted by the Lisbon Recognition
Convention Committee in 2001, next Convention Committee in 2004 adopted the
Recommendation on the Recognition of Joint Degrees.
Fair recognition is a key aspect of EHEA and it is closely interconnected with its social
dimension. An important transparency instrument which could make the whole process easier
is the Diploma Supplement. Ministers invited all countries to provide each graduate since
2005 with this document. It should be issued in a widely spoken language and delivered free
of charge. The document is expected to serve the purposes of academic as well as professional
recognition. It will also contribute to better visibility and understanding the “Bologna
reforms” outside Europe.

The development of the theme of social dimension in the Bologna Process
In his presentation Prof. Dionyssis Kladis reminded the audience about the irreplaceable role
the students play to improve the social characteristics of EHEA. The topic of social dimension
was not mentioned in the Bologna Declaration which rather stressed the structures and means
how to achieve competitive EHEA. The social implications appeared in the Student Göteborg
Declaration (March 2001), the document preceding the Prague Ministerial Conference and
expressing the students position to the Bologna Process. In the Prague Communiqué (19 May
2001) Ministers “supported the idea that higher education should be considered a public
good and is and will remain a public responsibility (regulations etc.), and that students are
full members of the higher education community”. The Communiqué further emphasized the
“social dimension of mobility” and of lifelong learning and “the use of new technologies to
improve social cohesion, equal opportunities and the quality of life” “Ministers also
reaffirmed the need, recalled by students, to take account of the social dimension in the
Bologna process.“12 More prominent position was given to the social dimension in the
Prague-Berlin work programme. There were two official seminars – “Exploring the Social
Dimensions of the European Higher Education Area” organised by the Greek Presidency to
the European Union in Athens, in February 2003, and “Student Participation in Higher
Education Governance”, seminar organised by Norway in June 2003. The other two seminars
from the official programme interconnected with social aspects were those on “Flexible
Learning Paths, organised in Brussels in February 2003 and on “Recognition and Credit
Systems in the Context of Lifelong Learning”, Prague, June 2003, which stressed the need of
possibilities for lifelong learning at higher education level including the recognition of prior
learning as an integral activity of HEIs. Further more they emphasised needs for flexible
11 For the updated list of ratifications see http://conventions.coe.int and search for CETS 165.
12
“Towards the European Higher Education Area” , Communiqué of the meeting of European Ministers in
charge of Higher Education in Prague on May 19th 2001.
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learning and improvement of opportunities for all citizens, in accordance with their
aspirations and abilities, to follow the lifelong learning paths into and within higher education.
The results of these actions were reflected in the Berlin Communiqué: “Ministers reaffirm the
importance of the social dimension in the Bologna Process. The need to increase
competitiveness must be balanced with the objective of improving the social
characteristics…… aiming at strengthening social cohesion and reducing social inequalities
both at national and at European level. Ministers reaffirm their position that higher education
is a public good and a public responsibility……..
Ministers take into due consideration the conclusions of the European Councils in Lisbon
(2000) and Barcelona (2002) aimed at making Europe 'the most competitive and dynamic
knowledge-based economy in the world, capable of sustainable economic growth with more
and better jobs and greater social cohesion' and calling for further action and closer
cooperation in the context of the Bologna Process…….
Ministers agree that the attractiveness and openness of the European higher education should
be reinforced. They confirm their readiness to further develop scholarship programmes for
students from third countries…….
Ministers declare that transnational exchanges in higher education should be governed on the
basis of academic quality and academic values, and agree to work in all appropriate fora to
that end.”13
In the Berlin-Bergen work programme for the first time the social dimension got the label of
transversal issue covering all the action lines and principles. As Prof. Kladis stressed, it is not
only something to do with methodology, it is an important political approach The work
programme included several seminars which should have an impact on elaborating the topic
of the social issues as well as attractiveness an competitiveness of European Higher Education
Area: there was the seminar on “Bologna and the Challenges of eLearning and Distance
Education”, the conference on “Public Responsibility for Higher Education and Research”,
organised by the Council of Europe in Strasbourg on 23-24 September 2004, the Dutch
European Union Presidency Conference “Designing Policies for Mobile Students” in
Noordwijk on 10-12 October 2004, the seminar on “Employability in the Context of Bologna
Process” in Bled, on 22-23 0ctober 2004 and this event
If we want to implement our goals we have to think deeply and carefully about the systems of
funding, including the different sources of funding, about student grants, loans and other
forms of support. Building on the discussions and recommendations from these seminars, in
funding higher education systems particular attention must be paid to the requirements of
meeting equal opportunities of all individuals. The pressure for cost-sharing in higher
education will increase and students and their families will be forced to greater share of costs
on education – direct as well as indirect (e.g. living costs and expenses during studies). Any
tuition fees, student grants and loans schemes should be researched through the prism of equal
opportunities and social cohesion, which will also lead to higher effectiveness and efficiency
of the system14. Dr. Schnitzer, when presenting last developments in the EUROSTUDENT
research, showed that in most searched countries grants have been more or less slowly
replaced by loans. He warned about huge differences among countries. Even in some EU
countries only 5% of students can afford to take loans simply because they would not be able
to pay them. As the consequence students sometimes move to countries with more friendly
13 “Realising the European Higher Education Area”, Communiqué of the Conference of Ministers responsible
for Higher Education in Berlin on 19 September 2003
14

See the materials from the Conference on Public Responsibility for Higher Education and Research,
Strasbourg, 24 September 2004, Council of Europe.
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systems of higher education (“fee migration”) and often stay, as these countries offer better
employment possibilities (“job mobility”). And it is necessary to mention that the research so
far was targeted namely into old EU countries, slightly touched new EU members and did not
touch at all countries, members of the Bologna Process outside EU. The contribution of Prof.
Eric Froment, President of the European University association (EUA) was very much along
the same lines.
We can support the recommendations from the seminar dealing with public responsibility.
Equal opportunities must become “fundamental building block” 15 of EHEA. And another
important issue was raised at this seminar. For the first time there was very firmly stated that
next to the public responsibility FOR higher education and research there is also public
responsibility OF higher education and research, where the role of HEIs and students is
absolutely irreplaceable.
Discussions on social dimension, social cohesion or equal opportunities would be incomplete
if mobility was not mentioned. As stated in the Report from the Noordwijk seminar, mobility
is “a connecting point between two main clusters of issues from the agenda – structural and
social dimension of the Bologna Process”16 The important message from this seminar that
the “problem of incompatibility of various national systems does not refer only to structural
dimension (e.g. compatible degree structures; common European framework of qualifications
etc.) but also to social dimension (e.g. compatible student support schemes, portability of
grants and loans, etc.) of the Bologna Process”17 was also delivered here. Mobility is in the
very core of the Bologna Process and easy mobility is one of the basic principles of EHEA.
Where are we now? In reality already the seminar in Noordwijk clearly pointed out that there
are many challenges and obstacles to mobility and smooth mobility in particular. Also the
presentations in plenary, e.g. that of Prof. Kladis, as well as in working groups namely in that
on “Social dimension and institutional international policies (including mobility and
portability of students grants and loans)” showed that the problems lay among others in
differences among different groups of Bologna countries (old EU members and EFTA
countries, new EU members and countries outside EU and EFTA) as well as in particular
countries themselves. These problematic issues are connected with new structures in higher
education systems, with economic, social and linguistic issues, legislative frameworks and
immigration and security policies. The countries with weaker economy cannot afford to
support mobility of their students at all. It has serious consequences – e.g. only children from
rich class can travel and study abroad. Or scholarships from richer countries and/or
institutions in richer countries are offered to gifted young people or excellent teachers. They
usually later stay in the country because they are offered much better conditions. And this
aspect is even deepened when there is a competition between HEIs and/or national systems to
attract either those gifted individuals or to attract foreign students who are paying and thus
bring significant income for the institutions. This means that there is a legitimate fear of brain
drain from “teaching – intensive” area of South – East in the direction to “research
intensive” area in North – West18.
15

See the „Recommendations addressed to public authorities in States Party to the European Cultural
Convention and to the Bologna Follow-up Group”, Conference on Public Responsibility for Higher Education
and Research, Strasbourg, 24 September 2004, Council of Europe.
16
See the report of the Bologna seminar “Designing Policies for Mobile Students”, organised by the Dutch
Ministry of Education, Culture and Science in Noordwijk, on 10-12 October 2004, prepared by Pavel Zgaga
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See the footnote 16
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As Bologna reforms of structures will have been implemented a new type of mobility will
have appeared. It was called at this seminar “vertical” mobility and will be international as
well as national. Students after having finished their first degree (Bachelor’s) will move to
another university to study at the second (Master’s) level, or to study Ph.D. after completing
the second cycle. This mobility will also bring a lot of challenges, namely between 1st and 2nd
cycle as described above under the chapter dealing with study programmes.

The approaches to the social aspects and the competitiveness and
attractiveness of the EHEA
Ms. Ivosevic, the President of ESIB stressed that there are HEIs which play crucial role in
social cohesiveness of future Europe. She reflected namely on living conditions, services,
literature, studying conditions in general. She clearly stated that international students are not
only a source of further income. Social cohesiveness is not for free, however expenses
interconnected with quality higher education are not pure expenditures but should be rather
seen as investments. She warned about tuition fees which could bring further social
inequalities. In his presentation Prof. Froment mentioned also world – wide competition. He
pointed out that this competition is about economic strategy but also about the social and
cultural values. European society and leaders have to decide, how they want to respond to this
challenge. And definitely, as we speak about the Knowledge Society, higher education system
is an important part for the game.
In the Berlin Communiqué Ministers stressed “the need for appropriate studying and living
conditions for the students, so that they can successfully complete their studies within an
appropriate period of time without obstacles related to their social and economic
background… ……… the need for more comparable data on the social and economic
situation of students.” One example how we could proceed further is the project
“EUROSTUDENT 2005 – Social and Economic Conditions of Student Life in Europe”. The
main sponsor of this project is the German Ministry for Higher Education and Research
(BMBF). The project was formerly targeted to some EU, EFTA countries and Switzerland.
By Socrates the EU-Commission devoted additional funds to start work with new EU
Member countries in this period (until June 2005). However it still does not cover relatively
high number EU countries and no country, Party to the Bologna process, outside EU. There
are 11 active partners – usually old EU countries, there is only one new EU member, Latvia.
The new members of EU and candidate countries joint as observers. Mr. Schnitzer pointed out
that it is necessary to find ways how to finance data collection as in these countries data are
usually not available. The subject areas: demographic characteristics, access to higher
education, study performance, social make-up of the student body, accommodation, funding
and state assistance, living expenses-student spending, student employment and time budget
or internationalisation seem highly relevant. In the light of the statement from Berlin
Communiqué, it would be desirable to enlarge such research, at least in selected subject areas
to the whole Bologna Area, using possible funding in Socrates as well as Tempus programme.
Dr. Schnitzer also clearly stated that widening access for underprivileged groups is not only
socially cohesive activity but rather action with economic importance.
Many questions about future development and many concerns were formulated by Prof.
Kladis. I would like to mention some of them:
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What does it mean a socially cohesive EHEA? Shall it be a one-speed or a multi-speed
process? Shall we create one circle or more than one concentric circle? And what does
attractiveness mean? Is it attractiveness for “brain drain” or is it for “brain gain”? (e.g.
Erasmus Mundus?) The situation in different parts of Europe varies significantly. It varies in
the old EU and new EU countries and even more if we look beyond EU. E.g. it concerns
percentage of GDP devoted to higher education (less than 1%) but also GDP as such is
significantly different, quick and strong changes in some parts of Europe leading to some kind
of instability including funding, lack of experience in application of various funding models,
sometimes the changes are limited and conditioned by the political “wing” being in power.
How shall we answer these challenges in the future?
Does the social dimension retain the momentum gained in Berlin? Are there any alarming
indications that the social dimension starts losing its momentum? And what can we do?
Are there any alarming signals emitted from the European debate which need to be analysed
and decoded? Are we flirting with a generalised application of tuition fees in Europe?
Is mobility only for EU countries? Are all European governments moving indeed towards
fostering student mobility and removing all obstacles? Are any European governments still
keeping their borders tight?
How fast and how genuinely the integration of flexible lifelong learning paths into the
European higher education systems is proceeding?
He pointed out that there are two sides of one coin: competitiveness, attractiveness and
excellence as one, social cohesion, public responsibility and academic values & principles as
another side. He speaks about excellence and not simple quality. One of his concerns was
about two-speed Europe. He reminded about the three scenarios prepared by CHEPS – Centre
for Higher Education Policy Studies – at the University of Twente. One of the three models
introduced, the Octavia – the Spider Web City introduced a Europe wide web of universities
and it explicitly preceded “research intensive” area in North – West and “teaching –
intensive”19 area of South – East. Thus it was quite legitimately possible to presume a move of
think tank from one part of Europe – the poorer one to the richer. It would have an impact not
only on different developments of the higher education systems in these two areas, on the
student mobility which would be one-way in case of the gifted students and young scientists
(brain drain) but consequently on the economic development and social status of people living
in both areas. And we could hardly speak about competitiveness, attractiveness and
sustainability of EHEA. How could we avoid these scenarios which exclude whole regions?
Prof. Kladis suggested that social dimension and social aspects of the Bologna reforms as well
as of the whole EHEA became the priority in 2005-07.
In his key note Prof. Elie Cohen linked social aspects, knowledge – based economy and
opening to the world. He pointed out that globalisation is based on economic factors and
opening up leads to widening opportunities for the higher education sector. He also raised
number of questions – e.g. about international standards shared by HEIs. Could we see then
more harmonisation or more unification? And in higher education and research can we avoid
the unification? He also tried to define what we mean under social dimension. There were 4
items and again interesting questions:
1) access to higher education – change in access rate – it seems the increase has been
stabilising. Have we met the demand for higher education? The statistics in some
19
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countries signal that there is stagnation in growing number of students entering into
higher education. Are there new hurdles which have led to this “premature” stop, he
asked, or are there hidden potentials? He pointed out that the impact of lifelong
learning has to be increased. We all agree to it but in practice the situation is different
– once people enter job market they do not come back. Why?
2) development and implementation of “well being” conditions for students, grants, loans
and how to survive during studies. He stressed e.g. high tuition fees or the state of
economy in Europe and necessity of support schemes for students. How can we
change this trend which leads to decreasing student support in Europe?
3) making schemes aiming to improve the efficiency of academic work for opportunities
of success of students during studies with special attention to underprivileged groupsmeans in reality create e.g. system of guiding and tutoring students during their studies
and thus find new efficient way to fight against drop out.
4) employability of graduates – HEIs and academia play important social role in this field
and have important responsibility to contribute to access to good and sustainable jobs
for their graduates – how can this be improved? Adapting teaching to labour market?
Definitely not exclusively but Prof. Cohen stressed that partnerships with private
business and other economic players should be established and he was convinced that
it is possible to find a compromise how to combine demands of employers with
academic values.
In the discussion during the seminar it was also suggested that the problem of lack of funding,
especially in the direction of development more socially cohesive systems should be
addressed to the EU. Could be some structural funds devoted to education and not only to
agriculture? We have to move another step in the development of higher education systems
otherwise we would not respond to the needs of massive higher education but we would rather
contribute to elitism. And Knowledge Society could not be build without knowledge spread
widely.
Competitiveness and social cohesion - both aspects in an efficient higher education system
must be balanced. Prof. Cohen remembered us that the famous statement from the Lisbon
European Council in 2000 which stressed the necessity to make Europe “ the most competitive
and the most dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world” has a second part, less often
quoted, that Europe needs also “sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and
greater social cohesion”.

Working groups
As already stated in the headline, the working group 1 concentrated on the relationship
between social dimension and competitiveness of EHEA. How does/could the social
dimension contribute to the competitiveness? The discussions showed the complexity of the
problem. The participants, however, stressed that historically the strength of Europe and
consequently its competitiveness was just the aspect that it took care after the society and used
education as a mean. Social cohesiveness is a necessary precondition for economic growth
and stability: the social dimension must be considered in terms of access but also in terms of
completion of successful studies for the great majority of people reaching the best possible
level and fulfilling their potential at its best; so the social dimension directly contributes to
the rise of the qualification level and to the development of the economic process towards the
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Europe of Knowledge. In this sense the costs of higher education should be rather seen as
investments into future prosperity than expenditures only. And it is, of course, costly but as
one participant said, “excellence does not thrive out of the desert” and therefore, corrective
measures against inequalities for access to higher education and the best conditions to provide
higher education to a mass of students must be developed. And since the costs are foreseeable,
it is quite tempting “trying to get by with what we have”, even if this will most probably be
more expensive in the long run. Unfortunately the positive impact can only appear far beyond
the mandate of the government which had made the decision.
Participants further discussed some concrete steps which could be taken e.g. how to decrease
the dropout, especially in some disciplines and areas, which is even higher with the groups
they come from the backgrounds where higher education is not traditional.
The participants also stressed that we often speak about competition between institutions but
there is also a very strong aspect of co-operation and networking. However, it seems that a
competition between national States how to attract foreign students – either gifted or paying
ones - has emerged. We should be careful as we must create EHEA which is competitive as a
whole, without “winners” and “losers”, otherwise we all will be losers.
Attractiveness/competitiveness and social dimension do link with each other; they do not
compete with each other. The international attractiveness/competitiveness is based on it.
Students and teachers go to a country where they find better conditions – for study and
research but also social ones. Valuable degrees and a possibility to find a good job are
essential and thus become a sign for a quality higher education system. The participants
thought that so far within Bologna we rather stressed the economic side of the reforms
forgetting that without social dimension we will not really be competitive and European (see
above). The social dimension is not a European handicap, on the contrary, it is a factor
of attractiveness and competitiveness with e.g. Australia or U.S.A.
The questions were raised concerning appropriate funding systems. Also the question of who
will pay and who will manage the social system. It is, of course, connected with most
effective support schemes which will take into account country differences. Social cohesion
issues, widening access etc. were considered investments. But then also certain
quantification is needed – investment also means the amount we can afford to pay and
what we get in reward. And who pays the price of these investments, who benefits from the
rewards? The participants stressed that these are key questions which need further
consideration as no easy solutions exist.
So, the social dimension is a prerequisite of the economic development and a constituent
element of the EHEA and therefore must be considered a priority from Bergen onwards.
In the working group 2 there were the questions: Should social dimension be included in
processes of duality assurance? Who should be concerned with it? (HEI, national
agency/level, higher education as a whole). Which types of criteria should be set? How can
quality assurance take social dimension into account? How the HEIs look at students?
The discussions led to the following conclusions:
To integrate social dimension to be important part of quality assurance is necessary. Quality
assurance is not only about teaching and learning itself. The main aim of any quality
assurance systems must be improvement : it is not just a matter of “to be or not to be” but
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quality assurance is a process to be developed starting from available results after audits and
allowing HEI to have corrective measures to improve. Thus the working group participants
stressed importance of sharing good practices and being discouraged from the bad ones.
Social dimension can provide a framework for and a bridge between quality and equality; in
other words, because a focus on equality only would lower quality whereas focus on quality
only is a threat for equality, social dimension is what can help us to find the appropriate
balance. Also the necessity to take into account different levels and different forms of quality
assurance (internal & external quality evaluation, evaluations, accreditation, audits) was
discussed. The group agreed that it is necessary to share responsibilities in ensuring quality
assurance. The EHEA as a whole is responsible. They very much recommended the ‘Bologna
tetrahedron’ presented by Mr. Frankowicz as a model for social dimension, which can be
analyzed from the 4 following points of view:
“Bologna
Quality
Prerequisites
for Processes
Outcomes and
Tetrahedron”
higher education
results
Quality standards Equal opportunities Social assistance Recognized
State
Subject

imposed by law
guaranteed by law
guaranteed by law
Quality of study Appropriate profile of Preparation
for
programmes
the candidate
future role as a
professional

Higher
education
institution

Quality of study Appropriate
process
“immersion”
mechanisms

Society
(including
market)

Accountability,
fitness for purpose

qualifications
Subject
knowledge,
professional
competences
Support
for Feedback from
students, inclusion alumni (how to
the
of
students
in improve
functioning
of
decision making
HEI)

Good “systemic” co- Formation
of Employability
operation
with attitudes,
(how to respond the external stakeholders
transferable skills,
needs of the labour
etc …
market ?)

Actors are “inter alia” ministries, HEIs, teachers and students, as well as representatives of the
labour market. The responsibilities are linked to the multiple prerequisites, purposes and goals
of higher education that come from the different levels and actors involved. Prerequisites for
higher education can be equal opportunities for all, a specific profile of students, co-operation
with external stakeholders etc. Different purposes of higher education are personal
development, preparation for the labour market with a long-term perspective, preparation for
life as an active citizen in a democratic society and improvement of an advanced knowledge
base in society. All have influence on the comprehensiveness of the social dimension as well
as that of quality assurance.
It’s not desirable to define a list of concrete “minimum” criteria/standards for social
dimension. Such a list would be always limited and there will always be different perceptions
and “hidden variables” (beyond teaching and research) related to quality assurance; if a
consensus on what should be guaranteed to students could be reached, how to guarantee
aspects of the social dimension would always vary according to countries. The participants
underlined that more information and knowledge on social dimension provisions is needed in
different countries. Besides more information there is also a need to define more concrete
‘aspects’ of the overarching Bologna action line on social dimension that should be
guaranteed in every country, every HEI within the EHEA, not actual standards/criteria. E.g.
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sufficient financial support for all students, but the actual amount is dependent on the actual
study & living costs in a country/region.
Furthermore the group concluded that quality is a common responsibility for teachers and
students. To involve students from the beginning creates better conditions for doing the work
then at a later stage.
There are 3 modes of student participation:
1) input (evaluations)
2) co-decision maker in all committees
3) student participation as quality indicator as such
The following definition of social dimension was suggested: “The social dimension includes
all provisions needed for having equal access, progress & completion of higher education
(i.e. first, second, third cycle).”
Other observations from the discussion
Social dimension becomes more important within the EHEA, and in parallel more and more
the obstacle for a real EHEA. There are large inequalities between countries, HEIs, even
between different disciplines. However, diversity between countries should not be used as an
excuse to no change and/or improvement of social circumstances. A lot is expected from
changing attitude towards outcomes/results of study programmes/study process. But not only
from the immediate employability angle, is it also important to look at longer term effects of
higher education programmes.
International mobility could increase wider access. It brings new groups - foreign students as
well as migrants.
Finally the participants recommended to the Ministers in Bergen:
Quality assurance mechanisms, both internal and external, must integrate the social
dimension including all aspects of living and studying conditions and relate to the
multiple purposes of higher education.
The working group 3 started from the conclusion that in the two years following the
ministerial conference in Berlin, there has not really been done considerable work on the
social dimension, no substantial progress was achieved. The participants strongly agreed that
the social dimension and social cohesion should really be set as a priority in Bergen and
taken as a transversal objective, involved in every action line. And this needs more
concrete elaboration. The interventions of the participants also warned that the Bologna
reforms and implementation in different countries sometimes is bringing opposite effects than
social cohesion or bringing real social aspects into Bologna Process and enabling all people
their full potential.
A key problem raised in the workshop was the lack of data on the social cohesion in higher
education. The workshop welcomed initiatives such as EUROSTUDENT surveys. The
participants stressed that collection of comparable data on the social, cultural and
economical backgrounds and situations of students should be enlarged to all the states
having signed the Bologna Declaration. This stocktaking will serve as a tool to evaluate and
compare social progress being made, or not made, in the Bologna Process. This stocktaking
and data analyses should as well enable to measure the possible negative impact of the wrong
implementation of other Bologna-action lines on higher education.
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In order to build up a more socially coherent higher education system, policies should be
developed to take away the financial, social and cultural barriers causing the under
representation of less privileged groups in higher education. But the workshop participants
warned to limit the scope to equal opportunities to access to the first cycle of higher education
and establish access barriers at the second or third level.
They also stressed that the first generation students from low income families run a far bigger
risk of retention and drop out. Therefore, measures to enhance social cohesion in higher
education should pay equal attention to access and to completion. And last but not least it was
also stressed that the social, economical and cultural background is again determining the job
opportunities of graduates. There should be guidance and counselling services developed
serving not only for the access to the labour market but as well for a better pedagogical
orientation.
Further there was a strong agreement on the need to raise awareness about the social
dimension and implications of the Bologna Process amongst all higher education actors and
stakeholders. The working group considered the social dimension as essential to create
student-ownership of the Bologna Process. Instead of seeing students as passive customers
they should be given a more positive and active role in higher education assuming that
they are full members of the higher education community.
A social cohesive EHEA is of course impossible without a well developed social dimension in
the international mobility. It was assured that there still a lot can be done to expand the
portability of grants and loans. There was a discussion on the threats and challenges caused by
the recent developments in the European Court of Justice’s decisions and cases. The
participants agreed on the objective to provide for every student moving abroad within EHEA
(for a short or a long time period) a sufficient financial support in the form of grants and
loans. It is an extremely complex issue which could not be solved at this meeting. The
participants therefore decided not to interfere with the conclusions and the recommendations
of the Bologna Seminar in Noordwijk dealing with this specific problem. It was also
mentioned that the social dimension of mobility is not only a matter of financial support
but e.g. the visa problems still need a lot to be done.
The working group 4 discussed institutional international policies. They discussed barriers
and obstacles to mobility. The working group participants pointed out that a new type of
mobility, which is a consequence of two cycle structure (Bachelor/Master) of study
programmes implemented has emerged, different needs and expectations than the “classical “
programme exchange students. They called it “vertical mobility”. The discussion in the
working group led to these conclusions:
The “ 3 A’s” (in French) :
- A 1 : “Accueil” (welcome)
The participants stressed the importance of the role played by the student associations. These
associations could help in guiding and tutoring student, partners in mobility. However, it
might still be insufficient. It has serious consequences in the case of e.g. recognition of the
study results achieved but also in very different aspects, e.g. access to housing.
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- A2 : “Accompagnement” (counselling)
A help in social, professional and cultural integration for all students is necessary. If this is
not performed carefully it could lead to “ghettoisation” of foreign students
- A3 : “Accès et Départ” (coming in and going out)
There should be measures taken which to certain extent could help to decrease the financial
and social barriers – i.e. to offer different choices, explain why mobility is beneficial by exmobile students and professors and help with proper preparation in a foreign language.
Further conclusions were made that there is extremely important to create partnerships political, social, economical in the region and maybe also abroad. The institutions cannot
themselves solve everything. Survey on social dimension is necessary as there is a lack of
statistical data. It was also stressed that equity and democratisation are central words
namely because of big inequities existing between the 40 EHEA countries and inside
them. And mobility should not be a privilege; the participants rather spoke about a “right to
mobility”.

Conclusions
The questions in headline of the conference were: “Is there any coexistence between
competitiveness and social dimension?” “Are they contradictory to each other or do they
depend on one another?”
Most of the speakers, including Mr. Francois Fillon, Minister of National Education, Higher
Education and Research, showed that there is coexistence between competitiveness and social
dimension. And moreover – if we want to create future Europe, which will be dynamic,
attractive and competitive, such a Europe must be based on the principle of social solidarity.
These two approaches have to be well balanced though. This Europe has to have its
excellence in top research, and high quality, broad and competitive tertiary education sector.
Already in the Berlin-Bergen work programme social cohesion got the label of a transversal
issue covering all the action lines and principles. It is not only a matter of methodology, it is
an important political approach.
Mr. Guy Neave pointed out in his presentation a question – “Is social cohesion a condition
for economic development or vice versa?” The participants of the seminar felt that for
sustainable development social cohesion is a necessary precondition. And this has reflections
in economy. Moreover the social solidarity and stress on social cohesion belong to traditional
European values. Bologna reforms so far rather concentrated on legislative changes,
implementation of reforms of study programmes, quality assurance systems, recognition tools
(ECTS, Diploma Supplement) etc. We more or less have them implemented. It does not
mean we could stop our work, a lot has to be done, and we will only be able to evaluate in
future, in some 5-10 years what an “animal” we have created. But a real step forward, we
could make in Bergen, is next to the structures and means (in Berlin represented by the three
priorities) move towards principles as e.g. easy mobility, and common European values which
will make European Higher Education Area (EHEA) different from similar systems using a
Bachelor/Master structure and quality assurance systems.
Massification of higher/tertiary education has become a reality and in fact it is the political
decision which most European countries have already taken. Massification is also a
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significant challenge in terms of social cohesion. Education may well become one of the main
factors in dividing societies, and also important social stigmas, since there is less and less
place for those without qualifications. It means in reality not only to create equal bases for
access in our legislation but also to work with those groups which usually do not enter
higher/tertiary education. They have equal opportunities but they do not use them, possibly
also because they are not motivated or do not know how. It starts already much earlier, at
basic and/ or secondary school level. In reality nobody checks whether they have abilities to
enter and complete higher/tertiary education. These people themselves, as well the whole
society, may only benefit if proper instruments are found and right incentives use to bring
them into higher/tertiary education. Anybody should try his/her talent, to use it for the highest
education possible, and benefit from it regardless his/her social background. Equal access in
legislative terms is a necessary precondition but far from being enough. Widening access for
underprivileged groups is not only socially cohesive activity but rather action with economic
importance. And it is not the full task these students also usually need some guidance and
educational support during studies.
This brings us to the question: Is access already a success? The practical experience shows
that definitely not as all countries face high dropout – if not generally at least in some
disciplines. The social dimension of the EHEA thus should integrate the processes of access
to higher education, which must be followed by different learning/ study opportunities – e.g.
reasonable freedom to design curriculum, profile, and the learning paths which include
flexibility, professors and teachers who think more carefully about methodology. This also
requires responsibility from students but they should be guided and shown their possibilities.
Student body has changed but students in any case should be treated as responsible citizens,
members of the community rather than pure consumers. Furthermore students need to have
certain economic standard which would enable them, as already stated in the Berlin
Communiqué, to “successfully complete their studies within an appropriate period of time
without obstacles related to their social and economic background” How far have we
proceeded? Do we learn from examples of good practise carefully enough?
We all face, at all levels, the challenge about how to get more money into the systems of
higher education. The public funds have been declining on the one hand, and on the other
hand, numbers of students have grown significantly. The system of education must compete
for funding with other sectors – e.g. health or social affairs. Unfortunately in this case there
could easily be the social aspects which suffer. Following the opinion of the experts gathered
here part of funds, which come to the higher education system, should regardless if from
public or private resources, be invested into social dimension. We should realize that finances
or systems of funding are not our goals themselves. They make much more sense if they serve
as a mean used for establishing more comprehensive frameworks, taking into account also
social dimension of our future scenarios. Making equal opportunity must be “a fundamental
building block”20 of the EHEA, which we want to create by 2010, and make it grow far
beyond this date. All the aspects mentioned above should be researched through the prism of
equal opportunities and social cohesion. Sometimes when thinking about social systems, we
rely only on public funds and usually consider social dimension as almost exclusive
responsibility of the government. Definitely it is an important public responsibility but not
exclusively. The conference on Public Responsibility showed that there are shared
responsibilities. There is public responsibility for higher education and research and there
is also public responsibility of higher education and research which creates irreplaceable
20

See the recommendations from the Official Bologna seminar on Public responsibility, organized by the
Council of Europe, Strasbourg, September 2004 –www.bologna-bergen2005.no
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role of HEIs as well as students. And this responsibility of HEIs and students was also
mentioned several times by the speakers here.
To bring the topic of the social dimension and equal opportunities further into the Bologna
Process is very important now. In Berlin our priorities were based on structures, quality
assurance and recognition, bases, on which we can build EHEA. But they are not our goals
themselves. They are necessary means to achieve a higher education of quality, which will be
attractive and could compete at any level. And this will not be possible without social aspects
being taken seriously into account and becoming our priority. For the future if we speak about
quality in higher education social dimension and equal opportunities should become important
signs of it. How to achieve this is not an easy task. It requires co-operation at all levels – at
institutional, national as well as European level All countries have to work on it, it could not
only be privilege of the rich ones. International organisations as ENQA, EUA, ESIB,
EURASHE and others active in quality assurance at European/ international level should be
active and promote best practices which could be shared.
Social dimension of the EHEA will be one of the values which would make the area truly
European. The tasks we face are extremely complex and they are no simple solutions. There is
long list of questions which were formulated at our seminar. It started already with the
definition of social cohesion, or social dimension within the Bologna Process. The working
group 2 tried to find an answer: “The social dimension includes all provisions needed for
having equal access, progress & completion of higher education (i.e. first, second, third
cycle).” Mr. Cohen saw it in four dimensions: access to higher education – incl. lifelong
learning opportunities; development and implementation of “well being” conditions for
students; making schemes aiming to improve the efficiency of academic work for
opportunities of success of students during studies with special attention to underprivileged
groups; and employability of graduates. Most of these aspects were also stressed by Prof.
Eric Froment, President of the EUA.
Let me repeat once more some questions formulated by the experts as these are crucial issues:
What means social cohesion on European level e.g. with respect to differences among
European countries? How to reduce this gap? And do our policies tend to it in practice or do
they work opposite? Do we create a multi-speed Europe? The situation in different parts of
Europe varies significantly. It varies in the old EU and new EU countries and even more if we
look beyond EU. How shall we answer these challenges in the future?
Mobility is in the heart of the Bologna Process and easy mobility is one of the basic principles
of EHEA. It is only logical that when speaking about social solidarity and about social
dimension of the Bologna Process, mobility is discussed. And not by random, after the French
EU Presidency focused on mobility and its promotion by the removal of its obstacles in
200021, mobility was again the priority of the Dutch EU Presidency last year with a specific
focus on the core question of portability of grants and the follow up has been organised.
Where are we now? As described in previous chapters, there is a legitimate fear of brain drain
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The Action Plan for mobility adopted by a resolution 2000/C 371/03 on 14 December 2000 recommended a
set of measures aimed to define and democratize mobility in the EU, to promote appropriate forms of funding, to
increase mobility and improve the conditions for it. The crucial issue of mobility was then further developed by
the Recommendation 2001/613/CE (10 July 2001) about mobility within the Community for students, persons
undergoing training, volunteers, teachers and trainers.
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from “teaching – intensive” area of South – East in the direction to “research intensive” area
in North – West22.
As Bologna reforms of structures will have been implemented a new type of mobility will
have appeared, so called “vertical” mobility and will be international as well as national.
Students after having finished their first degree will move to another university to study the
second one. Or they will move to another institution to study Ph.D. after completing the
second cycle. This mobility will also bring a lot of challenges, especially the transition
between the first and second cycle. Moving from one to another HEI in the same or very
similar discipline already signals problems and what about if it will be a bigger shift between
disciplines? Some students also pointed out that Bologna could be misused to reduce access to
the second cycle and stressed that this access must stay open and be merit based, without any
financial obstacles or “numerus clausus.”
Realising that smooth mobility is a key principle of EHEA and aware about many obstacles it
brings and challenges to be overcome - between different groups of Bologna Member
Countries as well as in particular countries themselves, which are connected with new
structures in higher education systems, with economic, social and linguistic issues, legislative
frameworks and immigration and security policies, it is important to have proper facts and the
BFUG should organise an analytical study on these issues in all Bologna Member Countries
and report back to the Ministers in 2007. Furthermore the national authorities should
undertake all possible steps to ease the visa procedures for foreign students and scholars.
And further concerns have been expressed, let me again stress some of them - Shall we retain
the momentum the social dimension has gained in Berlin? Or are we already losing it? Are
there signals which need to be recoded? The questions also paid attention to lifelong learning
paths. Are the inclusions of flexible LLL paths really taking place?
And to make the whole thing more complicated Prof. Kladis put even more aspects together
and stressed competitiveness, attractiveness and excellence being one side, as social cohesion,
public responsibility and academic values & principles the other side of the same coin.
In spite and possibly also due to these facts the participants of the seminar saw the political
approach to create socially cohesive EHEA as the only solution. As the issue is so
complex to step ahead means shared responsibilities and actions undertaken at all levels
of the system.
At European level the enlarging of the already existing gap between different parts of Europe
should be avoided. On contrary certain solidarity is necessary and all possibilities have to be
used. E.g. under the Tempus programme – it is at least a modest concrete way on how
solidarity can be performed.
At national level
•

The emerging and widening gap between those who benefit from higher education
and come back all their life long and those who have never used this possibility must
be stopped and hopefully decreased in future;
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•

Examples of good practices and ways on how to make them a reality should be sought
when there is success in motivating the traditionally disadvantaged groups and if they
are successfully guided through higher education according to their talent and abilities;

•

Social dimension and equal opportunities should become part of internal and external
evaluation as well as accreditation/certification procedures;

•

Discussions between higher education institutions and the employers in which both
sides listen to each other and build on exchanged knowledge should be stimulated
leading thus to better understanding of new structures and employability of graduates.

With the full respect to academic freedom and institutional autonomy and their primary
responsibility for quality the higher education institutions
•

Should take into account, when designing restructured study programmes, the
diversified needs of contemporary student body; without any negative impact on the
quality of programmes and/or their graduates, the programmes should have diversified
learning outcomes, lead to reasonably diversified competencies as well profiles,
should enable students graduation at their highest possible level and thus minimise the
student drop.

•

Should listen to the employers and needs of society and balance them with the
academic quality, with the aim of enhancing sustainable employability of their
graduates at the national as well European labour market;

•

Should take social dimension and equal opportunities as important signs of quality in
their performance and find appropriate ways on how to include them into their internal
evaluation;

•

Should make flexible learning paths including searching of possibilities of recognition
of prior learning an integral part of their activities

•

Should create proper systems of guidance and counselling for their students.

The international organisations in the spheres of their missions should create platforms
where the best practices on how to bring social dimension further into the Bologna Process
and how to make equal opportunities a reality could be shared;
From the presentations and discussions it implies that the participants of the Conference
urge Ministers meeting in Bergen, in May 2005, to make social dimension a priority for
2005 – 2007, and most probably also beyond. As Mr. Cohen has reminded us, Europe has to
have the potential “of sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater
social cohesion”. The issue is complex and goes beyond the sector of higher education or
education. However several speakers have stressed that Ministers responsible for higher
education are part of the Governments and should at least try to initiate actions. On the basis
of this it is possible to conclude that the Conference participants recommended that
Ministers
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•

Acknowledge that, beyond Bergen, the process of building European Higher
Education Area should improve its social dimension and recognise it as the priority for
2005-07; they realise that national authorities, higher education institutions and
students are the guarantees who can in common make it a reality. They ask the BFUG
to organise an analytical study taking into account existing initiatives and based on
collection of comparable data on social and economic situation of students in all
Bologna Member Countries and report back at the next conference in 2007.

•

As the basis for sustainable policies in higher education in Europe Ministers will
stimulate creation of comprehensive frameworks within their countries as well as at
particular institutions for funding the objectives of social equity and equal
opportunities for all citizens, using for this purpose all sources of funds, public as well
as private. They call higher education institutions as well as national authorities to
undertake actions to create socially cohesive system of student grants (including
mobility grants) and loans. Social background and economic level should not be a
barrier to access to higher education, successful completion of studies and
employment in “matching” jobs after graduation.

•

Acknowledge that social dimensions and equal opportunities are important signs of
quality of higher education, they urge higher education institutions as well as national
quality assurance agencies/organisations/consortia, to elaborate quality assurance
mechanisms, internal as well as external which will integrate the social dimension
including all aspects of living and studying conditions and relate them to the multiple
purposes of higher education. They furthermore call international organisations as
ENQA, EUA, ESIB, EURASHE and others active in quality assurance at European/
international level to promote best practices.
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The social dimension of the European higher education area and world –
wide competition
Official Bologna Seminar proposed by France in the Berlin – Bergen work programme
Organised by the Ministry of National Education, Higher Education and Research
in co-operation with ESIB – The National Unions of Students in Europe.
Paris, La Sorbonne, January 27 – 28, 2005

CONCLUDING REMARKS
By Vera Stastna, General Rapporteur
The seminar has not taken place at the Sorbonne University by random. The Sorbonne
University was the place where the Bologna Process was initiated in 1998. And the topic itself
is also very typical for the place – “Social dimension of European Higher Education Area and
World – Wide Competition”. The participation at the seminar is quite large and comes from
different backgrounds. There are more than 170 participants from 33 countries, including
Australia and USA. They are representatives of Governments, higher education institutions
(HEIs) as well as students. There are quite a few members of the Bologna Follow-up Group
(BFUG), including its President. And this is very important. They face above their “normal”
responsibility to push forward the recommendations and mutually agreed conclusions at home
also a challenge to bring them into the discussion at BFUG meetings in March and April at
which the Bergen Communiqué of Ministers will be discussed.
The questions in headline of the conference were: “Is there coexistence between
competitiveness and social dimension?” “Are they contradictory to each other or do they
depend to one another?”
Most of the speakers, including Mr. Francois Fillon, the Minister of National Education,
Higher Education and Research, showed that there is coexistence between competitiveness
and social dimension. And moreover – if we want to create future Europe, which will be
dynamic, attractive and competitive, such Europe must be based at the principle of social
solidarity. These two approaches have to be well balanced.. This Europe has to have its
excellence in top research, and high quality, broad and competitive tertiary educational sector.
Already in the Berlin-Bergen work programme social cohesion got the label of transversal
issue covering all the action lines and principles. It is not only methodology it is an important
political approach.
Mr. Guy Neave pointed out in his presentation a question – “Is social cohesion a condition
for economic development or vice versa?” The participants of the seminar felt that in longer
perspective, for sustainable development, social cohesion is a necessary precondition. And
this has reflections in economy. Moreover the social solidarity and stress on social cohesion
belong to traditional European values. Bologna reforms so far rather concentrated on
legislative changes, implementation of reforms of study programmes, quality assurance
systems, recognition tools (ECTS, Diploma Supplement) etc. We more or less have them in
place. It does not mean we could stop our work, a lot has to be done, and we will only be able
to evaluate in future, in some 5-10 years what an “animal” we have created. But a real step
forward, we could make in Bergen, is next to the structures and means (in Berlin represented
by the three priorities) move towards principles as e.g. easy mobility, and common European
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values which will make European Higher Education Area (EHEA) different from similar
systems using Bachelor/Master structure and certain quality assurance systems.
Massification of higher/tertiary education has become a reality and in fact it is the political
decision which most European countries have already taken. Massification is also a
significant challenge in terms of social cohesion. Education may well become one of the main
factors in dividing societies, and also important social stigmas, since there is less and less
place for those without qualifications. It means in reality not only to create equal bases for
access in our legislation but also to work with those groups which usually do not enter
higher/tertiary education. They have equal opportunities but they do not use them, possibly
also because they are not motivated or do not know how. It starts already much earlier, at
basic and/ or secondary school level. Their family surrounding does not motivate them. In
reality nobody checks whether they have abilities to enter and complete higher/tertiary
education. These people themselves, as well the whole society, may only benefit if proper
instruments are found and right incentives use to bring them into higher/tertiary education.
Anybody should try his/her talent, to use it for the highest education possible, and benefit
from it regardless his/her social background. Equal access in legislative terms is a necessary
precondition but far from being enough. Widening access for underprivileged groups is not
only socially cohesive activity but rather action with economic importance. And it is not the
full task these students also usually need some guidance and pedagogical support during
studies.
This brings us to the question: Is access already a success? Meant generally, not only for
underprivileged groups, for all students. The practical experience shows that definitely not as
all countries face high dropout – if not generally at least in some disciplines. The social
dimension of the EHEA thus should integrate the processes of access to higher education,
which must be followed by different learning/ study opportunities – e.g. reasonable freedom
to design curriculum, profile, the learning paths which include flexibility, professors and
teachers who think more carefully about methodology. This also requires responsibility from
students but they should be guided and shown their possibilities. Student body has been
changing but students in any case should be treated as responsible citizens, members of the
community rather than pure consumers, as Vanja Ivosevic, the President of ESIB and later on
other speakers reminded us during the seminar. Furthermore students need to have certain
economic standard which would enable them, as already stated in the Berlin Communiqué,
“successfully complete their studies within an appropriate period of time without obstacles
related to their social and economic background” How far have we proceeded? Do we learn
from examples of good practise carefully enough?
We all face, at all levels, the challenge how to get more money into the systems of higher
education. The public funds have been declining on one hand, on the other the numbers of
students have grown significantly. The system of education must compete for funding with
other sectors – e.g. health or social affairs. Unfortunately in this case there could easily be the
social aspects which suffer. Following the opinion of the experts gathered here part of funds,
which comes to the higher education system, should regardless if from public or private
resources, be invested into social dimension. We should realise that finances or systems of
funding are not our goals themselves. They make much more sense if they serve as a mean
used for establishing more comprehensive frameworks, taking into account also social
dimension of our future scenarios. Making equal opportunity must be “a fundamental building
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block”1 of the EHEA, which we want to create till 2010, and far beyond this date. The
pressure for cost-sharing in higher education will increase and students and their families will
be forced to greater share of costs on education – direct as well as indirect (e.g. living costs
and expenses during studies). And as presented here grants are rather replaced by loans. Mr.
Schnitzer reminded us about the huge differences in the countries where the
EUROSTUDENT research has been undertaken. In some cases only 5% of students can
afford to take loans as they would not be able to pay them back. In European Union students
sometimes move to countries with more friendly systems of HE which also often offer better
employment possibilities (“job mobility”). All these aspects mentioned have to be researched
through the prism of equal opportunities and social cohesion. Sometimes when thinking about
social systems, we relay only on public funds and usually consider social dimension as almost
exclusive responsibility of the government. Definitely it is an important public responsibility
but not exclusively. The conference on Public Responsibility, as mentioned by Prof.
Dionyssis Kladis, clearly pointed out that there are shared responsibilities. There is public
responsibility for higher education and research and there is also public responsibility of
higher education and research which creates irreplaceable role of HEIs as well as
students. And this responsibility of HEIs and students was also mentioned several times by
the speakers here.
To bring the topic of the social dimension and equal opportunities into Bologna process is
now very important. In Berlin our priorities were based on structures, quality assurance and
recognition, bases, on which we can build EHEA. But they are not our goals themselves. They
are necessary means how to achieve quality higher education, which will be attractive and
could compete at any level. And this will not be possible without social aspects being taken
seriously and becoming our priority. For the future if we speak about quality in higher
education social dimension and equal opportunities should become important signs of it. How
to achieve it is not an easy task. It requires co-operation at all levels – at institutional, national
as well as European level All countries have to work on it, it could not only be privilege of the
rich ones. International organisations as ENQUA, EUA, ESIB, EURASHE and others active
in quality assurance at European/ international level should be active and promote best
practices which could be shared.
Social dimension of the EHEA will be one of the values which would make the area truly
European. The tasks we face are extremely complex and they are no simple solutions. There is
long list of questions which were formulated at our seminar. It started already with the
definition of social cohesion, or social dimension within the Bologna Process. The working
group 2 tried to find an answer: “The social dimension includes all provisions needed for
having equal access, progress & completion of higher education (i.e. first, second, third
cycle).” Mr. Cohen saw it in for dimensions: access to higher education – incl. lifelong
learning opportunities, development and implementation of “well being” conditions for
students, making schemes aiming to improve the efficiency of academic work for opportunities
of success of students during studies with special attention to underprivileged groups,
employability of graduates. Most of these aspects were also stressed by Prof. Eric Froment,
the President of EUA.
Let me mention some more questions formulated by the experts: What means social cohesion
on European level e.g with respect to differences among European countries? How to reduce
this gap? And do our policies tend to it in practice or do they work opposite? Do we create
1

See the recommendations from the Official Bologna seminar on Public responsibility, organized by the Council
of Europe, Strasbourg, September 2004
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several speed Europe? The situation in different parts of Europe varies significantly. It varies
in the old EU and new EU countries and even more if we look beyond EU. E.g. it concerns
percentage of GDP devoted to HE (less than 1%) but also GDP as such is significantly
different, quick and strong changes in some parts of Europe leading to some kind of
instability including funding, lack of experience in application of various funding models,
sometimes the changes are limited and conditioned by the political “wing” being in power.
How shall we answer these challenges in the future?
Mobility is in the very core of the Bologna Process and easy mobility is one of the basic
principles of EHEA. It is only logical that when speaking about social solidarity and about
social dimension of the Bologna Process, mobility is discussed. And not by random mobility
was the priority of the Dutch EU Presidency and the follow up has been organised. Where are
we now? In reality the poorer countries cannot afford to support mobility of their students. It
has sever consequences – e.g. only children from rich class can travel and study abroad or if
those gifted are offered a scholarship they usually stay in the country with better conditions.
And this aspect is even deepened when there is a competition between HEIs and/or national
systems to attract either those gifted individuals or to attract foreign students who are paying
and thus bring significant income for the institutions. This means that there is a legitimate fear
of brain drain from “teaching – intensive” area of South – East in the direction to “research
intensive” area in North – West2.
As Bologna reforms of structures will have been implemented a new type mobility will have
appear. It was called at this seminar “vertical” mobility and will be international as well as
national. Students after having finished their first degree (Bachelor’s) will move to another
university to study the higher (Master’s). Or to study Ph.D. after completing the second cycle,
This mobility will also bring a lot of challenges, especially the transition between the first and
second cycle. Moving from one to another HEIs in the same or very similar discipline already
signals problems and what about if it will be bigger shift between disciplines? Some students
also pointed out that Bologna could be misused to reduce access to the second cycle and
stressed that this access must stay open and be merit based, without any financial obstacles or
“numerus clausus.”
And further concerns have been expressed - Shall we retain the momentum the social dimension

has gained in Berlin? Or are we already losing it? Are there signals which need to be
recoded? The questions also paid to lifelong learning paths. Are the inclusions of flexible LLL paths
really taking place?
And to make the whole thing more complicated prof. Kladis put even more aspects together and
stressed competitiveness, attractiveness and excellence being one side, as social cohesion, public

responsibility and academic values & principles the other side of the same coin.
In spite and possibly also due to these facts the participants of the seminar see the political approach
to create socially cohesive EHEA as the only solution. As the issue is so complex that to step

ahead means shared responsibilities and actions undertaken at all levels of the system.
At European level the enlarging of the already existing gap between different parts of Europe
should be avoided. On contrary a certain solidarity is necessary and all possibilities have to be
used. E.g. under the Tempus programme – it is at least a modest concrete way how solidarity
can be performed.
At national level
2

CHEPS scenarios
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•

Enlarging the emerging gap between those who benefit from higher education and
come back during their full life and those who have never used this possibility must be
stopped and hopefully decreased in future;

•

Examples of good practices and ways how to make them a reality should be sought
when there is success in motivating the traditionally disadvantaged groups and if they
are successfully guided through higher education according to their talent and abilities;

•

Social dimension and equal opportunities should become part of internal and external
evaluation as well as accreditation/certification procedures;

•

Discussions between higher education institutions and the employers in which both
sides listen to each other and build on exchanged knowledge should be stimulated
leading thus to better understanding of new structures and employability of graduates.

With the full respect to academic freedom and institutional autonomy and the primary
responsibility of higher education institutions for quality the HEIs
•

Should take into account, when designing restructured study programmes, the
diversified needs of contemporary student body; without any negative impact on the
quality of programmes and/or their graduates, the programmes should have diversified
learning outcomes, lead to reasonably diversified competencies as well profiles,
should enable students graduation at their highest possible level and thus minimise the
student drop.

•

Should listen to the employers and needs of society and balance them with the
academic quality, with the aim of enhancing sustainable employability of their
graduates at the national as well European labour market;

•

Should take social dimension and equal opportunities as important singes of quality in
their performance and find appropriate ways how to include them into their internal
evaluation;

•

Should make flexible learning paths including searching of possibilities of recognition
of prior learning an integral part of their activities

•

Should create proper systems of guidance and counselling for their students.

The international organisations in the spheres of their missions should create platforms
where the best practices how to bring social dimension into Bologna Process and how to make
equal opportunities a reality could be shared;
From the presentations and discussions it is possible to conclude that the participants of the
Conference urge Ministers meeting in Bergen, in May 2005, to make social dimension a
priority for 2005 – 2007, and most probably also beyond. The famous statement from the Lisbon

European Council in 2000 declaring the necessity to make Europe “ the most competitive and
the most dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world” has a second part, as Mr. Cohen
has reminded us, and it is much less quoted, that Europe has also to have the potential of “of
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sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater social cohesion”. The
issue is complex, it is de facto a political approach and goes beyond the sector of higher
education or education. However several speakers have stressed that Ministers responsible for
higher education are part of the Governments and should at least try to initiate actions. On the
basis of this the Conference, in particular, recommends that Ministers
•

Acknowledge that, beyond Bergen, the process of building European Higher
Education Area should improve its social dimension and recognise it as the
priority for 2005-07; they realise that national authorities, higher education
institutions and students are the guarantees who can in common make it a
reality. They ask the BFUG build on existing initiatives and to organise an
analytical study based on collection of comparable data on social and economic
situation of students in all Bologna Member Countries and report back at the
next conference in 2007.

•

As the basis for sustainable policies in higher education in Europe Ministers will
stimulate creation of comprehensive frameworks within their countries as well as
at particular institutions for funding the objectives of social equity and equal
opportunities for all citizens, using for this purpose all sources of funds, public as
well as private. They call higher education institutions as well as national
authorities to undertake actions to create socially cohesive system of student
grants (including mobility grants) and loans. Social background and economic
level should not be a barrier to access to higher education, successful completion
of studies and employment in “matching” jobs after graduation.

•

Acknowledge that social dimensions and equal opportunities are important signs
of quality of higher education, they urge higher education institutions as well as
national quality assurance agencies/organisations/consortia, to elaborate quality
assurance mechanisms, internal as well as external which will integrate the social
dimension including all aspects of living and studying conditions and relate them
to the multiple outcomes of higher education. They furthermore call
international organisations as ENQUA, EUA, ESIB, EURASHE and others active
in quality assurance at European/ international level to promote best practices.

•

Realise that easy mobility is a key principle of EHEA and aware about many
obstacles it brings and challenges to be overcome - between different groups of
Bologna Member Countries as well as in particular countries themselves, which
are connected with new structures in higher education systems, with economic,
social and linguistic issues, legislative frameworks and immigration and security
policies, they call upon the BFUG to organise an analytical study on these issues
in all Bologna Member Countries and report back in 2007; they furthermore call
the national authorities to undertake all possible steps to ease the visa procedures
for foreign students and scholars.
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Official Bologna Seminar
Doctoral Programmes for the European
Knowledge Society

Salzburg, 3-5 February 2005

EUA Conference “Research Training as a Key to a Europe of
Knowledge”
Maastricht, 28 – 30 0ctober 2004

Summary of conclusions and recommendations of the Plenary sessions
and Discussion groups:
The Maastricht conference was the last in the series of three EUA conferences in
2004 which focused on the social relevance of higher education and research for
the development of the knowledge society. The Maastricht conference examined
the future research training role of universities in Europe.
With the increased focus on the ambitious Lisbon and Barcelona objectives and
new demands of the global knowledge-intensive labour market, universities need
to play a key role in research & development, innovation, knowledge creation &
transfer at regional, national, European, and international level. In the context of
this development, uuniversity research training is the most important key to
education of new generation of researchers. Doctoral training plays a crucial part
in research training, but has to be supplemented by other forms of life-long
research training to increase research capacity leading towards ambitious
objectives.

Key issues discussed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What type of researchers do we need?
How do universities respond to the new demands of the changing labour
market?
What university reforms (actions) are required in order to develop new
policies, new organisation and management of research training, including
personell, recruitment and career development strategies?
What is the role of industry and university-industry collaboration in research
training?
How to attract young people to science?
How to ensure sustainable career development for all researchers?

Conclusions:
1. Research training has to prepare new generation of researchers which will
be highly competent in the professional field, but will also have much
wider generic (transferable) skills: ability to learn, problem solving,
analytical and critical thinking, writing and communication skills, team and
project management, capacity to work in international teams, organisation
skills, flexibility, etc. – researcher of the future has to be dynamic, openminded, communicative and entrepreneurial.
2. Research/ doctoral training needs to be embedded into institutional
policies and strategies. Each university has to develop its policy and
regulations on doctoral programmes. Doctoral degree has to be awarded
by the university (Rector) in order to increase the social value of the
degree.
3. Doctoral programmes have to be reformed: there is a need for more
structured and organised programmes that offer wide range of skills for
wide range of careers.
4. Diversity of doctoral programmes in Europe is a strength that has to be
protected, but it must be based on the quality assessment. New models of
doctoral programmes have to be initiated, explored and supported (e.g.
European model of research/ graduate schools; Professional doctorates;
Industrial doctorates) if they fulfil high quality criteria.
5. In addition to doctoral training, other kinds of research training are needed
– more life-long open and flexible research training for all categories of
researchers.
6. University-industry cooperation has to be strengthened and built on mutual
trust and openness, while realising the uniqueness and core mission of
each party.
7. Research/ doctoral training needs internationalisation: more mobility, more
joint programmes, bilateral or international cooperation and researchdriven networks is the only way towards ambitious goals of becoming the
most competitive knowledge based continent. Universities have to build/
provide institutional support structures and mechanisms for mobility (e.g.
academic staff mobility offices).
8. Universities have to build career development strategies and to develop
mechanisms to ensure that every researcher, irrespective of status, is
treated as a respected member of the research community and all
researchers know about their rights and duties (learning agreements or
partnership contracts for doctoral candidates). Recruitment policies at
each institution have to be transparent, internationally-open and equitable
with the aim to ensure a sustainable career development of every
researcher.

Official Bologna Seminar
Cooperation between accreditation
committees/ agencies

14-16 February 2005, Warsaw, Poland

Recommendations
of representatives of accreditation committees/agencies from countries
which participated in
Seminar on “Cooperation between accreditation committees/agencies”,
14-16 February, Warsaw

1. Mutual recognition of education and diplomas can be supported by mutual
acquaintance of quality assurance systems. Mutual recognition of accreditation
decisions should be encouraged.
2. As a necessary condition of building an agreement between participating countries of
Bologna Process, we consider that it should ensure and provide for:
•
•
•
•

regular, mutual sharing of information about education and accreditation systems,
mutual visits, joint training of experts,
promotion of mutual mechanisms of recognition,
promotion of similarities in higher education systems

3. The national system of accreditation should apply for all higher education institutions
established within each country. Preference should be given to accreditation
committees or agencies established or recognized under the laws of the state. A higher
education institution might apply for accreditation from an accreditation body from
outside the country. This external quality assurance can be accepted and recognized if
the external accreditation body is recognized by national authorities.

Bologna Process Seminar on
“Cooperation between accreditation committees/agencies”, 14-16
February 2005, Warsaw, Poland
organized by Polish State Accreditation Committee and Ministry of
Higher Education and Sport
Final Report
Reporteurs:

Włodzimierz Siwiński
Mieczysław W. Socha

Introduction
The Bologna Process has provided the major stimulus for higher education reform in
Europe. The process started in 1999 when Ministers responsible for higher education signed
the Bologna Declaration in which they agreed to create the European Higher Education Area.
The main objectives of this process are to increase the mobility and employability of
European higher education institutions graduates.
Mobility of graduates around the European Higher Education Area is only possible if
recognition of degrees and studies is ensured. This should be done through the full
transparency of educational systems and trust among those systems on international level that
must be based upon quality assurance of programs and/or institutions. In such context the
quality assessment of systems will become one of the main pillars in European Higher
Educational Area.
The accreditation and quality assessment system is relatively new in Europe but
increasingly gaining importance at least in all participating countries. To be sure, the primary
responsibility in quality assurance in higher education lies with each institution itself but as a
matter for real accountability and full transparency the national system of quality assurance is
indispensable.
In the Prague conference in 2001 the ministers called for implementation of policies to
evaluate quality in each country in order “to secure the mutual trust which is necessary to the
validation of studies carried out in another country”. In Berlin in 2003 it was decided to make
a start on introducing quality assurance systems by 2005. These policies should include: „ a
definition of responsibilities of the bodies and institutions involved;

evaluation of

programmes or institutions, including internal assessment and external review, participation
of students and publication of results; a system of accreditation, certification or comparable
procedures; international participation, co-operations and networking” (Communiqué of the
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Conference of Ministers responsible for Higher Education, Berlin, 15 September 2003).
Ministers call upon ENQA to develop an agreed set of standards, procedures and guidance on
quality assurance and/or accreditation agencies.
Responding to its mandate ENQA working through its members and other
stakeholders in cooperation with the European University Association (EUA), the European
Association of Institutions in Higher Education (EURASHE), and the National Unions of
Students in Europe (ESIB) has proposed Standards for Quality Assurance Agencies. Also,
ENQA proposed to establish the European system of quality assessment for agencies.
The basic aim of Warsaw Seminar was to present and discuss different experiences of
accreditation agencies of several countries and to highlight the major fields for mutual cooperation between agencies. The purpose of such co-operation is to help to develop the
European Higher Education Area by mutual recognition of quality assessment systems and
accreditation results. This report focuses on crucial issues raised by authors of presented
papers and discussants and is intended to continue the ongoing debate on the possible form of
future co-operation among accreditation agencies in Europe.
More than 50 participants from 21 countries who represented diverse
stakeholders engaged in Bologna Process (EUA, ESIB, ECA, accreditation committees,
ministries of higher education and higher education institutions involved in quality assurance)
attended the meeting in Warsaw (see Appendix no 1 – list of participants). It is worth to
highlight that there were represented countries with the large number of students (e.g.
Germany, France, Poland and Spain) as well as countries with the smaller number of students
(eg. Norway, Latvia), EU and non-EU countries. The seminar’s agenda foresaw sessions’
structure (Appendix no 2 – program of seminar) which were chaired by 2 persons and
contributed by 11 speakers from various countries and institutions, who are as follows:
1. Frederiks Mark, the Netherlands, Netherlands – Flemish Accreditation Organization
(NVAO)
2. Haugland Oddvar, Norway, Norwegian Agency for Quality Assurance in Education
(NOKUT)
3. Jamiołkowski Andrzej, Poland, Polish State Accreditation Committee (PKA)
4. Marcellán Francisco, National Agency for Quality Assessment and Accreditation
(ANECA)
5. Panayotov Ivan, Bulgaria, National Evaluation and Accreditation Agency
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6. René-Paul Martin, France, C.T.I. Commission des Titres d’Ingénieur
7. Puirséil Séamus, Ireland, Higher Education and Training Awards Council (HETAC)
8. Schade Angelika, Germany, Akkreditierungsrat
9. Sojka Milan, Czech Republic, Accreditation Commission
10. Westerheijden Don F., the Netherlands, Center for Higher Education Policy Studies
(CHEPS), University of Twente
11. de Vries Ruard Wallis, European Commission
Summary of the Seminar
During the seminar the presentations documented the development of quality
assessment process and accreditation in a bulk of European countries (mainly in Bulgaria,
Czech Republic, France, Germany, Ireland, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, and Spain). In
many cases this process is relatively new or has been profoundly changed as a result of
Bologna Declaration and follow up activities. It shows that during the last 5 years in many
countries state accreditation institution at the national level has been established with the
power of accreditation of all programs and higher education institutions operating in public
and private sectors and in university and non-university sectors. In all cases the established
agencies comply or nearly comply with proposed set of standards for quality assurance
agencies. All agencies set their own detailed standards and assessment criteria for quality
evaluation and accreditation of individual programs or higher education institutions. In most
countries decisions of accreditation agencies on the program or institutions accreditations are
based on a previously conducted quality evaluation (site visits including). The final results of
the evaluation and accreditation process is available in some form to public, for example
through publishing the final reports. Various forms of post-accreditation monitoring of
evaluated programs and institutions have been developed. Accreditation agencies make their
decisions independently of the ministers of education, higher education institutions and other
state institutions. Discussants agreed that state/national accreditation contributes to the quality
improvement, growing credibility and transparency of higher education institutions and
programs through eliminating low quality programs and institutions and disseminating good
practices and implementing international standards of excellences. Accreditation has become
one of the main types of quality assurance of higher education in many countries. Each
accreditation agency develops the international cooperation through participating in regional
network of operating in Europe (NOQA, ENQA, and CEEN) or outside Europe
(INQUAAHE, RIACES), bilateral agreements or participation in joint projects.
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Warsaw Seminar identified not only commonalities but also many differences that
exist with regards to quality evaluation and accreditation systems between various countries.
During the last two or three decades higher education system has evolved dramatically in
most European countries: the profound changes of institutional structure (especially the
development of professionally oriented institutions), the development of private sector, the
lifelong learning, the education based on two cycles, the quality assurance process, etc. it is
just only to mention a few examples. All of these have increased the diversity of higher
education within the various countries and in a cross-country dimension.
The entrance of Central and Eastern European countries as partners and participants in
European Higher Education Area have added enormously to the diversity among national
educational systems in Europe at large. It is safe to conclude that this diversity puts strains on
the ways in which the mutual recognition of degrees and study can be put into practice. It is
why the information about current development in national higher education sectors is
necessary for building up mutual understanding and trust that should facilitate the recognition
of studies, diplomas and degrees.
As a consequence a large variation in purposes, institutional design, procedures,
ownership, and practice of the accreditation agencies exist. Some accreditation agencies in
their activities focus on accreditation of programs (or clusters of programs) while the others
concentrate on accreditation of institutions or even units (e.g. libraries in Spain). When in
some countries the quality evaluation and accreditation covers all higher education institutions
and programs at the same time in others it only complies with higher education institutions of
public sector or newly established institutions and programs or even institutions who seek
acknowledgments or financial support by the national government. Differences can be also
distinguished in relation to programs’ assessment because some agencies concentrate on
accreditation of three levels of education (including doctoral studies) when in other countries
the accreditation interest is showed in the first and second cycle. In individual countries
dissimilarities can be also observed in relation to legal and real consequences of negative
ratings of quality.
The seminar demonstrated that there is a great range of practical activities being
undertaken by various accreditation agencies. Some accreditation agencies made use of
numerous expert panels and assessed more than half of all programs while the others were
satisfied with review and consultation of assessment results from internal quality assurance
within higher education institutions. A growing number of countries declared that foreign
4

experts attended site visits conducted within the quality assessment but at the same time
discussion revealed that very often national emigrants with knowledge of language are invited
to take part in them. It is proved that the system of experts’ participation in external expert
groups and site visits is unsatisfactorily spread among accreditation institutions. Furthermore
there is also diverse participation of major stakeholders (a.o. students, graduates, labour
market representatives) in quality assurance and accreditation processes. Discussants
highlighted the difficulties in converging very different quality assurance systems existing in
over 40 countries participating in Bologna Process.
Thus the importance of creating a platform for dialogue between national accreditation
agencies from which common solutions can be forged cannot be underestimated.
Accreditation of higher education institutions and study programmes is an essential part of
quality assurance systems. The two should be closely related and their complementarities
encouraged. Apart from fulfilling the set of standards for quality assurance agencies
established by ENQA it is extremely important to develop the close and systematic cooperation between national or regional agencies perhaps on a less formal basis. One of the
most important aims of this co-operation should be the dissemination of information about
national higher education systems including the quality assessment activities. It facilitates
higher labour force mobility within Europe, Europe-wide transparency and mutual trust in
educational systems.
The participants of the seminar were informed about the growing interests of the EU
Commission in implementing the free choice of accreditation agency listed in the European
Register of Quality Assurance and Accreditation Agencies. Conflicting opinions were
presented in seminar’s discussion in relation to full freedom of choice of accreditation
agencies in European scale. Participants agreed that some diversity in national accreditation
should be preserved in order to take into account existing differences in educational system,
size and the structure of higher education sector, etc. Preferences should be given to
accreditation committees or agencies established or recognized under the laws of the given
country. However, a higher education institution may apply for accreditation to an
accreditation body from outside the country. It was agreed that external quality evaluation
(i.e. provide by foreign accreditation agency) can be accepted and recognized as long as it
complies with the laws and regulations of the home (recipient) countries. The recognition of
foreign agencies by the relevant national authorities should be the necessary condition for
making use of services provided by them by higher education institutions.
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An important scope for international co-operation is the mutual assistance in further
development in the quality assessment process itself. The participation of foreign experts in
external evaluation is strongly desirable. It is quite natural to expect that agencies should cooperate in assisting each other in identification appropriate available experts. However, the
size of higher education on national level is very differentiated in Europe: there are countries
with a couple of hundred thousand students while in other countries the number of students is
around 2 million or even over 8 million (in Russia) with a very large number of institutions
involved. It has raised immediately several questions. Should foreign experts participate in all
external panels? Who is able to identify such a large number of experts? The process of
identification of appropriate and available experts may be quite complicated and time
consuming especially for smaller agencies. Another issue related to the accreditation process
itself is the co-operation in training and instructing of experts. Discussants agreed that joint
training seminars for experts and external evaluators developed by the group of agencies from
different countries would increase the comparability of quality assessment process in
European countries.
Finally, debaters paid attention to financial resources and funding scale of Bologna
Process including cooperation between accreditation committees/agencies. In particular there
were indicated insufficient funds which are earmarked for works taken within the framework
of Bologna Process. It is important to answer how accreditation agencies will find the
appropriate funding for foreign experts? Who should carry the costs of foreign experts?
Hosting or sending agency should cover the travel costs of the foreign expert? In such case
how to avoid overburdening some agencies?
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